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Preface

This information has been assembled to support the 1993 Department of
Defense recommendations for base closures and realignments inside the United States.

Th Secretary of Defense transmitted his recommended closures and
realignments to the 1993 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission and to
the Congress in March 1993. The recommendations were also published in the edera

Chapter Four of this report contains the statutory recommendations, justifications
and process summaries the Secretary of Defense transmitted to the Commission, the
Congress, tmd the Federal Rggister pursuant to Public Law 101-510, as amended.
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Executive Summary

Introduction

This report describes the Department of Defense recommendations for base
closures and realignments to the 1993 Defense Base Closure and Realignment
Commission (the Commission). The recommendations were submitted by the
Secretary of Defense to the Commission in March of 1993, as authorized by the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993 (Public Law 101-510, as
amended). The recommendations were also transmitted to the Congress and filed with
the Federal Regster, as required by the Act.

The list of military installations inside the United States for closure or
realignment is based on the force structure plan and the final criteria, as required by
the Act. The list includes 31 major bases recommended for closure. 12 major bases
recommended for realignment, and 122 smaller base or activity reductions.

These recommendations support the national goals of maintaining military
effectiveness while drawing down the force, reducing the deficit, and riavesting in
America.

The Department of Defense overall base closure policy is an important part of
this effort. The policy has five compelling characteristics:

o It saves money that would otherwise go to unnecessary overhead.

o It supports military effectiveness by reducing the competition for ever
scarc f resources.

o It is fair and objective.

o It hits bases overseas harder than those at home.

o It supports the investment necessary to foster economic growth.

As the Department implements the policy, DoD will recognize its special
obligation to the people - military and civilian - who won the cold war. DoD will
u=;. that obligation.
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Saving Taxpayer Dollars and Maintaining Military E~ectiveness

Closing military bases worldwide saves taxpayer dollars; permits DoD to invest
properly in the forces and bases it keeps in order to ensure their continued
effectiveness; and frees up valuable defense assets (people, facilities and real estate) for
productive private sector reuse.

The defense budget will decline by more than 40 percent in real terms from
1985 to 1997, and military personnel in the United States will be reduced by 30
percent. Base closures have lagged behind this overall drawdown. No bases were
closed until two years ago, following decisions made in the 1988 and 1991 rounds of
base closures. Under those two rounds, domestic base structure was reduced by only
nine percent. measured by plant replacement value.

Plant replacement value is what it would cost to replace all the buildings,
pavements, and utilities at a base. DoD measures its progress in terms of plant
replacement value because it is a better measure of magnitude than simply counting
large bases and small bases equally.

Failure to close bases in line with reductions in budgets and personnel
constitutes a double hit: Resources are drained into bases not needed, and, therefore,
resources are not available to buy the things DoD does need.

The Planned 1993 Round or Closures
Will Save $3.1 Billion Per Year

The following table shows the costs and savings associated with the 1993
closures and realignments:

Net costs in FY 1994 through 1996 $1.7 billion
Net savings in FY 1997 throiuh 1999 $5.7 billion
Net savings during implementation $4.0 billion

Annual savings thereafter ($FY99) $3.1 billion

The 1993 program, coupled with the previously approved 1988 and 1991
closures, will reduce the domestic base strture by about 15 percent (measured by
replacement value). AD three rounds of closures together, when complete in 1999, will
produce $5.6 billion in annual recurring savings, measured in FY 1999 dollars.
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Being Objective and Fair

Congress has given the Executive Branch extraordinary authority to close
domestic bases, provided the Executive Branch follows the established rules strictly
and keeps faith with the Congress.

This means using an objective, fair analytical process for closing bases that will
withstand scrutiny by the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission, the
General Accounting Office, Congress and the public. The process which has worked
well so far, is described in Chapter One of this report.

The Military Departments and Defense Agencies made their recommendations to
the Secretary of Defense on February 22, 1993. The Joint Staff and the Office of the
Secretary of Defense reviewed the recommendations and underlying aiialyss to ensure
that the law and DoD policies were followed.

The Military Department and Defense Agency recommendations we founded
on the final selection criteria and a 6-year force strucure plan. Chapter Two of this
report describes the criteria and Chapter Three contains the unclassified version of the
force structure plan.

The Secretary's recommendations are consistent with a six-year force saucture
plan. The plan DoD has used is the Bush Administration's "base force." The legal
deadline for recommendations precluded DoD from making changes based on futue
force reductions not yet decided.

The "base force" has twelve active Army divisions; DoD will have room to
station all of them. It has twelve carriers; DoD will have room to berth all of them. It
has 1,098 active Air Force fightrs; DoD will have room to beddown all of them.

Unless the force structure is increased above the "base force," DoD has all the
bases it needs.

The Department is confident, therefore, that future changes will decrease force
structure, and will require more, not fewet, base closures than those recommended at
this time. The Secretary of Defense did not recommend any base for closure that
would conceivably be kept. open under a revised force structure plan. The Secretary's
list of military installations inside the United States recommended for closure or
realignment, a summary of the selection process that resulted in each recommendation,
and a justification for each recommendation is in Chapter Four of this report.
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Wlile. the r,-co-nrucndations stand on their own merits, it is important to noze
two udditional points. Frst, with .vspeT to mainenancc depots, there was not
sufficient time far the Office of the Scrctay of Dcfe'se to revieOw all potential
ianerservicing posibilities. The Sc"retar sugge.ted that the Coirsraission examine
tbc, se possibilities. Second. some instal ations host non-defense governnr.-nt activities.
and it v&s not possible to evaluate fully the act impavt of the itzominendations on
those activities. The Secretary sugg.ted that tha Commission devote sone attention to
Uhose potential impacts.

Cnns&dc-im- RegiunW Impacts Cvrefully

The Secretawy of Defense carefully considered the regionwl eco.omic impacts of
these nccesy, yet tugh, closure decisionz. In looking at the regional impacts, the
Secretary considered the cumulative economic impact of previously approved closures
as well a: the ones recommended in this report. The Secretary was concerned not only
about the inpacts at bases on DoD's 1993 closure list, buz also about the effects at
basts csed by earlier r~mnds.

Reducing Overseas Bases Even More

DoD is reducii its military forces and its oversezs Lmse structure much more
•han in the U.S.

DoD 2"s, to date, aniounced it will cna or mduce its operations overseas at sites
?icounting for 28 percent of rmplacet:m value.

DoD's plani is to re-luce thQ zcplacement value of the o, rseas base structure by
35-40% as we complett our reduction in personnel stationed overseas to about
200,000.

DoD base spending overseas whd also decline dramatically, both because of
troop rec ttcns and because Jb,*An and Koirs are paying an increasing share of the
costs of :,rationing U.S. forces there.

While DoD wil continue to reiuce its forward deployed forces, those forces
have ptayed a fundameatal role in regions vital t3 the national interest. Permanently
stationing and periodically deploying forces overseas have been key to averting crises
and prevenin, war. They show our comrritmet, lend credibility to our alliances,
ehanc rgional stability, provide cisis rew.ase capability, and promote U.S.
influence and access throughout the world.
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Supporting the Reinvestment Necessary
to Restore Economic Growth

Closing domestic bases and reducing DoD's w".nons and equipment purchases
are critical elements of a balanced defense drawdown -- one which will preserve a
fully capable, albeit smaller, military.

Nationally, the drawdown in defense spending does not pose any extraordinary
problems for the economy. The economic impact of the planned drawdown is actually
smaller than the impacts after the Korean and Vietnam wars. However, the impacts
are substantial in regions where the local economy depends heavily on defense
spending.

Closing domestic military bases is difficult, especially for the communities
affected. A close working relationship between the bases and local communities is
essential to helping the closure process proceed smoothly. Early development of a
viable reuse plan speeds the process immensely and benefits everyone--economic
recovery is expedited and DoD savings are realized sooner. The Department is
committed to the close cooperation needed to make this happen. Chapter Five of this
report describes tht ba.:e closure implementation process and the Department's
programs to ease the impact

In particular, DoD can help support economic growth by promoting productive
private sector reuse of base facilities and real estate no longer needed by defense.

History shows that most local communities economically recover from base
closures and actually end up better off, with more jobs and a more diverse economic
base - but in the past the recovery has been too slow and too costly.

DoD is developing a new reuse and reinvestment strategy with initiatives that
will: close bases more quickly, thereby making them available for reuse more quickly;
promote reuse opportunities, in concert with local community efforts; and, refocus
DoD internally to consider, for the first time, the trade-offs between DoD needs and
local community needs. The law gives the Secretary of Defense considerable authority
to decide whether the land is sold or given away, and to whom it should go.

DoD's Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) spearheads the President's
Economic Adjustment Committee which focuses Federal assistance programs on
adversely affected communities. OEA also gives planning assistance grants to affected
communities. In addition, DoD funds ($80 million in FY 1993) will help the
Economic Development Administration to assist communities.
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DoD wants to ensure, wherever possible, that environnental cleanup is not a
barrier to economic recovery. DoD has spent and will continue to spend significant
defense resources on environmental restoration, but will need help from Congress and
the Environmental Protection Agency to sueamline the process.

Lastly, DoD will work to create, in coordination with other Cabinet agencies, a
new community economic redevelopment fund to help communities most affected by
base closures. The fund will be used as a catalyst to spur new economic growth,
especially where recovery would be difficult. Funding will be provided by setting
aside a portion of the net savings from base closures.

Conclusion

Because of the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War, the
Department of Defense must get smaller. Closing military bases is essential to
balancing the drawdown of forces and budgets with infrastructure and overhead costs.

DoD is downsizing in the way many major corporations are. Just as they are
eliminating overhead and closing unneeded plants, so we are inactivating forces,
eliminating overhead and closing military bases worldwide. By downsizing this way,
DoD makes resources available w allow us to do the right thing in Defense: maintain
the quality of our people in uniform and maintain the technological edge of their
weapons.

l I l l l l
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Chapter 1

The Base Closure Process

Public Law 101-S10

The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (Tide XXIX of
Public Law 101-510, as amended) established new procedures for closing or realigning
military installations inside the United States. The Act was amended by both the 1992
and 1993 National Defense Authorization Acts. The amended Act is at Appendix A.

The Act established an indepeadent Defense Base Closure and Realignment
Commission. The Commission is charged with reviewing the base closure and
realignment recommendations of t'ie Secretary of Defense during calendar years 1991,
1993, and 1995.

The Act specifies procedures which the Congress, the President, the Department
of Defense (DoD), the General Accounting Office, the General Services
Administration, and the Commission must follow, in order for bases to be closed or
realigned inside the United States. The Act defines "United States" to be the 50 States,
the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands,
American Samoa, and any other commonwealth, territory, or possession of the UniLed
States. The Act also establishes crrtain thresholds for applicability of th: Act to
closures and realignments, which arc those established in Section 2687, Title 10,
United States Code (see Appendix B).

1993 DoD Base Closure Actions

Public Law 101-510 requires the Secretary of Defense to submit to the Congress
and the Commission a force structure plan for fiscal years 1994 through 1999. The
Act requires that the Secretary's recommendations for closure or realignment be based
on this force structure plan. The unclassified version of the plan is in Chapter 2. The
complete force structure plan, which was provided to the Commission and to the
Congress, is classified SECRET.
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Public Law 101-510 also requires the Secretary of Defense to develop criteria to
be used in selecting bases for closure and realignment. In developing the criteria, the
Secretary was required to publish proposed criteria in the Federal Register and solicit
public comments. Chapter 3 describes the steps taken by DoD in developing the final
crieria. The final criteria were subject to Congressional review between February 15,
1991, and March 15, 1991. "ihe criteria became final on March 15, 1991.

On December 15, 1992, the Department of Defense published in the Fderal
Register a notice that DoD would use the final criteria approved in 1991 for the 1993
base closure process.

Under the law, the Secretary of Defense, no later than March 15, 1993, can
publish in the Federal Regif and transmit to the .-ongressional defense committees
and the Commission a list of military installations inside the United States that the
Secretary recommends for closure or realignment on the basis of the force structure
plan and the final criteria. This report describes the recommendations the Secretary
made and transmitted to the Commission, the congressional defense committees, and
the Federal Regster on March 12, 1993. The list of military installations, the selection
processes, and the recommendations and justifications are in Chapter 4. The
Secretary's transmittal letter to the Commission is in Appendix C.

The selection process was not only based upon the force structure plan and the
final criteria, but also upon policy guidance issued by the Department of Defense to
the Military Departments and Defense Agencies regarding the 1993 base closure and
reabgnment analysis process. These guidance memoranda are at Appendix D.

The 1993 Commission

The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission is established by law
to review the Secretary of Defense's base closure and realignment recommendations.
The members of the Commission are appointed by the President with the advice and
consent of the United States Senate.

The Commission is required to conduct public hearings on the
recommendations. The 1993 Commission must report to the President by July 1, 1993,
on its findings, conclusions and recommendations for cisures and realignments inside
the United States.

The Commission may make changes in any of the Secretary's recommendations
if the Commission determines that the Secretary deviated substantially from the force
structure plan and the final criteria in making recommendations. The Commission is



required to explain and justify in its report to the President any recommendation that is
different from the recommendations made by the Secretary. The Commission is
further required to base any change on the force structure plan and the criteria, and to
publish proposed changes and to hold public hearings on those changes.

The Role of the General Accounting Office

Public Law 101-510 requires the General Accounting Office (GAO) to monitor
the activities, as they occur, of the Military Departments, the Defense Agencies and the
Department of Defense in selecting bases for closure or realignment under the Act.

The GAO is required to provide the Commission and the Congress with a
detailed analysis of the Secretary of Defense's recommendations and selection process.
The GAO report, due by April 15, 1993, is also intended to describe how the DoD
selection process was conducted and whether it met the requirements of the ACL In
addition, the GAO is required to assist the Commission, if requested, with its review
and analysis of the Scxretary's recommendations.

Th- Role or the President

The President has an imrportant role in establishing the Commission. The
President nominates the eight commissioners and designates the Chairman of the
Commission.

Public Law 101-510 specifies that the President is to receive the Commission's
recommended closures and realignments by July 1, 1993. The President then approves
or disapproves the Commission's recommendations by July 15, 1993. If the President
approves all the Commission's recommendations, he reports his approval to the
Congress.

If the President disapproves the Commission's recommendations, in whole or in
part. he informs the Commission and the Congress of the reasons for that disapproval.
Should the President disapprove the Commission's recommendations, the Commission
has until August 15, 1993, to revise their recommendations and resubmit them to thi
President.

The President men approves or disapproves the Commission's revised
recommendations by September 1, 1993. If the President approves all the revised
recommendations, he reports his approval to the Congiess.
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Should the President not approve the revised recommendations by September 1,
1993, the 1993 procedures for selecting bases to be closed or realigned under the Act
would be terminateL

The Role or the Congress

The Congress of the United States plays a number of important roles regarding
defense base closures and realignments. First, Congress passed and amended Public
Law 101-510, which established the exclusive procedures for selecting and carrying out
domestic base closures and realignments (other than minor actions under section 2687;
see Appendix B). In establishing these procedures, the Congress' purpose was to
provide a fair process that will result in the timely closure and realignment of military
installations inside the United States.

Second, Congress asked the President in Public Law 101-510 to consult with the
Congressional leadership on his nominations of individuals to serve on the
Commission. In addition, the United States Senate is required to confirm those
nominations.

Third, Congress maintains oversight over the base closure procedures through:

o Authority to disapprove by law the Secretary's final criteria,

o Receipt of the Secretary of Defense's force sucture plan,

o Receipt of the Secretary's recommended closures and realignments, and
other information submitted to the Commission,

o Receipt of the General Accounting Office's report, and

o The requinmet that the Commission's proceedings, information, and
deliberations be open, on request, to designated Members of Congress.

Fourth, Congress has provided itself an oppommrt to accept or rext the
Commission's recommendadons in their entirety by enactnent of a law under
expedited legislative procedures. Congressional di Mrvid of the Conmission's
recomnendations must be accomplished through a joirnt reolution of disapFroval. I he
Congre4s established a 45-day period for its review, as computed under the law. The
period begins on the date the President vnnsmiN ap lr,'. of the Cowmission's
recoammedations.
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Finaly, Congress must provide funds necessary to implement approved base

closures and realignments.

Implementing Base Closures and Realignments

Chapter 5 contains a description of the public laws, regulations, and programs
under which the Department of Defense implements approved base closures or
raiignments inside the United States.

Applicability of the National Environmental Policy Act

In establishing the new base closure and realignment procedures in Public Law
101-510, the Congress waived certain procedural elements of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This streamlined the environmental impact
analysis process associated with closure and realignment decisions, while preserving all
responsibilities for cleanup and compliance with other applicable laws and regulations.

Specifically, Public Law 101-510 waived the procedures of NEPA as it would
have applied to the actions of DoD and the Commission in recommending bases for
closure and realignment, and to the actions of the President in approving or
disapproving the Commission's recommendations (see Appendix A).

DoD, in carrying out its responsibilities under Public Law 101-510, included
environmental impact as one of the final criteria for se!ecting bases for closure or
realignment (see Chapter 3). Consequently, while environmental impact analyses will
not be accomplished under the provisions of NEPA for DoD's recommendations, the
impact on the environment is a consideration in DoD's analysis. DoD wants to ensure,
wherever possible, that environmental cleanup is not a banier to economic recovery.

NEPA will apply to DoD's actions in disposing of property and relocating
functions to receiving bases (see Chapter 5).

Overseas Basing

Chapter 2 contains a section on the need fm- overseas basing. However, as the
United States reduces its overseas forces, ending jr reducing operations at overseas
sites has become an important part of Defense planning and budgeting.

The base closure and realignment procedures established by Public Law 101-5 10
for domestic bases do not apply to overseas bases.

11



The Socretary of Defense has the authority to end or reduce the operations of
U.S. forces overseas. The Department of Defense carries out these actions in
consultation with our allies and in accordance with the terms of international traties or
host nation agreements.

The Department of Defense has established an ongoing process to announce
reductions or cessations of operations overseas. To date, DoD has announced it will
end or reduce its operations overseas at sites accounting for 28 percent of plant
replaceent value. As the U.S. c itinu,.s to drawdown its overseas forces over the
next several y.ars, additional overseas closures are anticipated whici wotild bring the
total drawdown of coverseaz sites to 35-40 percent of the overseas base structure.

Basing overseas is often differnt than basing in the United States. In the
United States, the areas which make up a base (operations and maintenance areas,
training areas, offices, barracks, family housing areas, recreation areas, shopping areas,
etc.) am usually contiguous. Overseas, ecach area is often distinct, separate and
intermingled with local towns, farnn and industrial areas. These distinc. sites are often
grouped sdministtively into combinations which if contiguous would resemble U.S.
bases.

DoD's Worldwide Base Structure

Appendix E provides a summary of DoD's worldwide base structure and a
summary of domestic and overseas base reductions since 1988.

12



Chapter 2

Force Structure Plan

Background

Public Law 101-510 requires the Secretary of Defense to submit to the Congress
and to the Commission a force structure plan for fiscal years 1994 through 1999. The
Secretary submitted the plan to Congress and to the Commission on March 12. 1993.

The force structure plan which follows incorporates an assessment by the
Secretary of the probable threats to the national security during the fiscal year 1994
through 1999 period, and takes into account the anticipated levels of funding for this
period. The plan comprises three sections:

o The military threat assessment,

o The need for overseas basing, and

o The force structure, including the implementation plan.

The force structure plan is classified SECRET. What follows is the
UNCLASSIFIED version of the plan.

Section I: Military Threat Assessment

The vital interests of the United States will be threatened by regional crises
between historic antagonists, such as North and South Korea, India and Pakistan, and
the Middle East/Persian Gulf states. Also, the collapse of political order as a result of
ethnic enmities in areas such as Somalia and the former Yugoslavia will pompt
international efforts to contain violence, halt the loss of life and the destruction of
property, and restablish civil society. The future world military situation will be
characterized by regional actors with modem destructive weaponry, including chemical
and biological weapons, modem ballistic missiles, and, in some cases, nuclear
weapons. The acceleration of regional strife caused by frustrated ethnic and
nationalistic aspirations will increase the pressure on the United States to contribute
military forces to international peacekeeping/enforcement and humanitarian relief
efforts.
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The United States faces three types of conflict in the coming years: deliberate
attacks on U.S. allies or vital interests; the escalation of regional conflicts that
eventuafly threaten U.S. allies or vital interests; and conflicts that do not directly
threaten vital interests, but whose costs in lives of innocents demand an international
response in which the United States will play a leading role.

Across the Atlantic

The Balkans and parts of the former Soviet Union will be a source of major
crises in the coming years, as political-ethnic-religious antagonism weaken fragile post-
Cold War institutions. These countries may resort to arms to protect narrow political-
ethnic interests or maximize their power vis-a-vis their rivals. The presence of vast
stores of conventional weapons and ammunition greatly increases the potential for
these local conflicts to spread. Meanwhile, European NATO allies wili continue to
grapple with shaping 3n evolving regional security framework capable of crisis
management and conflict prevention, as well as responding to out-of-area
contingencies. These countries will develop closer relations with the central East
European countries of Poland, the Czech and Slovak Republics, and Hungary, but they
will be reluctant to admit the republics of the former Soviet Union into a formal
collective defense arrangement. Attempts by these former Soviet republics to
transform into democraac states with market -c.onomies and stable national boundaries
may prove oo diffiult or too costly and could result in a reassertion of
authoritirianism, economic collapse, and civil war. Unsettled civil-military relations,
unstable reltadons between Russia and Ukraine, and retention of significant numbers of
nucleat weapons even after the implementation of START I. the continuation of other
strategic programs, and relatively indiscriminate arms sales will remain troubling
aspects of the Commonwealth of Independent States.

In the Middle East, competition for political influence and natural resources
(i.e., water and oil), along with weak economies, Islamic fundamentalism, and
demographic pressures will contribute to deteriorating living standards and encourage
social UUrestL The requirement for the United States to maintain a major role in
Persian Gulf security arrangements will not diminish for the foreseeable future.

The major threat of military aggrssion or subversion in the Persian Gulf region
my well emanate from Iran. Iran will find its principal leverage in subversion and
piopaganda, and in threats and military posturing below the threshold that would
precipitate U.S. intervention.

14



Iraq will continue to be a major concern for the region and the world. By the
turn of the centry, Iraq could pose a renewed regional threat depending on what
sanctions remain in place and what success Iraq has in circumventing them. Iraq
continues to constitute a residual threat to some Gulf states, particularly Kuwait. Its
military capabilities to threaten other Gulf Arab states will grow. These states will
nevertheless continue to depend largely on the U.S. deterrent to forestall a renewed
Iraqi drive for regional dominance.

A prolonged stalemate in the Middle East peace process may lead to further
violence and threats to U.S. allies and interests, perhaps accelerating the popularity of
anti-Western and Islamic radical movements.

Across the Pacific

The security environment in most of Asia risks becoming unstable as nations
reorient their defense policies to adapt to the end of the Cold War, the collapse of the
Soviet empire, the breakup of the former Soviet Union, and the lessons of the Persian
Gulf War. Political and economic pressures upon Communist or authoritarian regimes
may lead to greater instability and violence. Virtually every nation will base its
strategic calculations on the premise of a declining U.S. military presence. The lesser
nations of Asia will become increasingly concerned about security in areas
characterized by national rivalries.

Our most active regional security concern in Asia remains the military threat
posed by North Korea to our treaty ally, the Republic of Korea. Our concerns are
intensified by North Korea's efforts to develop weapons of mass destruction and
delivery systems.

China's military modernization efforts of the last two decades will produce a
smaller but more capable military with modern combat aircraft, including the Su-
27/FLANKER. China will also have aerial refueling and airborne warning and control
aircraft before the end of the decade. The Chinese Navy will have significantly
improved air defense missile capabilities, antiship missiles, long-range cruise missiles
(120 km range), and a new submarine-launched cruise missile. By the end of the
decade China also will have improved its strategic nuclear forces.

Japan's major security concerns will focus primarily on the potential emergence
of a reunified Korea armed with nuclear weapons, on the expanding Chinese naval
threat, and on the possibility of a nationalistic Russia.

15



In South Asia, the principal threat to U.S. security will remain the potential of
renewed conflict between India and Pakistan. While the conventional capabilities of
both countries probably will be eroded by severe budget pressures, internal security
obligations, and the loss of Superpower benefactors, India and Pakistan will still have
nuclear-capable ballistic missiles.

1The Rest of the World

This broad characterization covers regions not addressed above and is not
intended to either diminish or denigrate the importance of U.S. interests, friends, and
allies in areas beyond Europe and the Pacific.

In Latin America, democratic foundations remain unstable and the
democratization process will remain vulnerable to a wide variety of influences and
factors that could easily derail it. Virtually every country in the region will be
victimized by drug-associated violence and crime. Over the next few years, the
capabilities of almost all of the militaries in the region will remain static or decline
despite planned or ongoing measures to upgrade or modernize existing inventories or
restructure. A single exception may be Chile, which may see some force structure
improvements through the mid-1990s.

In Africa, chronic instability, insurgency, and civil war will continue throughout
the continent. Two major kinds of security issues will domitve U.S. relations with the
region: noncombatant evacuation and conflict resolution. Op ,ations most likely to
draw the U.S. military into the continent include disaster reli ., ,'manitarian
assistance, international peacekeeping, and logistic support for auied military
operations. Further, conflict resolution efforts will test the growing reputation of the
United States for negotiation and mediation.

Direct threats to U.S. allies or vital interests that would require a significant
military response in the near future are those posed by Norui Kur , Iran, and Iraq.
More numerous, however, are those regional conflicts that would quickly escalate to
threaten vital U.S. interests in Southeastern Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and
Latin America. These conflicts would not require military responses on the order of
DESERT STORKM, but they would pose unique demands on the ability of U.S. Armed
Forces to maintain stability and provide the environment for political solutions.
Finally, there iill be a large number of contingencies in which the sheer magnitude of
human suffering and moral outrage demands a U.S. response, probably in concert with
the United Nations. The current number of international crises is unlikely to diminish
before the end of this decade, as many regions of te world continue to suffer the
ravages of failed economic program and nationalistic violence.
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Section II: Justification for Overseas Basing

As we reduce forward-presence forces globally, we nevertheless will continue to
emphasize the fundamenial roles of forward-presence forces essential to deterring
aggression, fostering alliance relationships, bolstering regional stability, and protecting
U.S. interests abroad. Forward-presence activities such as forward basing, rotational
and periodic deployments, exercises and port visits, military-to-military contacts,
security assistance, combatting terrorism, combatting narcotrafficking, and protecting
American citizens in crisis areas will remain central to our stability and U.S. influence
will be promoted through emerging forward-presence operations. These include roles
for the military in the war on drugs and in providing humanitarian assistance.

Over the past 45 years, the day-to-day presence of U.S. forces in regions vital to
U.S. national interest has been key to averting crises and preventing war. Our forces
throughout the world show our commitment, lend credibility to our alliances, enhance
regional stability, and provide crisis-response capability while promoting U.S. influence
and access. Although the numbers of U.S. forces stationed overseas will be reduced,
the credibility of our capability and intent to respond to crisis will continue to depend
on judicious forward presence. Forward presence is also vital to the maintenance of
the system -,f collective defense by which the United States works with its friends and
allies u - )tect our security interests, while reducing the burdens of defense spending
and unnecessary arms competition.

Atlantic Forces

U.S. interests in the Atlantic Regions, including Europe, the Mediterranean, the
Middle East, Africa and Southwest Asia, require continuing commitment. There will
be forces, forward stationed and rotational, with the capability for rapid reinforcement
from within the Atlantic region and from the United States and the means to support
deployment of larger forces when needed.

The end of the Cold War has significantly reduced the requirement to station
U.S. forces in Europe. Yet, the security of the United States remains linked to that of
Europe, and our continued support of the Atlantic Alliance is crucial. Our stake in
long-term European security and stability, as well as enduring economic, cultural, and
geopolitical interests require a continued commitment of U.S. military strength.

Our forward presence forces in Europe must be sized, designed, and postured to
preserve an active and influential role in the Atlantic Alliance and in th- future security
framework on the continent. The remaining force of 1 Army Corps with 2 divisions
and 3(+) Air Force Fighter Wing Equivalents (FWE) is a direct response to the
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uncertainty and insability that remains in this region. In addition, maritime forces
committed to Europe will be one Carrier Battle Group (CVBG) and one Amphibious
Ready Group (ARG/MEU(SOC)). These forward-deployed forces provide an explicit
commitment to the security and stability of Europe, and pre-positioned equipment
provides an infrasaucture for CONUS-based forces should the need arise in Europe or
elsewhere.

The U.S. response to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait was built on the foundation
of previous U.S. presence in the region. Air, ground, and maritime deployments,
coupled with pre-position, combined exercises, security assistance, and infrastructure,
as well as European and regional enroute strategic airlift infrastructure, enhanced the
crisis-response force buildup. Future presence in Southwest Asia will be defined by
ongoing bilateral negotiations with the governments of the Gulf Cooperative Council.
Our commitment will be reinforced by pre-positioned equipment, access agreements,
bilateral planning, periodic deployments and exercises, visits by senior officials and
security assistance.

Pacific Forces

U.S. interests in the Pacific, including Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean,
require a continuing CornmitMenL Because the forces of potential adversaries in the
Pacific are different than the Atlantic, and due to the maritime character of the area,
U.S. military forces in this vast region of major importance differ from those in the
Atlantic arena. As Asia continues its economic and political development, U.S.
fo,'ward presence will continue to serve as a stabilizing influence and a restraint to
potential regional aggression and rearmament.

Forward presence forces will be principally maritime, with half of the projected
carrier and amphibious force oriented toward this area including one CVBG, ARG, and
Marine Expeditionary Force forward-based in this region. The improving military
capability of South Korea has enabled our Army forces to be trimmed to less than a
division. One Air Force FWE in South Korea and 1(+) FWE in Japan are to be
forward-based in this region. In addition, presence in both Alaska and Hawaii will be
maintained.

Elsewhere in the World

In the less-predictable yet increasingly important other regions of the globe, the
United States seeks to preserve its access to foreign markets and resoti s, mediate the
traumas of economic and social strife, deter regional aggressors, and pi mote the
regional stability necessary for progress and prosperity. From Latin America to sub-
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Saharan Africa to the far-flung islands of the world's oceans, American military men
and women contribute daily to the unsung tasks of nation-building, security assistance,
and quiet diplomacy that protect and extend our political goodwill and access to
foreign markets. Such access becomes increasingly critical in an era of reduced
forward presence, when forces deploying from the United States are more than ever
dependent on enroute and host-nation support to ensure timely response to distant
crises. In the future, maintaining forward presence through combined planning and
exercises, pre-positioning and service agreements, and combined warfighting doctrine
and interoperability could spell the difference between success or failure in defending
vital regional interests.

Contingency Forces

The U.S strategy for the come-as-you-are arena of spontaneous, often
unpredictable crises requires fully trained, highly ready forces that are rapidly
deliverable and initially self-sufficient. Therefore, such forces must be drawn primarily
from the active force structure and tailored into highly effective joint task forces that
capitalize on the unique capabilities of each Service and the special operations forces.
In this regard, the CINC must have the opportunity to select from a broad spectrum of
capabilities such as: airborne, air assaalt, light infantry, and rapidly deliverable heavy
forces from the Army, the entire range of fighter, fighter-bomber, and long range
conventional bomber forces provided by the Air Force: carrier-based naval air power,
the striking capability of surface combatants, and the covert capabilities of attack
submarines from the Navy; the amphibious combat power of the Marine Corps,
particularly when access ashore is contested, which includes on-station MEU(SOC) and
Maritime Pre-positioning Ships; and the unique capabilities of the special operations
forces. Additionally, certain reserve units must be maintained at high readiness to
assist and augment responding active units. Reserve forces perform much of the lift
and other" vital missions from the outset of any contingency operation. In regions
where no U.S. forward presence exists, these contingency forces are the tip of the
spear, first into action, and followed as required by heavier forces and long-term
sustainnimenL
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Section III: The Force Structure and Implementation Plan

ARMY DIVISIONS
Active 14 12 12
Resave(Cadre) 10(0) 6(2) 6(2)

MARINE CORPS DIVISIONS
Active 3 3 3
Rcw1 1 1

AIRCRAFt CARRIERS 13 12 12

TRAINING CARRIER I I 1

CARRIER AIR WINGS
Active 12 11 11
Riewve 2 2 2

BAWTLE FORCE SHIPS 466 427 425

AIR FORCE FIGHTERS
Active 1,248 1,098 1,098
Reserve 816 810 810

AIR FORCE BOMBERS 242 176 184

DoD Personnel
(End Strength in thousnds)

ACTIVE DUTY
Army 610 538 522
Navy 542 490 489
Maine Corps 185 170 159
Air Fo= 470 409 .

TOTAL 1,807 1,607 1.570

RESERVES 1,114 911 907

CIVILIANS 1,006 904 884
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Chapter 3

Final Criteria

Introduction

Public Law 101-510 requirW the Secretary of Defense to develop the final
criteria to be used in selecting bases for closure and realignment. The final criteria are
listed below. Before deveioping the finil criteria, the Secretary was required to
pubhish the proposed criteria in the Fdr Red= and solicit public comments.

Proposed Criteria

The Department of Defense (DoD) published the proposed criteria and requested
public comments in the November 30, 1990, issue of the Federal Rgitr (55 FR
49679).

The proposed criteria closely mirrored the criteria established for the 1988
Defense Sectrary's Commission on Base Realignment and Closure (See Appendix F
for a history of base closures).

The 1988 --riteria were developed jointly by the Department of Defense and the
Congress, and were incorporated, by reference, into Public Law 100-526 (the Defense
Authorization Amendments and Base Closure and Realignment Act).

The proposed DoD selection criteri. differed in two ways from th. 1988 criteria.
The 1988 Base Closure Commission stated that in their analysis of the DoD base
stuct ', they gave priority to military value. DoD agreed and changed the proposed
criteria accordingly. The 1988 Commission also rvcommended that "payback" not be
limited to six years. DoD agreed and changed the proposed criteria accordingly.

Final Criteria

DoD received 169 public comments in response to the proposed criteria and
request for comments. D,)D published the final criteria in the February 15, 1991, issue
of the Ederal Rrgisifr (56 FR 6374). This Federal Register notice contained an
analysis of public commeuts received and a description of the changes DoD made to the
proposed criteria before finalizing them. The f&Wal critria follow.
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In selecting military installations for closure or realignment, the Department of
Defense, giving priority consideration to military value (the first four criteria below),
will consider:

Military Value

1. The current and future mission requirements and the impact on operational
readiness of the Department of Defense's total force.

2. The availability and condition of land, facilities and associated airspace at
both the existing and potential receiving locations.

3. The ability to accommodate contingency, mobilization, and future total
force requirements at both the existing and potential receiving locations.

4. The cost and manpower implications.

Return on Investment

5. The extent and timing of potential costs and savings, including the number
of yea beginning with the date of completion of the closure or
realignment, for the savings to exceed the costs.

6. The economic impact on communities.

7. The ability of both the existing and potential receiving communities'
infrasn'ucwre to sinm.-v forces, missions and personnel.

8. The environmen: ,

,C riteria
A.. * I

On December 15. 1992, ,.j eablished a nonce in the Federal Register (57 FR.
59334) that DoD would not change the final criteria approved in 1991, and would use
the same criteria for the 1993 base closure process.
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Chapter 4

Recommendations

Introduction

The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-510),
as amended, permits the Secretary of Defense to publish in the Fedejal Register and
transmit to the Congressional Defense Committees and the Defense Base Closure and
Realignment Commission a list of military installations inside the United States that
the Secretary recommends for closure or realignment on the basis of a six-year force
structure plan and final (selection) criteria.

The Secretary is required by the law to include with the list (,f recommendations
published and transmitted: (1) a summary of the selection process that resulted in the
recommendation for each installation, and (2) the justification fur each
recommendation.

The law further specifies that the list of recommendations, selection process
summaries and justifications be published and transmitted no later than March 15,
1993. The following report satisfies the legal requirements above. The Secretary t
Defcnse's transmittal letter to the Commission is in Append< C.

The 1993 Department of Defense Selection Process

The Dzpartrient of Defense began the 1993 base realignment and closure
process in May of 1992. The Deputy Secretary of Defense memorandum of May 5,
1992, issued detaile4 poicy, procures, authorities and responsibilities for the 1993
process.

The Deputy Secretar.: gave the Secretaries of me Military Departments and the
Directors of the Dense Agnc.ks the responsibility for submitting base closure and
realignment recommendatoiws; requkA !hat the recommendations follow the law, and
DoD policies and proceduzes; vnt re4uired that the recommendations be based on the
six-year force structre p i and fu! criteria.

The Assistant Secretary of Deftnse for Phoduction and Logistics was given the
responsibility t.i oversee the 1993 process, and the authority to issue additional
instructions.
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The Assistant Secretary issued a series of DoD policy memoranda and
established a steering committee of principals from the Military Departnents, Defense
Agencies, the Office of Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Department of Defense staff to
oversee the process.

The Deputy Secretary's May 1992 memorandum provided the Military
Departments and Defense Agencies with an interim force structure plan and selection
criteria so they could begin their data collection and analyses. The Deputy Secretary
issued the final selection criteria on Dcember 10, 1992 and the final force structure
plan on January 19, 1993.

The Secretaries of the Military Departments and Directors of the Defense
Agencies submittod their base closure and realignment recomme.idations to the
Secretary of Defense. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Production and Logistics
organized the Office of the Secretary of Defense review of the recommendations and
provided a copy of the reports received from the Departments and Agencies to the
Joint Staff for their review.

The Joint Staff reviewed the recommendations from a warfighting perspective to
ensure they would not harm the military capabilities of the armed services. The
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff supported the recomamendations without
objction.

Key sta,.T elements of the Office of the Secretary of Defense reviewed the
tecommendations, from their perspective, to ensure they would not harm essential
traiuing and support capabilities.

The Assistant Secretarv of Defense for Production and Logistics reviewed the
recoimendations to eosure: all tight selection criteria were considered; the
recomnmendations were consistent with the force structure plan; th: prescribed DoD
policies and procedures wte followed; and the analyses were objective and rigorous.

After ca_,ful review ok the submissions, and after careful review of comments
received from o'her offices withn the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Production and Logistics provided his conclusions and
recom.endations to the Secretary of Defense. Included in the decision package for the
Secretary was an analysis of the cumulative economic impact of the recommendations,
factori in the economic impact of previously approved 1988 and 1991 closures and
re;i ,rJ-,r2ts.
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The Secretary approved the recommendations of the Military Departnents and
Defense Agencies, with the modifications reco mmended by the Assistant Secretary.

While the recommendations stand on their own merits, it is important to note
two additional points. First, with respect to maintenance depots, there was not
sufficient time for the Office of the Secretary of Defense to review all potential
interservicing possibilities. The Secretary suggested that the Commission should
examine those possibilities. Second, some installations host non-defense govcrnment
activities, and it was also not possible to evaluate fully the net impact of the
recommendations on those activities. The Secretary suggested that the Corrunission
devote some attention to those potential impacts.

The list of military installations inside the United States approved by the
Secretary of Defense for closure or realignment follows. Summaries of the Military
Department and Defense Agency selection processes, recommendations and
justifications follow the list.

The 1991 Commission, in making recommendations to the President, raised four
areas of special interest regarding: MCAS Tustin, CA; depot workload competition;
hospitals; and the Defense Finance and Accounting Service. The Department's
response to these Commission recommendations is in Appendix G.

Lastly, at Appendix H, are the preliminary military and civilian personnel
impacts by State for the 1993 base closure and realignment recommendations.
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19"3 List of Military installations

Inside the United States for Cloture or Realignment

Part 1: Major Base Closures

Army

Fort McClellan Alabama
Vint Hill Farms, Virginia

Navy

Naval Station Mobile, Alabama
Marc Island Naval Shipyard. Vallejo, California
Marine Corps Air Station E Toro. California
Naval Air Station Alameda. California
Naval Aviation Depot Alanoda, California
Naval Hospital Oakland, California
Naval Station Treasure Island, San Francisco, California
Navrl Supply Center Oakland, California
Naval Trwin Cwter Son Diego, California
Nav2l Air Satat'on Cecil Field, Floridia
Naval Aviatioo Depot Pensacola, Fl1orida
Naval Traiing Center O-lazio, Flond8q
Naval Air Station Barbers Point, Hawaii
Naval Air Station Glenview, Illinois
Naval Electronic Systernu Eigineering Center, StL Wngoe, Mm-yland
Naval Air Station Meridian, MWssui*~
Naval Air Station South Weymnouth, Massachummt
Naval Station Staten Island, New York
Aviation Suppiy Office, Philad-1phia, Peimsylvinis
Charleston Naval Shipyard, South Carolina
Naval Station Charleston, South Carolina
Naval Ai- Station D3llas, Texas
Naval Aviation Depot Notolk, Virginia
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Air Force

Homestead Air Force Base, Florida
K.I. Sawyer Air Force Base, Michigan
Newark Air Force Base, Ohio
O'Hare International Airport Air Force Reserve Station, Chicago, Illinois

Defense Logistics Agency

Defense Electronics Supply Center, Dayton, Ohio
Defense Personnel Support Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Part JI: Major Base Realignments

Army

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey
Letterkenny Army Depot, Pennsylvania
Tooele Army Depot, Utah
Fort Belvoir, Virginia

Navy

Naval Submarine Base, New London, Connecticut
Naval Surface Warfare Center (Dahigren) White Oak Detachment, White Oak,

Maryland
1st Marine Corps Distit, Garden City, New York
Naval Education and Training Center, Newport, Rhode Island
Naval Air Station Memphis, Tennessee

Air Force

March Air Force Base, California
McGuire Air Force Base, New Jersey
Griffiss Air Force Base, New York
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Part III: Smaller Base or Activity Clos,,res, Realignments,
Disestablishments or Relocations

Army

None

Navy

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratcry, Port Hueneme, California
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Western Engineering Field

D'vision, San Bruno, California
Planning, Estimating, Repair and Alterations (Surface) Pacific,

San Francisco, California
Public Works Center San Francisco, California
Naval Electronic Security Sys. Egn g Cr., Washington, D.C.
Naval Hospital Orlando, Florida
Naval Supply Center Pensacola, Florida
Naval Surface Warfare Center - Carderock. Annapolis Detachment,

Annapolis, Maryland
Navy Radio Transmission Facility, Annapolis, Maryland
Sea Automated Data Systems Activity, Indian Head, Maryland
Naval Air Facility Detroit, Michigan
Naval Air Facility. Midway Island
Submarine Maintenance, Engineering, Planning and Procwmnent,

Portsmouth, New Hampshire
Naval Air Warfare Center - Aircraft Division. Trenton, New Jersey
DoD Family Housing Office, Niagara Falls, New York
Naval Air Technical Services Facility, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Planning, Estimating, Repair and Alterations (Surface) Atlantic (HQ),

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Naval Electronic Systems Engineerin Center, Charleston, South Carolina
Naval Hospital Charleston, South Carolina
Naval Supply Center Charleston, South Carolina
Naval Surface Warfare Center - Port Hueneme, Virginia Beach Detachment,

Virginia Beach. Virginia
Navy Radio Transmission Facility, Driver, Virginia
Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Norfolk Detachment, Norfolk, Virginia
Planning, Estimating, Repair and Alterations (Surface) Atlantic. Norfolk, Virginia
Planning, Estimating, Repair and Alterations (CV), Bremnton, Washington
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Navy National Capital Region (NCR) Activities

Security Group Command, Security Group Station, and Security Group Detachment,
Potomac, Washington, DC

Bureau of Navy Personnel, Arlington, Virginia (including the Office of Military
Manpower Management. Arlington, Virg;uda)

Naval Air Systems Command, Arlington, Virginia
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Alexandria, Virginia
Naval Sea Systems Command, Arlington, Virginia
Naval Supply Systems Command, Arlington, Virginia (including Defense Printing

Office, Alexandria, Virginia and Food Systems Office, Arlington, Virginia)
Naval Recruiting Command, Arlington, Virginia
Tactical Support Office, Arlington, Virginia

NavvyMaine Reserve Activities

Naval Reserve Centers at:

Gadsden, Alabama
Montgomery, Alabama
Fayetteville, Arkansas
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Pacific Grove, California
Macon, Georgia
Terre Haute, Indiana
Hutchinson, Kansas
Monroe, Louisiana
New Bedford, Massachusetts
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
Joplin, Missouri
St. Joseph, Missouri
Great Falls, Montana
Missoula, Montana
Atlantic City, New Jersey
Perth Amboy, New Jersey
Jamestown, New York
Poughkeepsie, New York
Altoona, Pennsylvania
Kingsport. Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
Ogden, Utah
Staunton, Virginia
Parkersburg, West Virginia
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Naval Reserve Facilities at:~

Alexandria, Louiin
Midland, Texas

Navy/Maxine Corps Reserve Center at:

Fort Wayne, Indiana
Billings, Montana
Abilene, Texas

Readiness Command Regions at

Olathe, Kansas (Region 18)
Scotia. New York (Region 2)
Ravenna, Ohio (Region 5)

Defense Logistics Agency

Defense Distribution Depot Oakland, Calfornia
Defense Distribution Depot Pensacola, Florida
W ,-nse Contract Manment District Nordacentral, Chicago, Illinois
" ense Logistics Service Centar. Battle Creek, Michgan
Defense Contract Managemnent District Midtc, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Defense Distribution Depot Lcuerkey. Pennslvania
Defense Logistics Agency Clothing Factory, Philadlphia, Pennsylvania
Defense Distributien Depot Charleston, South Carolina,
Defense Distribution Depot Tooece, Utah
Defense Contract Managennnt District West El Segundo, California
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Scrvice, Battle Creek, Michigan
Defense Industrial Supply Center, Peoamylvania

DoD Date Ceimter Consolidation

Army Data Processing Centers

Noae
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Navy Dita Processing Centers

Facilities Systems Office, Port Hueneme, California
Fleet Industrial Support Center, San Diego, California
Naval Air Warfare Center, Weapons Division, China Lake, California
Naval Air Warfare Center, Weapons Division, Point Mugu, California
Naval Command Control & Ocean Surveillance Center, San Diego, California
Navy Regional Data Automation Center, San Francisco, California
Naval Computer and Telecommunications Station, San Diego, California
Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, DC
Naval Computer & Telecommunications Station, Washington, DC
Naval Air Station, Key West, Florida
Naval Air Station, Mayport, Florida
Naval Computer and Telecommunication Station Pensacola, Florida
Trident Refit Facility, Kings Bay, Georgia
Naval Computer & Telecommunications Area Master Station, EASTPAC

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
Naval Supply Center. Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
Enlisted Personnel Management Center, New Orleans, Louisiana
Naval Computer & Telecommunications Station, New Orleans, Louisiana
Naval Air Station, Brunswick, Maine
Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, Patuxent River, Maryland
Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia, Pennsylvaniz.
Naval Supply Center, Charleston, South Carolina
Naval Air Station, Oceana. Virginia
Naval Computer & Telecommunications Area Master Station, Atlantic,

Noifolk, Virginia
Navy Data Automation Facility, Corpus Christi, Texas
Navy Recruiting Command, Arlington, Virgiia
Naval Supply Center, Norfolk, Virginia
Naval Air Station, Whidbey Island WashL-gton
Naval Supply Center, Puget SouvA, Washington
Trident Refit Facility, Bangor, Washington

Marine Corps Data Procesing Centers

Marine Corps Air Station, El T am, California
Regional Automated Services Center, Canp Pendleton, California
Marine Corps Air Station, Ch.rry Point, North Carolina
Regional Automated Services Center, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina
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Air Force Data Processing Centers

Regional Processing Center, McClellan AFB, California
Air Force Military Personnel Center, Randolph AFB, Texas
Computer Service Center, San Antonio, Texas
7th Communications Group, Pentagon, Arlington, Virginia

Defense Logistics Agency Data Processing Centers

Information Processing Center, Battle Creek. Michigan
Information Processing Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Information Processing Center, Ogden, Utah
Information Processing Center, Richmond, Virginia.

Defense Information Systems Agency Data Processing Centers

Defense Information Technology Service Organization, Indianapolis Information
Processing Center, Indiana

Defense Information Technology Service Organization. Kansas City Information
Processing Center, Missouri

Defense Information Technology Service Organization, Columbus
Annex (Dayton), Ohio

Part IV: Changes to Previously Approved BRAC 88191

Recommendations

Army

Rock Island Arsenal, Illinois (AMCCOM remains at Rock Island,
Illinois instead of moving to Redstone Arsenal, Alabama)

Presidio of San Francisco, California (6th Army relocates to NASA Ames, California
vice Ft Carson, Colorado)

Letterkenny Army Depe.- Pennsylvania (Systems Integration Management Activity-
East remains at Letterkenny Army Depot, Pennsylvania vice Rock Island,
Illinois)
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Navy

Marine Corps Air Station Tusrin, CA (Substitute NAS Miramar for Marine Corps Air
Station 29 Palms as one receiver of Marine Corps Air Station Tustin's assets)

Hunters Point Annex to Naval Station Treasure Island, California (Retain no facilities,
dispose vice oudease all property)

Naval Weapons Evaluation Facility, Albuquerque, New Mexico (retain as a tenant of
the Air Force)

Naval Electronics Systems Engineering Center., San Diego, CA (Consolidate with
Naval Electronics Systems Engineering Center, Valejo, CA, into available Air
Force space vice new construction)

Naval Mine Warfare Engineering Activity, Yorktown. VA (Realign to Panama City, Fl

vice Dam Neck, VA)

Air Force

Castle Air Force Base, California (B-52 Combat Crew Training redirr -d from
Fairchild AFB to Barksdale AFB and KC-135 Combat Crew TraLAing from
Fairchild AFB to Altus AFB).

Mathe-r Air Force Base, California (940th Air Refueling Group redirected from
McClellan AFB to Beale AFB).

MacDill Air Force Base, Florida (Airfield does not close. 482nd Fighter Wing
(AFRES) is reassigned from Homestead AFB and operates the airfield.
Joint Communications Support Element stays at MacDill vice relocating to
Charleston AFB).

Chanute Air Force Base, Illinois (Metals Technology and Aircraft Structural
Maintenance training courses from Chanute to Sheppard AFB redirected to
NAS Memphis).

Rickenbacker Air National Guard Base, Ohio (Retain 121st Air Refueling Wing and
the 160th Air Refueling Group in a cantonment area at Rickenbacker instead of
Wright-Patterson AFB. Rickenbacker AGB does not close.)
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Bergstrom Air Force Base, Texas (704th Fighter Squadron and 924th Fighter Group
redirected from Bergstrom AFB to Carswell AFB cantonment area).

Carswell Air Force Base, Texas (Fabrication function of the 436th Training Squadron
red ected from Dyess AFB to Luke AFB, maintenance training function
redirected from Dyess AFB to Hill AFB).
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Department of the Army

Summary of Selection Process

Introduction

ilie Army is reducing its force structure and tailoring its base structure in light
of changes in the world situation and the reduction ir resources devoted to national
defense. By 1997, the Army will have 12 active divisions, 2 fewer than 1992. The
end strength of the Army will decline by 14.4 percent, with the majority of that decline
overseas, assuming the decline continues.

The Selection Process

The Army's base closure selection process was a structured three phase
assessment. Phase I entailed grouping installations in like categories and analyzing
them for military value, and identifying candidates to be studied by the Total Army
Basing Study (TABS) group. In Phase If, the Army used aaalytical tools to identify
and develop alternatives which result in the approved Department of the Army
recomrendations to the Secretary of Defense. Phase M provides support to the Office
of the Secretary of Defense and the Defense Base Closure and Realignment
Commission.

The first step in Phase I included a review of legislative and Departmental
guidance to ensure that it was properly reflected in lhe Army's process. The study
group then developed five measumes to use in assessig the military value of Army
installations. The Army determined that mission essentiality, mission suitability,
operational efficiency, quality of life and expandability would provide the appropriate
linkage to the DoD criteria. To add merit to these measures, weights were assigned to
reflect the relative importance of each measure in order to assess the installations.

The Army then developed eleven categories of installations and grouped the
installations by like missions, capabilities, and characteristics to facilitate the
assessment of military value. Installations that are closing or inactivating as a result of
1988 and 1991 Commissions' recommendations were not included. Attributes were
developed to support the memures of merit and weights assigned for each attribute to
reflect their relative importanoe within the associated measure of merit.
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To standardize data collection, specific guidance was provided to the major
commands tha: defined the procedures, formats, measures, attributes, and weights to be
used for assessing each installation's military value. Qualitative assessments of each
installation's military value were also prepared. These assessments provided a starting
point for evaluating the Army's base structure--they did not produce a decision on
which bases should be closed or realigned.

The next part of the analysis identified study candidates. The DoD Force
Structure, Army basing strategy, MACOM reshaping proposals, military value
assessments, approved Defense Managemert Review Decisions, and other studies were
used to formulate a set of possible candidates. The list of study candidates was
approved by the Under Secretary of the Army and Vice Chief of Staff of the Army.

Next, the study candidates were examined to identify specific alternatives. Each
alternative was developed, analyzed, refined, and documented based on feasibility,
affordability, socioeconomic impacts, and environmental impacts. The Army analyzed
each alternative using the Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) model, the
DoD Office of Economic Adjustment impact model, and internal feasibility and
affordability evaluations. Each alternative was presented to the Army's Program
Budget Committee, the Select Committee compnsod of the most senior military and
civilian officials from the Army staff and Secretariat, and the Acting Secretary of the
Army for review and approval of the recommendations.

The Acting Secretary of the Army, with the advice of the Chief of Staff of the
Army, nominated bases to the Secretary of Defense for closure or realignment based
on the DoD Force Structure Plan and the final criteria established under Public Law
101-510, as amended.
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Department olpf the Army

Recommendations and Justifications

Fort George B. McClellan, Alabama

Recommendation: Close Fort McCleiia. Relocate the U.S. Army Chcernicall and
Military Police Schools ana the Departmoent of Defense Polygriph Instituite (I)ODP) to
Fort Lzonard Wood, Misouri. Transfer as'countability for Peiham Range and other
,required training support faciities, through licensing, to the Army National Guard.
Retain an enclave for the U-S. Anny Reserves. Retain the capablility for Jive-agent
training at Fort McClellan.

Jusiflfcation: Fort McClc'lazi has the least an.ount of fa,-ilities and snmaest
population of any of the Ar -iy's idviJ W- entry nainingAiranch school installations
aMd was acv,=dingly ranked ninth in it category of thirteen inszalations. Thrree of the
zk'irtee'i installations ied for the titendt position and were later removed front
fiirtiw- :onsiderwion a~s a result of a spccific capability needed to support mnission
P,,Z - nents. The entii instaltatxzon in ihix category was not considered for closure
bet ause it controls airspace, airfields, and avAazon fzcilitirs which represent unique
asse~s to the Arm%.

Collocation of the chem~ical, miltary police, and enigineer scho,-ls provides
substantial advaiuta~cs for opertal likages among the dore branches. These
linkages caizble the Army to focus on the doctrinal and force development of three key
maneuver support clemeats. Synergistic advanviges of taining and professional
developmien prQgrazns ame: cooilination, employment, and removal of obstacles;
conduct~ of riv~er crissing op;raons*, internal security/nation assistance operaitions,
operations in mear areas or along mai supply routes, and counter drug operations. The
maissions of the th= bu~nches will be. more effectively integrated.

E~cli school develops doctrine, training, leadership, organization and material
products which ve technical bz. natu and proponent specific. The 031ly place to
acieve, inWmrati,)n is at the combined mmrn level. Using the opportunity to collocate
theut'. schools wil assure synergistic solutions 'AUr current. emerging, arid future
chzflenges.
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This re'-omm.-danon is a change to die recoinmendadon made to the 1991
Comnssion that w&s disaLpp~r-vcd. The 1991 Commission rejected this
recoixmcndadion be:as,= they fouiJ the .rmy substantially deviated from criterion 1
-and criterion 2. Their ntionale questione the Army's decision to maintain the
Chmicza Deconuamininon Ttaiiiing 'acility (CDTF) in caretaker status because it
could coniribum litie, if any, to chemical defense preparedness and the CDTF could
not be reactivated qnckly.

The Aury's proposal to close Fort McClelan differs in two respects. First, the
DODPI will relocate to Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, instead of Fort Huachuca,
Arizona, and scond, the Any will retain the capability to continue live-agent training.
Subsequent to the 1991 Commission's decision, the Army conducted an in-depth study
of the value of live-ageit training. The study aff'rmed its military value. The Army's
nuclecau biol'luial and chemical readiness nraining is interwoven throughout all training
and included at all levels of comand. Operations in a potentially hostile chemical
environmen: am. an integml part of individual and collective skills training, and
routinely practiced daring unit field training exercises. By maint"ining the capability
for chemical live-agent tr-irdng at Foit McClellan, the Army will continue to provide
,ealistic chemical prcparedness taining. A robust chemical/biological defense is a vital
part of a threc-pronged rffort, including arms control and conventional/nuclear
deterretkce. The Army is the only service that conducts live-agent raining; and it will
continue this trai ng. The Air Force has indicated its desire to collocate its disaster
prcparedness technical naining with the Army's Chemical School at Fort Leonard
Wood; thde Army sTpports this initiative.

The Army provides live-agent training not only for Army personnel
(approximately 4000 students per year), but also for other Services, the State
Department, and even foreign countries (approximately 600 students per year). This
training usually involves two days at the CDTF while other training is conducted at
other facilities of the Chemical School. The CDTF will remain part of the Chemical
School, even though it is being operated at another location. Although it is feasible to
replicate this facility at Fort Leonard Wood, maintaining the existing facility affords
the same capability without any additional construction.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this closure are
approximately $111 million. Annual steady state savings are about $31 million, with a
return on investment in three years.
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Impacts: The closure of Fort McClellan will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 20 percent of the
employment base in the Anniston Metropolitan Statistica Area, assuming no economic
recovery. Ihere is no significant ervironmental impact resulting from this closure.
Pelham Range, the site of most of the contamination, will be retained. Environmental
restoration will continue until complete. There are no known obstacles in the ability of
the receiving community's infrastructure to support this recommendation.

Vint Hill Farms, Virginia

Recommendation: Close Vint Hill Farms. Relocate the maintenance and repair
function of the Intelligence Material Management Center (IMMC) to Tobyhanna Army
Depot, PA. Transfer the remaining elements of [MMC, the Signal Warfare
Directorate, and the program executive officer (PEO) for Intelligence and Electronic
Warfare (IEW) to Fort Monmouth, NJ.

Justification: Vint Hill Farms ranked low in mi'itary value within its category. With
the departure of the military intelligence battalion and its consolidation at Fort Gordon,
GA, Vint Hill Farms ;s underutilized. It was determined that Vint Hill Farms could be
closed and its functions performed elsewhere. Closure of this installation supports the
Army's basing strategy to consolidate similar functions and close small installation
when feasible to do so. Moving its activities to Fort Monmouth enhances the
synergistic effect of research and development for communication electronics and
intelligence elecbonics warfare. Collocation at Fort Monmouth also facilitates the
interaction between the Program Managers and Program Executive Officers that
currently reside at Fort Monmouth, thereby creating greater military value in this
category.

Consolidating research and development will achieve greater efficiencies in the
areas of mission, mission overhead, and base operations. This allows the Army to
reduce costs, giving the flexibility to put scarce resources into the research and
development arena that significantly contributes to overall readiness.

Return on Investment- Total estimated one-time costs for this closure are
approximately $72 million. Annual steady state savings are about $19 million, with a
return on investment in three years.

Impacts: The closure of Vint Hill Farms will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 13 percent of the
employment base in the Fauquier County Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no
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economic recovery. There are no known environmental impediments from this closure.
Environmental restoration will continue until completce. There am no known obstacles
in the ability of the receiving community's infrastructure to support this
recommendation.

Frt Mormouth, New Jersey

Recommendation: Realgip Fort Monmouth. Relocate the heauarters of U.S. Army
Communications Electronic Command (CECOM) from leased space outside Fort
Monmouth to Rock Island Arsenal, Ifinois and transfer the OCapLan Schoul to Fort
Jackson, South Carolba. Consolidate actvides to maximize utilization of main post
Fort Monmouth. Dispose of exoes facilities and teal property at Evant and Charles
Woods sub posts, as well as main post, Fort Monmouth.

Justification: Fort Monmouth ranks fouth out of tweive installations in military
value. It is a smal1 installation wit, elements located off base n ccstly leased space.
Relocating the CECOM Headquarters, an administrative and logisticul headqurts,
from leased focilities located outside the main post of Fort Mc,nr outi, New Jersey to
perma=t facilities at Rock Island Arsenal, linois allows the Army to terminate a
lease of $15 million per year with additional savings of ova" $8 milion per year in
locality pay differential for the civilian workforce. At the same time it better udltizs
the excess space identified at Rock Island. Separating the headqwmt arW
adminisnrative function from the research and dcvelopment aspect of CECOM v.W not

have an opemtonal impact.

Rock Island Amenal has the infrastructure to sUpport and house the heaqua -irs
element of CECOM. Currenty, Rock Island has adrainismative space to =,crnmnodaw
approximately 1,000 additional personnel and permanuent building space tha, can be
renovated to accommodate even more personnel. The computcr system c¢ntcr ,'.i tit
arsenal is one of the Army's largest and can accommodate the needs of the
headquarters.

The Rock Island community infrastructure can accommodate tlk ncw resint
without the need to construct new schools, new water and sewer fdchiities ,-r other
public facilities. There is abundant housing at .easonuable costs and excell.ut awers to
higher education, both at the graduate and undergraduate level.

Fort Jackson trainm about one half of the basic trainees and is the largest rmcrit
training center. It is also the home of the Soldier Support Ce.e-r, which is relcadrg
from Fort Benjamin Harriso. The report to the 1991 Comnmistion descyibing the
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por~aod closure ef Fort Renjanin Hlarrison stared that the- Army planned to coilocate
the Chaplain School -ith this Center eventuay. 7he trasfer of the Chaplain School
to Fort lackson bernefits not on!3 tho Chaplain School's students, but also the large
populan of basic trair=ee who amt beginning a new cateer in the Army, many of
whom am e parate~d from their famrilies for tht, first im. The Chaplain School and its
staff of chaplains will faciLitae the trainees' transition to ihc Army life.

Return on Investwtut: Total cstirmated one.-time costs for this realignment are
appoxurnazly $93 t-dlion. Annual steady state savings are about $20 millon, witth at
retur on investment in th=e years.

Impacts: The rtatignment of Fort Monmouth will have an imnpac: on the local
ezconomy. 'Ile projected r~tendal employnrnt loss, both direct and indirect, is 3
percent of tht. employ ment bas.- in the Monmcush County Metropolitan Statistical
Area, assuming no economic recovery. This poteniia job loss is partially offsetI by the
promvsed movement of petsonnel to Fort Mornouth from Vint Hill Farrni. Th.-re are
no known environmental impediments from this rualignment. Environmenta
restoration will continue until complete. There ame no known obstacles, in the ability of
the receivin& community's infrastructure to suppor this recommendation.

Letterkenny Army Depot, Pennsylvania

Recomnmenidation: Retalgn Lecokenny Army Depot (LEAD) by reducing it to a
Jepoi a'krivity and pluing it under the cortmand and control of Tobyhanna Army
Depot, PA, Relocate the maintenance functions and associated workload to oth er
deopc 'aintenance activities, including the private sector. Retain the conventional
wonrnwiion storage mission and the regional Test Measuremeit and Diagnostic
Equ~prit CIMDE) mission. Change the recommnendation of t 1991 Commission
regardling Lertcreenny &3 f'ollows. Instead of 'leding Systvms lInegrition Management
Activity East (SUAA-E ' to Rock Island Arsenal, Illnois, as recom~indod by the 1991
Commission, retain this activity in place. Retain the SDMA-E and the Wnomnation
Proc esing Cent"r at Letterkenny untii the Defense Information Systems Agency
(DISA) conic?-s its review of activities relocat-.d und.-r Defense Management Review
)ecision (DM. -3) 9A8.. The acluvities of the dqpot not associated with the reimining

mission will be iriztiv! tPALd ,.iurferred or otherwise eliinated. Missile maintenance
workload will not cons,-Lidate at Letterkenny, as criglilay planned. Hlowever, Depot
Systemrs Command wi3tloucate to Rock Is'and Arsenal. where iz will consolidate-
under the Industrial O.Pmrions ('omnvi'ad theme, as 'ipproveO by the 1991 Comn~ission.
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Justification: The decision to realign LEAD was driven by the results of the
Oiainw. Joint Chiefs of Staff triennial r.view of roles and missions in the
Derpsar nt of Defense. As part of this review, the Chairman charte-ed the Depot
Maintenance Consolidation Study. The tudy ideutifiod a significant amount of excess
depot capacity and duplication among the Services.

The Army has cotcluded diat th projected ground systems and equipment
depot mairum workload for ftscal year 1999 is not sufficient to maintain aV of the
gro3u symf and equipuent depots.

In drawing the conclusion to downsizm LEAD, the Army considered the
following factors: relative military value of the depots; the future heavy force mix;
reduced budget; workforce didlls; excess capacity; ability of the depots to
accommodate new workload levels; the proximity of the depots to the heavy forces in
the U.S.; and the resulting savings.

S[MA-E performs computer systems design and dat1 managment functions for
a variety of activities. This organization is tisferring to the Defense Infonnation
Systens Agency (DSA) in 1993- Retention ktey- this activity focused regionaely
upon the customer. SIMA-West is located in St. Louis rind supports functions in the
w ern portion of the U.S. DISA advised the, Army that there wer, no advantages or
savings from a relocation to Rock lland Arselud, IL. Less than 25% Lf the work
perforrnrd by SIMA-E is associated with the Industrial Operations Comm and at Rock
Island Arsenal.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this realignment are
approxnnasimy $106 million. Annuai stuady state savings are about $30 million, with
an imrnediate return on investment.

Impacts: The realignment of Letterkenny Army Depot will have an inmav,' on the
local ecocomy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 7
percent of the employment base in the Franklin County Metropolitan St istical Area,
assuming no econortic recovery. There ame no significant environme-ntal impediments
from this realignment. Fnvironmental rstoration will continue until complete. There
are no known obstacles in the ability of the reiving community's infrasrucure to
support this recommendation.
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Tooele Army Depot, Utah

Recommendation: Realign Toocle Army Depot (TEAD) by reducing it to a depot
activity and placing it under the command and control of Red River Army Depot, TX.
Retain conventional ammunition storage and the chenical demilitarization mission.
The depot workload will move to other depot maintenance activities, including the
private sector. The activities of the depot not associated with the remaining mission
will be inactivated, transferred or eliminated, as appropriate.

Justification: The decision to realign TEAD was driven by the results of the
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff triennial review of roles and missions in the
Department of Defense. As part of this review, the Chairman chartered the Depot
Maintenance Consolidation Study. The study identified a significant amount of excess
depot capacity and duplication among the Services.

The Army has concluded that the projected ground systems and equipmen:
depot maintenance workload for fiscal year 1999 is not sufficient to maintain all of the
ground systems and equipment depots.

In drawing the conclusion to downsize TEAD, the Army considered the
following factors: relative military value of the depots; the future heavy force mix;
reduced budget; workforce skills; excess capacity; ability of the depots to
accommodate new workload levels; the proximity of the depots to the heavy forces in
the U.S.; and the resulting savings.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this realignment are
approximately $74 million. Annual steady state s&, ings are about $51 million, with ai
immediate return on investment.

Impacts: The realignment of Tooele Army Depot will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indiiect, is 28
percent of the employment base in the Tooele County Metropolitan Statistical Area,
assuming no economic recovery. There are no significant environmental impedinents
from this realignment. Environmental restoration will continue until complete. There
are no known obstacles in the ability of the receiving community's infrastructure to
support this recommendation.
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Fort Belvoir, Virginia

Recommendation: Realign Fort Belvoir as follows: disestablish the Belvoir Research,
Development and Engineering Center (BRDC), Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Relocate the
Supply, Bridging, Counter Mobility, Water Purification, and Fuel/Lubricant Business
Areas to the Tank Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Center
(TARDEC), Detroit Arsenal, Michigan. Transfer coiimand am control of the Physical
Security, Battlefield Deception, Electric Power, Remote Mine Detection/Neutralization,
Environmental Controls and Low Cost/Low Observables Business Areas to the Night
Vision Electro-Optics Directorate (NVEOD) of the Communication and Electronics
Research, Development and Engineering Center (CERDEC), Fort Belvoir, Virginia.

Justification: In July 1992, the Secretary of the Army requested that the Arm),
Science Board appoint a panel of members and consultants to conduct a review of the
Army Materiel Command Research. Development and Engineering Center (RDEC)
business plans. Specifically, the Secretary requested the panel determine which RDEC
capabilities the Army can afford. The panel based its findings on an objective
assessment of the missiont, functions, business areas, core capabilities, customer needs
and major fields of technical endeavor of each KDEC measwed against at least the
following criteria to determine which RDEC capabilities ar essential and affordable:

- relevaice to the Army customer;
- availability from other sources;
- R&D quality;
- in-house cost and efficiency.

The study identified technical areas to be emphasized, deemphasized or
elITmiaz-'. Areas identified for elintination are tumnel detection, materials, marine
craft, wpogriphic equipment, suppon equipment and construction equipment. The
Army Science Board pnel recommended the closure of ue Belvoir RDEC and
dispesal of Uc busin",s xreas that were not recommended for elimination.

Tie relocation of the Supply. Bridging, Counter Mobility, Water Purification,
and Fu ciLub'icant busiess areas to TARDEC is cousistent with the conclusions of the
A-my Sms.-, Board Sutdy. There it a synergy between these functions and the
missioa oi building miitary vehicles. For example, the Bridging area requires heavy
vchcies such z tmks and -eavy mobile logistics to move across demountable bridges
and Iight spans. Supply, Fuel/ LUbricants and Counter Mobility also complement the
mission of TRDEC. Ttc relocation of the FueIlLubricant business a as part the
DoD Project Reliance has commenced.
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The transfer of operational control of the Physical Security, Battlefield
Deception, Electric Power, Remote Mine Detection/Neutralization, Environmental
Controls and Low CostiLow Observables Business Areas from the Belvoir RDEC to
the Night Vision Electro-Optics Directorate (NVEOD) of the Communication and
Electronics Research, Development and Engineering Center (CERDEC), also located in
the same general area of Fort Belvoir supports the study recommendations, while
avoiding any additional costs.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this action are
approximately $11 million. Annual steady state savings are about $13 million, with an
immedate return on investmcnt.

Impacts: The realignment of Fort Belvoir will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is less than 1 percent
of the employment base in the Washington, DC-Maryland-Virginia Metropolitan
Statistical Aea, assuming no economic recovery. There are no known obstacles in the
ability of the receiving community's infrastructure to support rhis recommendation.

Rock Island Arsenal, Illinois

Recommendation: Change the recommendation of the 1991 Commission regarding
Rock Island Arsenal, IL, as follows. Instead of sending the materiel management
functions of U.S. Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command (AMCCOM)
to Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, as recommended by the 1991 Base Closure
Commission, reorganize these functions under Tank Automotive Command (TACOM)
with the functions remaining in place at Rock Island- Arsenal, IL.

Justification: Under the Commission's recomm'iendation in 1991, the materiel
management functions for AMCCOM's armanment and chemical functions were to be
transferred to Redstone Arsenal for merger with U.S. Army Missile Command
(MICOM). The merger would have created a new commodity command to be called
the Missile, Armament and Chemical Cornmnmd (MACCOM). This merger allowed
one national inventory control point (NICP) to be eliminated.

In December 1992, the Commander of Army Materiel Command (AMC)
directed that tie conunand's Core Competency Advocates (Logistics Power Projection,
Acquisition E.cellence, Technology Ceneration) review the creation of MACCOM to
see if there was a more cost effective option to realign Redstone Arsenal. These
competency advocates recornrnended that the AMCCOM's materiel management
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functions should remain in place as a subset of the NICP at TACOM. A closer
alignment exists between the armaments and chassis functions than between armaments
and missiles, making the reorganization under TACOM more beneficial and cost
effective for the Army:

- AMCCOM perforns approximately $50 million and 500 work years for Tank
Automotive Command's research and development effort compared to only $9 million
and 90 workyears for Missile Command.

- AMCCOM receives $29 million from TACOM versus $0.1 million from
MICOM for sustainment.

- AMCCOM and TACOM jointly produce all tanks, howitzers, and infantry

vehicles. AMCCOM and MICOM do not jointly produce any weapon systems.

- AMCCOM and TACOM use common contractors and universities.

- AMCCOM and TACOM jointly field, manage, and sustain common weapon
systems.

- AMCCOM and TACOM share common business practices.

- Guns have their fle control sensors and computers in the vehicle and require
extensive joint integration, as AMCCOM and TACOM do now. Missiles have their
sensors and fire control in the mistile and wue easier to mount on a vehicle, as MICOM
and TACOM do now.

The Army believes that the armament/chemical materiel management functions
can be fully executed from Rock Island Arsenal without relocating. There is
precedence for geographic dispersion of NICP functions. The U.S. Communications-
Electronic Command NICP is currently performed at three separate sites.

Retention of this activity at Rock Island Arsenal, as a subordinate element of the
TACOM NICP, avoids the expense of buile'i-g new facilities at and relocating over
1,000 employees to Redstone Arsenal.

Return on Investment: Implementing this recommendation will avoid "ipproximately
$44 million while incurring no costs. Annual steady state savings of al )ut $1 million
are anticipated from efficienci s gained from additional reductions in personnel.

Impacts: There are no environmental or community infrastructure impediments from

this rcommendation.
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Presidio of San Francisco, California

Recommendation: Change the recommendation of the 1988 Commission regarding
the Presidio of San Francisco, as follows: relocate Headquarters, Sixth U.S. Army from
Presidio San Francisco to NASA Ames, CA, instead of Ft Carson, CO. as originally
approved by the Defense Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment and Closure in
1988.

Justification: The 1988 Base Closure Commission recommended closing the Presidio
of San Francisco. At a result of this closure, the Army identified Fort Carson,
Colorado, as the receiver of the 6th Army Headquarters. Since then, the 1991 Base
Closure Commission recommended several closures and realignments in California that
did not have the capacity to receive functions or personnel in the 1988 process.
During the Army's capacity analysis they identified available space at NASA Ames
(formerly NAS Moffett) which could accept the 6th Army Headquarters. As part of
their analysis, the Army ,etermined that the military value of retaining this
headquarters within California is significantly enhanced as it provides the best
available location necessary to exercise command and control of all the reserve units
within its area of responsibility. These reasons are as follows:

(a) Seventy-five percent of the reserve units within Sixth Army's area of
responsibility are located on the West Coast;

(b) The principle ports of debarkation for the West Ccast are Seattle, Oakland,
and Long Beach;

(c) The West Coast is prime territory for military assistance to civil authorities.
It is the area with the highest probability of natural disaster and is an area where
substantial drug enforcement missions are taking p'ace;

(d) Timeliness/location is the critical element that may separate success from
failure.

Additionally, recent experiences with Operation Desert Shield/ Desert Storm, natural
disasters, and civil disturbances have pointed out the need to keep the headquarters on
the West Coast.
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Return on Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this relocation are
approximately $9 million. This relocation will avoid the expenditure of $36 million at
Fort Carson.

Impacts: There is no significant environmrntal impact resulting from this relocation.
Envionmental restoration will continue until complete. There are no known obstacles
in the ability of the receiving community's infrastructure to support this
recommensation.
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Department of the Navy

Summary of Selection Process

Introduction

By 1997, the Navy will have 12 aircraft carriers and I 1 active carrier air wings
- one fewer aircraft carrier and one fewer carrier air wing than 1992. Navy battle
force ships will decline from 466 to 425, a 9 percent reduction. The Navy will also
have 53,000 fewer active duty personnel, a 10 percent reduction. The Marine Corps
will undergo a 14 percent reduction in active duty personnel. These factors, which will
continue to decline through 1999, require a reduction in the Navy and Marine Corps
base smuture.

The Navy's basing structure is focused primarily on homeporting active and
reserve ships, and carrier air wings. The Marine Corps basing structure is focused
primarily on support of the Marine Expeditionary Forces. The base structure also
provides the requisite training, logistics, depot maintenance, housing and related
support. Forward deployment operations, supported by a few overseas bases, and the
domestic base structure allow Navy and Marine Corps forces to respond to the full
spectrum of international conflict.

The Selection Process

The Secretary of the Navy established a Base Structure Evaluation Committee,
responsible for preparing recommendations for closure or realignment of Naval
installations. The Committee was tasked to develop categories of installations;
detarmine whether excess capacity exists, and develop methodologies to reduce it. The
Committee was responsible for evaluating return on investment, economic and
community impacts, and for developing recommendations for closure or realignment to
the Secrtry of the Navy.

The Committee was supported by the Base Structure Analysis Team which
developed data calls, recommended analytical methodologies and maintained the Base
Structure Data Base. The Analysis Team developed the Navy's Internal Control Plan
which specified organizational and documentation controls for managing the process.
A key element of the Internal Control Plan was the involvement of the Naval Audit
Service. The Audit Service served as a technical advisor to the Committee, validating
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the procedures used to build the database and auditing data to determine the method of
collection, its accuracy, and the level of compliance throughout the chain of command.
The Internal Control Plan also established the procedures necessary to create an audit
trail to document the Navy process. One of the most significant controls was the
requirnnt to keep minutes of each deliberative meeting of the Committee.

In accordance with PL 101-510, as amended, the Navy employed a "bottom to
top" data certification policy. That meant that the individual initially generating the
data in response to a data call, executed the initial statutory certification and, thereafter,
the data was recertified at each succeeding level of the chain of command before the
data was provided to the Committee for inclusion in the database. The Navy's Audit
Service and its General Counsel ensurcd compliance.

The Committee determined that installations fell into three categories: (1)
providing support to military personnel (personnel); (2) providing weapon systems and
material support (materials); and (3) providing shore support to Navy and Marine
Corps operational forces (forces). Within these three categories, activities were
grouped into a variety of subcategories. Several of these subcategories were divided
into further sub-elements for purposes of analysis. Within these subcategories are the
individual Navy or Marine Corps installations reviewed by the Committee.

At least two data calls were sent to each installation; one for data relating to
capacity and the other for data relating to military value. These data calls were
prepared by the Analysis Team with the assistance of technical experts in the various
disciplines and approved by the Committee. The responses to the data calls, having
been properly certified, were entered into the database and formed the sole basis for
the Committee's recommendations,

The ne-t step was to determine whether there was excess capacity in any given
subcategory, and if so, to what extent. If there was no meaningful excess capacity in a
subcategory, no installation in that subcategory was considered further for closure or
realignment. If, on the other hand, a subcategory had sufficient excess capacity, the
Committee evaluated the military value of each installation in the subcategory.

The capacity analysis used the certified data call responses to develop
throughputs as the basic indicator of capacity. For example, the key indicator for
training centers was the average number of students on board. Similarly, for
operaional air stations, the basic throughput indicator was the number of squadrons
that could be hosted in terms of apron space, hangers and runways. A comparison was
made between the maximum available throughput and that required by the DoD Force
Smctunre Plan. When the available throughput exceeded the force structure
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requiremen;t, the Comrittee determined there was excess capacity. In subcategories in
whch time was either no or minimal excess capacity, the Committee determined that
fteiher analysis for military value was not warranted.

Whenever the capacity analysis indicated the presence of more than minimal
exces! capacity within a particular subcategory, each installation in that subcategory
was subjected to a military value analysis. The Committee categorized the four DoD
military value criteria as readiness, facilities, mobilization capability, and cost and
manpower implications. For each of the four major categories of military value, the
Committee assigned a weight so that the sum of the weights equalled 100, and these
weights were applied to the military value analyses for each installation in the
subcategories within that category.

The Analysis Team prepared a series of questions or statements which the
Committee placed in one of three scoring bands depending on their level of
importance. Each question or statement was then given a numerical scoring range, by
the Committee, depending on the band in which it was placed (i.e., Band 1: 6-10
points; Band 2:3-7 points; Band 3:1-4 points). The Committee reviewed the
responses from each installation within that subcategory. If the response contained
data which affirmatively answered the subject matter, that installation received the
weighted point total fcr that question. The total point score for each installation was
determined by simple addition of the weighted-average points received.

The next step was to develop closure and realignment scenarios with the use of
a computer modeL The goal of the model was to find that set of installations in a
subcategory which achieved the maximum reduction of excess capacity and, to the
maximum extent practicable, resulted in an average military value equal to or greater
than all installations rurrently in that subcategory.

Not all scenarios were limited to installations in a single subcategory. For
instance, in the case of naval bases, berthing of ships was the prime throughput indicia
for analysis. Since the Naval Air Station, Alameda, is the homeport for two aircraft
carriers, it was also considered in the configuration analysis of the "naval bases"
subcategory along with installations such as Naval Base, Norfolk.

Rules for the computer model were developed so that the model would not run
unconstrained. For example, left to run without guidance, the model might identify a
set of bases which eliminated excess capacity but which bore little resemblance to
operational realities. Therefore, the model was given some rules, which, in the case of
naval bases for example, included the rule that ships were to be split between the
Atlantic and Pacific Fleets in the ratios reflected in the Fiscal Year 1994-1995
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President's Budget Submission. bi eve ry case where rules were imposed, the
Committee reviewed them stringe :ly to ensure ta only the minimum number of rules
needed to operate the model were prescribed so the results would not be artificially
skewed.

The computer model rasultod in finding that mix of installations which resulted
in the maximum reduction of excs. capacity without regard to the installation's
military value. If that mix resulted in an average military value which was less than
that for the current list of installations, the computer was asked to search for an
alternative mix which raised the average military value with the minimum decrease in
the reduction of excess capacity.

The computer models were the starting point for the application of military
judgment in the analysis of potential closure or realignment scenarios. For example, in
the configuration analysis for naval bases, the model satisfied its requirement to reduce
capacity by identifying as excess the capacity at both of the Naval Station and the
Submarine Base at Pearl Harbor. The Committee determined that, as a matter of naval
presence in the Pacific theater, it was more important for military value to retain the
forward capability in the Pacific than to achieve an absolute maximum reduction in
excess capacity.

Sometimes the configuration analysis was not helpful. In the case of the two
Marine Corps training bases, the two logistics bases, and the two recruit depots there is
insufficient capacity in any one of those facilities to handle the requirements flowing
from the DoD Force Structure Plan should the other be closed. In those instances, the
Conanittee determined that further analysis was unwarranted.

Fimally, the Committee evaluated the potential costs and savings, ecoromic
impact, community infrastructure and environmental impact on closure and realignment
candidates (and any potential receiving locations) before making its nominations to the
Acting Secretary cf the Navy.

The Chief of Naval Operations, in his capacity as Acting Secretary of the Navy,
with the advice of the Commandant of the Marine Corps, nominated bases to the
Secretary of Defense for closure or realignment based on the force structure plan and
the final criteria established under Public Law 101-510, as amended.
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Department of the Navy

Recommendations and Justifications

Naval Station Mobile, Alabama

Recommendation: Close Naval Station, Mobile and relocate assigned ships to Naval
Stations Pascagoula, Mississippi. and Ingleside, Texas, along with dedicated personnel,
equipment and appropriate other support.

Justification: The berths at Naval Station, Mobile are excess to the capacity required
to support the DoD Force Structure Plan. A comprehensive a-lysis of naval station
berthing capacity was performed with a goal of reducing excess capacity to the
maximum extent possible while maintaining the overall military value of the remaining
naval stations. To provide berthing to support the projected force structure, the
resulting mix of naval stations were configured to satisfy specific mission
requirements, including: 100 percent aircraft carrier berthing in each fleet; ammunition
ships at ESQD-approved berthing; one SSN/SSBN unique base complex per fleet; and
nintenance of the Norfolk and San Diego fleet concentrations as part of the solution.
The ships based at Naval Station Mobile can be relocated to other naval bases which
have a higher nilitary value. This realignment, combined with other recomminnded
closures and realignments in the Atlantic Fleet. results in the maximum reduction of
excess capacity while increasing the average military value of the remaining Atlantic
Fleet bases.

ctcurn On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$4.4 million. Annual recurring savings are $15.8 million with an immediate return on
investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $182.8 million.

Impacts: The closure of this naval station will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.6 percent of the employment
base in the Mobile Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery.
There is no known community infrastructure impact at any receiving installation.
There is no sigli-ficant environmental impact resulting from this closure. Generation of
hazardous wastes and pollutants will be eliminated. Environmental cleanup will be
continued until complete.
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Mare Island Naval Shipyard, Vallejo, California

Recommendation: Close the Mare Island Naval Shipyard (NSY). Relocate the
Combat Systems Technical Schools Command activity to Darn Neck, Virghda.
Relocate one submarine to the Naval Submarine Base, Bangor, Washington. Family
housing located at Mare Island NSY will be retained as necessary to support Naval
Weapons Station Concord.

Justification: The capacity of the Mare Island NSY is excess to that required to
support the reduced number of ships reflected in the DoD Force Structure Plan. An
analysis of naval shipyard capacity was performed with a goal of reducing excess
capacity to the maximum extent possible while maintaining the overall military value
of the remaining shipyards. Mare Island has the lowest military value of those
shipyards supporting the Pacific Fleet, and its workload can be readily absorbed by the
remaining yards which possess higher military value. The closure of Mare Island
NSY, in combination with the Charleston NSY, allows the elimination of a greater
amount of excess capacity while maintaining the overall value of the remaining
shipyards at a higher military value level than that of the current configunaon of
shipyards. Other options either reduced capacty below that required to support the
approved force levels, eliminated specific capabilities needed to support missiun
requirements or resulted in a lower military value for this group of ativities.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-tne costs for this closre are. $279.9
million. Annual recurring savings are $148.9 million with ar. immediate retum on
invesUmenL The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
sav:ngs of $1,112 million.

Impacts: The closure of Mare Island NSY will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 11.7 percent of
the employment base of the Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA), assuming no economic recovery. Additionally, other 1993 closure and
realignment recommendations have a total impact of 4.9 percent on the adjacent
Oakland MSA. There is no significant community infrastructure impact on receiving
locations as a result of this closure. Generation of hazardous wastes and pollutants
will be eliminated at Mare Island NSY. Emissions frem several hundred controlled air
emission sources wiJl be eliminated, providing air emission "credits". This closure will
eliminate the need to operate the industrial waste water treatment plant and for annual
maintenance dredging.
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Marine Corps Air Station El Toro, California

Recomnmendiation: Close Mhrine Corps Air Station (MCAS) El Toro, California.
Rclocate its aircraft along with their dedica xl personnel, equipment and support to
Na-'al Air Staiojn (NAS), Miramar, Caliornia and MCAS Camp Penleton, California.

Jusilcatkbn: Naval &zkd Marine ah wings are prujecel to be reduced consistent with
fleet requiremnts in he Do)) Force Struamr Plan, creatng an excess in air statuon
capacity. MCAS El Toro is recommrew-ned for closurv. since, of the jet bases
supporting the Pacific Fleet, it ha: the lowest military va~lue, has no expansion
possibilities, is the subject of serious inaicroachment and land use problems, and has
many of its nrining evolutions conzluctod river private property. The redistribution of
aviation assets allows the relocation of Marine Corps fixrdJ wing and helicopter asseu
to the NAS Ylirarar, in a manner wh ich both einirates excess capacity and avoids
the constructon of a new aviation facility ai Marine Corps Air-Ground Combat C.-nter,
29 Palms, Caiforr-l.a. In an associated action the squadrons~ and rv,1.'A~-d acti~,ties at
NAS Mkwan= will move te NAJS Lernoort in order to make room for tht- relocation of
the MCAS Si ToroD squadrons. This closure res-lts; in a new configurtion of Naval
and Marine Corps air stations having an incrci'so average military value when
compared to the irrent mix of air stations in the Pazific FleeL. Finally the Departraent
of the Navy %Ul dispose of the land and facilitizs at MCAS El Toro and any proceeds
wil be used wo defray base closure expenses.

Return On investment- ibis recommendation was considered as part of a package
that included Pacific oparational air stations. The COBRA data below applies to the
operational air stations on the West Coast and in fHwaii, as follows: N AS Barbxvrs
Point, MCAS Kaneohe Bay, MCAS El Toro and NAS Miramar. The total estirnated
one-time costs for the recomnmendations am. $898.5 millon. Annual reeurring swvings
are $173.9 milion with an immediatc retun on invetmncritt. The net pmesent v~due of
the, costs and savings over a twenty year period is a sayingr. of $1,314.2 nuiiicn. In
addition, whis package avoids approximately $60million in military constniction at
MCAS 29 Pahm whizb is required to implement the 1991 Base Closuic Commuission's
recornmendation to close MCAS Tusti,

Impiacts: The closur of this MCAS will have an impact on the local economy. The
projected potential employmnt loss, both direct and indliect is 0.9 percent of the
employment baic of th~e Anaheimn-Santa Ana Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming
no ecoionvc recovery. There is no significant community infrastructure impact at any
receiviuig installation. This closure will eliminate the generation of hazardous waste
and pollutants and wW iwnve special air space restrictions (such as rrilitary operating
areas), and redice noise levels and air emissions. Environmental cleanup efforts will
continue until completed.
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Naval Air Station Alameda, California

Recommendation. Close Naval Air Station (NAS), Alameda, California and relocate
its ahi-caft along with the dedicated personnel, equipment and support to NASA
Ames/Mofiett Field, California and NAS North Island. In addition, those ships
currently berthed at NAS Alameda will be relocated to the Fleet concentrations at San
Diego and Bangor/Puge: Sound/Everett. Disposition of major tenants is as follows:
Navy Regional Data Automation Center, San Francisco realigns to NAS North Island;
Ship IntemditAe Msintenance Department disestablishes; the Naval Air Reserve
Center and the Marire Corps Reserve Center relocate to leased space at NASA/Ames.

Justification: The projected carrier air wing reductions in the DoD Force Structure
Plan require a significant decrease in air station and naval station capacity. NAS
Alameda is recommended for closure as it has the lowest military value of those air
stations supporting the Pacific Flee Given the number of aircraft "bedded down" at
the air station, it has gratest amount of excess capacity. Also, given the need to
eiminate excess ship berthing, its capacity is not required to meet force levels, since
no more than five carrier berths are required on the West Coast; three at the fleet
concentration in San Diego and two at Bangor/Puget Sound/Everett. Both the Iiroim,--
aiaft (pimafrly reserve) and ship assets at NAS Alameda can be readily abso -,cd at
bases with a higher military value. This closure results in increase average military
value of both the remaining air stations and naval stations in the Pacific Fleet.

Return On Investment: The total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation
are $93.7 million. Annual recurring savings are $41.7 million with a return on
nve. -. ent in four yeaws. The net present value of the costs and savings over a twenty

year period is a savings of $197.1 million.

Impacts: The closure of NAS Alameda will have an imract on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss both direct And indirect is 2.9 percent of the
employment base in the Oakland, California Metropoltan Statistical Area (MSA)
asuming no economic recovery. Other 1993 closure and realignment
recommandations bring the total impact on Oakland, California MSA to 4.9 percent.
TNer is no sigaificant community infrasuncture impact at any receiving installation.
There will be no significant environmental impacts resulting from this action.
Hazardous waste generation and pollutants will be eliminated. This closure will
remove special air space restrictions (such as military operating areas), and reduce
noise levels and air emissions. The indoor and outdoor hazardous waste storage
facilities at NAS Alameda will be closed in accoidance with applicable laws and
regulations. Annual maintenance dredging and the dredging of the turning basin and
entrance channel will be eliminated. Environmental cleanup efforts will continue until
complete.
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Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda, California

Recommendation: Close Navil Aviation Depot (NADEP). Alameda and relocate
repair capability as necessary to other depot maintenance activities. This relocation
may include personnel, equipment and support. The depot workload will move to
other depot maintenance activities, including the private sector.

Justification: Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda is recommended for closure because its
capacity is excess to that required to support the DoD Force Structure Plan. Projected
reductions require an almost 50 percent reduction in capacity in the Navy aviation
depots. In determining the mix of aviation depots which would achieve the maximum
reduction in excess capacity, the Navy determined that there must be at least one
aviation depot at a fleet concentration on each coast. The work performed at Naval
Aviation Depot, Alameda can be performed at other aviation maintenance activities,
including the private sector. The closure of NADEP Alameda will reduce excess
capacity in this category and maintain or increase the average military value of the
remaining depots.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$126.8 million. Annual recurring savings are $78.3 million with an immediate return
on investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is
a savings of $538.9 million.

Impacts: The closure of NADEP Alameda will have an impact on the locJ economy.
The projected potential loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.8 percent of the employment
base of the Oakland, California, Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). assuming no
economic recovery. Other 1993 closure and realignment recommendations bring the
total impact on this MSA, assuming no economic recovery, to 4.9 percent. There is no
significant community infrastructum impact at any receiving installation, There will be
no significant environmental impacts occasioned by this closure. Generation of
hazardous wastes and pollutants will be eliminated, as will air emissions, which will
result in air emission "credits".

Naval Hospital, Oakland, California

Recommendation: Close the Naval Hospital, Oakland and relocate certain military
and civilian personnel to other Naval hospitals, and certain ,ilitary personnel to the
Naval Air Stations at Lemoore and Whidbey Island. The Deployable Medical Unit,
Northwest Region, will relocate to Naval Hospital, Bremerton, Washington.
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Justification: Naval Hospitals are situated and their size determined for location near
operating forces whose personnel will require medical support in numbers significant
enough to mandate a medical facility as large as a hospital. Given the extensive use of
CHAMPUS, any Naval Hospital closure must be predicated upon the elimination of the
operating forces which created a demand for the presence of a Naval Hospital in the
first instance. In the San Francisco Bay area, the Naval Air Station, Alarreda, Naval
Shipyard, Mare Island and the supporting Public Works Center and Supply Center are
being reconmended for closure. Given the elimination of these operating force
activities, closure of the Naval Hospital, Oakland is indicated as the military personnel
previously supported are no longer in the area.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$57.5 million. Annual recuring savings am $41.5 million with an immediate return on
investmenL The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $286.4 million.

Impacts: The closure of Naval Hospital, Oakland will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.4
percent of the employment base in the Oakland, California, Metropolitan Statistical
Area, assuming no economic recovery. The closure of the Naval Hospital will have a
positive impact on the environment as a ource of pollution will be eliminated.
Environmental mitigation and restoration will continue until completed.

Naval Station Treasure Island, San Francisco, California

Recommendation: Close Naval Station, Treasure Island and relocate personnel, as
appropriate to the Naval Station, San Diego, California; Naval Amphibious Base, Little
Creek, Virginia; Nava! Tvin Center, Great Lakes, Illinois and various Naval
Reserve sites in California. Major tenants are impacted as follows: Naval Reserve
Center San Francisco relocates to the Naval/Marine Corps Reserve Center, Alameda,
California and REDCOM 20 relocates to the Naval Reserve Center, San Bruno,
California. Naval Technical Training Center relocates to Fleet Training Center San
Diego, Naval Amphibious School, Little Creek and Naval Training Center Great Lakes.

Justification: The DoD Force Structure Plan supports a decrease in naval station
capacity. Naval Station, Treasure Island has a relatively low military value and its
capacity is not required to support Navy requirements. The naval bases to which its
activities will be relocated have higher military value to the Navy than does this naval
station. A comprehensive analysis of naval station berthing capacity was performed
with a goal of reducing excess capac.ty to the maximum extent possible while
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maintaining the overall military value of the remaining naval stations. To provide
berthing to support the projected force structure, the resulting nix of naval stations was
configured to satisfy specific mission requirements, including: 100 percent aircraft
carrier berthing in each fleet; ammunition ships at ESQD-approved berthing; one
SSN/SSBN unique base complex per fleet; and maintenance of the Norfolk and San
Diego fleet concentrations. This closure, combined with other recommended closures
and realignments in the Pacific Fleet, reduces excess capacity while increasing the
average military value of the remaining Pacific Fleet bases.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for the recommendation are
$33.7 million. Annual recurring savings are $43.1 million with an immediate return on
investment The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty-year period is a
savings of $330.7 million.

Impacts: The closure of this naval station will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.2 percent of the employment
base in the San Francisco, CA, Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), assuming no
economic recovery. Other 1993 closure and realignment recommendations bring the
total impact on this MSA, assuming no economic recovery, to 1.1 percent. There is no
significant community infrastructure impact at any receiving installation. There will be
no significant environmental impacts occasione-d by this closure, which also will permit
the closure or alternative use of the recently improved 2.0 MGD wastewater treatment
plant and will eliminate various air emissions, thus providing potential air emission
"credits".

Naval Supply Center, Oakland, California

Recommendation: Close the Naval Supply Center (NSC) Oakland, including the
Naval Supply Depot, Point Molate, and relocate two supply ships to the Naval Supply
Center, San Diego. The Office of the Mili Sealift Command, Pacific Division,
relocates to leased space in the Oakland area.

Justification: NSC OakLad's capacity is exce s to the re. 'luire nents of tht DoD
Force Structure i';an. Toe principal customers u NSC Oa and, Naval Aviatan
Depot, AlaacdA Naval ospital, Oacland; Marc 1' land Na, I S.ipyard and Naval
Station Tres4ae IslanJ ha - also been recommend ;4 for closure. The workload of
NSC 0"- .,d will move wia its cuswmers to othe locations.
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Return on Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$119.4 million. Annual recurring savings am $45.4 million with an immediate return
on investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is
a savings of $259.9 million.

Impacts: The closure of NSC Oakland will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.5 percent of the
employment base in the Oakland Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), assuming no
economic recovery. Other 1993 closure and realignment recommendations bring the
total impact on the Oakland MSA to 4.9 percent. The closure of NSC Oakland will
have a positive impact on the environment as a source of potential hazardous wastes
and poliutants will be eliminated. Environmental mitigation and restoration will
continue until completed.

Naval Training Center, San Diego, California

Recr.nuendation: Close the Naval Training Center (NTC), San Diego and relocate
certain personnel, equipment and support to NTC Great Lakes, and other locations,
consistent with training requirements. Disposition of major tenants is as follows:
Recruit Training Command relocates to NTC, Great Lakes; Branch Medical Clinic
relocates to Submarine Base, San Diego: Naval Recruiting District relocates to Naval
Air Station North Island; Service School Command (Electronic Warfare) relocates to
Naval Training Center, Great Lakes; Service School Command (Surface) relocates to
NTC Great Lakes; the remainder of the Service School Command relocates to NTC
Great Lakes, Naval Air Station Pensacola, and Fleet Training Center, San Diego.

Justification: Projected manpower reductions contained in the DoD Force Structure
Plan require a substantial decrease in naval force structure capacity. As a result of
projected manpower levels, the Navy has two to three times the capacity iequired, as
measured by a variety of indicators, to perform the recruit training function. The
closure of NTC San Diego removes unneeded excess capacity and results in the
realignment of training to a training center with a higher military value. The resulting
consolidation at NTC Great Lakes not only results in the highest possible military
value but also is the most economical alignment for the processing of personnel into
the Navy. In addition, NTC San Diego has equipment and facilities which are more
readily relocatable to another naval training center.

Return On Investment: The Naval Training Center recommendations were
considered as a package and, as a result, the COBRA data set out below represents the
costs and savings associated with the closure of both NTC San Diego and NTC
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Orlando. Total estimated one-time costs for the recommendation are $327.9 million.
Annual recurring savings are $69.0 million with a return on investment in two years.
The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a savings of
$323.9 million.

Impacts: The closure of NTC San Diego will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.7 percent of the
employment base of the San Diego, California Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)
assuming no economic recovery. However, because of other closures or realignments
into this MSA, there will be a net 1.2 percent increase in employment. There is no
significant community infrastructure impact at any receiving installation. There will be
no significant environmental impacts resulting from this action. Hazardous waste and
pollutants will be eliminated, as will air emissions, which will generate air emission
"credits".

Naval Air Station Cecil Field, Jacksonville, Florida

Recommendation: Close Naval Air Station, Cecil Field and relocate its aircraft along
with dedicated personnel, equipment and support to Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry
Point. North Carolina Naval Air Station, Oceana, Virginia, and Marine Corps Air
Station, Beaufort, South Carolina. Disposition of major tenants is as follows: Marine
Corps Security Force Company relocates to MCAS Cherry Point; Aviation
Intermediate Maintenance Department relocates to MCAS Cherry Point; Air
Maintenance Training Group Detachment, Fleet Aviation Support Office Training
Group Atlantic, and Sea Operations Detachment relocate to MCAS Cherry Point and
NAS Oceana.

Justification: Carrier air wings wiU be reduced consistent with fleet requirements in
the DoD Force Structure Plan, creating an excess in air station capacity. Reducing this
excess capacity i complicated by the requirement to "bed down" different mixes of
aircraft at various air stations. In making these choices, the outlook for environmental
and land use issues was significantly important. In making the determination for
reductions at air stations supporting the Atlantic Fleet, NAS Cecil Field was selected
for closure because it represented the greatest amount of excess capacity which could
be eliminated with assets most readily redistributed to receiving air stations. The
preponderance of aircraft to be redistributed from NAS Cecil Field were F/A-18s
which were relocated to two MCAS on the East Coast, Beaufort and Cherry Point.
These air stations both had a higher military value than NAS Cecil Field, alleviated
concerns with regard to future environmental and land use problems and dovetail with
the recent determination for joint military operations of Navy and Marine Corps
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aircraft from camer decks. Some NAS Cecil Reld assets axe relocating to NAS
Oceana, an air station with a lower military value, because NAS Occana is the only
F-14 air station supporting the Atlantic Fleet and had to be retained to support milita:y
operations of these aircraft. Its excess capacity was merely utilized to absorb the
remaining aircraft from NAS Cecil Field.

Return On Investment Total simated one-t:me costs for the recommendatiou are
$312.3 million. Annu&2 recurring savings for both are $56.7 million, with a return on
investment in six years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year
period is a savings of $200.9 milion.

Impacts: The closure of NAS Cecil Field will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 3.0 percent of the
employment base of the Jacksonville Metrupolitan Statistical Are, as&-,uming no
economic recovery. Reloctions to MCAS Cherry Point will require increased
classroom space in the local schools. Remediation of this impact is included in the
cost analysis. There are no sigkificant environmental impacts resulting from this
action. Hazardous waste and pollutant generation will -he eliminated.
Similarly, this closure will remove special use air space resnictio-is (such as military
operating areas) and reduce noise levels and & emnissions. Environmental cleanup will
continue until completed.

Naval Training Center, Orlando, Florida

Recommendation: Close the Naval Training Center (NW), Orlando, and relocate
certain personnel, equipment and support to NTC Great Lakes and other locations,
consistent with DoD training requirements. Disposition of major tenants is as follows.
Recruit Training Command relocates to NTC Great Lakes; the Nuclear Power School
and the Nuclear "A" School relocate to the Submarine School at the Naval Submarine
Base (NSB), New London; Peronnel Support Detachment relocates to NTC Great
Lakes; Service School Command relocates to Great Lakes; Naval Dental Clinic
relocates to Great Lakes; Naval Education and Training Program Management Suppon
Activity disestablishes.

Justification: The 1991 Commission rejected the ircommendation to close NTC
Orlando due to prohibitive closure costs. This recommendation encompasses the
additional closure of NTC San Diego and proposes significantly reduced closure costs
by taking advantage of facilities made available by .-ie recommended realignment of
NSB New London. Projected manpower reductions contained in the DoD Force
Structure Plan require a substantial decrease in naval force structure. As a result of
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projected manpower levels the Navy has two to three times the capacity required, as
measured by a variety of indicators, to perform the recruit training function. The
closure of the NTC Orlando removes excess capacity and relocates training to a naval
training center with a higher military value and results in an efficient collocation of the
Submarine School, the Nuclear Power School and the Nuclear "A" School at the NSB,
New London. The resulting consolidation at the NTC Great Lakes not only results in
the highest possible military value for this group of military activities but also is the
most economical alignment for the processing of personnel into the Navy. In addition,
NTC Orlando has equipment and facilities which are. more readily relocatable to
another naval training center.

Return On Investment: The Naval Training Centers were considered as a package
and, as a result, the COBRA data set out below represents costs and savings associated
with the closure of both NTC Orlando and NTC San Diego. Total estimated one-time
costs for the recommendation are $327.9 million. Annual recurring savings are $69.0
million with a return on investment in two years. The net present value of costs and
savings over a twenty year period is a savings of $323.9 million.

Impacts: The closure of NTC Orlando will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 2.1 percent of the
employment base of the Orlando, Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic
recovery. There is no significant community infrastructure impact at any receiving
installation. There will be no significant environmental impacts resulting from this
closure. Hazardous waste and pollutant generation will be eliminated, as will the
generation wastewater on the average of 1.13 million gallons per day.

Naval Aviation Depot, Pensacola, Florida

Recommendation: Close Naval Aviation Depot Pensacola (NADEP), and relocate
repair capability as necessary to other depot maintenance acdviies. This relocation
may include personnel, equipment and support. The Depot workload will move to
other depot maintenance activities, including the private sector. The dynamic.
component and rotor blade repair faciiity will remain in place.

Justification: Naval Aviaiorn Depot Pensacola is recommende, for c!ostire because
its capacity is excess to .at req~ir-A to support the DoD Force Structure Plan.
Projected reducdor,, require w. aiaost 50 percCni reduction in capacity i the Navy
aoiation depots. In deterwiihng the rrdx of aviztion depots which would achieve the
maximun 7duc'ion i. excess capacity the Navy determined that there must be a: east
one aviation depot at a kiect concentratiou on each coaiL The work pwrformed at
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Naval Aviation Depot, Pensacola can be performed at other aviation maintenance
activities, including the private sector. The closure of NADEP Alameda will reduce
excess capacity in this category and maintain or increase the average military value of
the rmaining depots.

Return On Investment: Total estmated one-time costs for the recommendation are
$165.4 million. Annual recurring savings are $51.1 million with a return on
investment in two years. rhe net present value of costs and savings over a twenty
year period is a savings of $341.2 million.

I,- "icts: The closure of this NADEP Pensacola will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential loss (both direct and indirect) is 6.1 percent of the
employment base of the Pensacola, Florida Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no
economic recovery. However, because of other closures and realignments into this
area, there will be a net 4.3 percent increase in employment. Therm is no significant
community infrastructure impact at any receiving installation. There will be no
significant environmental impacts occasioned by this closure. The NADEP depot is
located on the property of Naval Air Station Pensacola, which is on EPA's National
Priorities List. The closure of this depot will require that all hazardous industri'd
materials and waste be removed. Generation of hazardous wastes and pollutants will
be eliminated, as will air emissions, which will itsult in air emission "credits".

Naval Air Station Barbers Point, Hawaii

Recommendation: Close the Naval Air Station (NAS) Barbers Point and relocate its
aircraft along with their dedicated personnel and equipment support to Marine Corps
Air Station (MCAS), Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii and NAS Whidbey Island, Washington.
Retain the family housing as needed for multi-service use.

Justification: The NAS Barbers Point is recommended for closure because its
capacity is excess to that required to support the reduced force levels contained in the
DoD Force Structure Plan. The analysis of required capacity supports only one naval
air station in Hawaii. NAS Barbers Point has a lower military value than MCAS
Kaneohe Bay and its assets can be readily redistributed to other existing air stations.
By maintairing operations at the MCAS, Kaneohe Bay, we retained the additional
capacity that air station provides in supporting ground forces. With the uncertainties
posed in overseas basing MCAS Kaneohe Bay provides the flexibility to support future
military operations for both Navy and Marine Corps and is of greater military value.
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In an associated mt -e F-18 and CH-46 squadrons at MCAS Kaneohe Bay will
move to NAS Miran, to facilitate the relocation of the NAS Barbers Point squadrons.
Finally the Department of the Navy will dispose of the land and facilities at NAS
Barbers Point and any proceeds will be used to defray base closure expenses.

Return On Investment: This recommendation was considered as part of a package
that included Pacific operational air stations. The COBRA data below applies to the
operational air stations un the West Coast and in Hawaii, as follows: NAS Barbers
Point, MCAS Kaneohe Bay, MCAS El Toro and NAS Miramar. The total estimated
one-time costs for the recomrendations are $898.5 milion. Annual recurring savings
are $173.9 million with an im-nediate return on investment. The net present value of
the costs and savings over a twenty year period s a savings of $1374.2 million. In
addition this package avoids approximately $600 million in military construction at
MCAS 29 Palms which is required to implement the 1991 Base Closure Commission's
recommendation to close MCAS Tustin.

Impacts: The closure of NAS Barbers Point will have an impact on the local
economy. The proposed potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) .9
percent of the employment base of the Honolulu, Hawaii, Metxopolitan Staisu.aal Area,
assuming no economic recovery. There is no significant comnuniti ;' .tructure
impact at any receiving istallation. Theie will be no significant env .. .,aental
impacts resulting from this action. Hazardous waste generation and pollutants will be
eliminated. This closure will remove special use air space restrictions (such as military
operating r-.as) as well as elevated noise levels and air emissions. Ongoing
environnttal clean-up efforts will continue until completed.

Naval Air Station, Glenview, Illinois

Recommendation: Close the Naval Air Station (NAS), Glenview and relocate its
aircraft and associated personnel, equipment and support to Navy Reserve, National
Guard and other activities. Family housing located at NAS Glenview will be retained
to meet existing and new requirements of the nearby Naval Training Center (NTC),
Great Lakes. The Recruiting District, Chicago will be relocated to NTC Great Lakes.
The Marine Corps Reserve Center activities will relocate as appropriate to Dam Neck,
Virginia, Green Bay, Wisconsin, Stewart Army National Guard Facility, New Windsor.
New York and NAS, Atlanta, Ceorgia.

Justification: Naval air forces are being reduced consistent with the fleet reductions
ui the DoD Force Structure Plan. Projected force levels for both active and reserve
iviation elements leave the Department with significant excess capacity in the reserve
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air staton category. Closte of NAS Glenview eliminates excess capacity at a base
with a very low military value whose assets can be redistributed into more economical
and efficient operations. This closure, combined with three others in this category,
results in maximum reduction of excess capacity while increasing the average military
value of the remaining reserve air stations. In arriving at the recommendation to close
NAS Glenview, a specific analysis was conducted to ensure that there was
demographic support for purposes of force recruiting in the areas to which the reserve
aircraft are being relocated.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for the recommendation are
$14.1 millon. Annual recurring savings are $31 million with an immediate return on
investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $313.4 million.

Impacts: The closure of NAS Glenview will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.1 percent of the
emp!oyment base of the Chicago Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic
recovery. There is no significant community infrastructure impact at any receiving
installation. There will be no significant environmental impacts resulting from this
action. Generation of hazardous wastes and pollutants will be eliminated. In addition,
this closure will remove special use air space restrictions such as military operations
areas and military training areas, and reduce noise levels and air emissions.

Naval Electronic Centers

Recommendation: Close Naval Electronics Systems Engineering Center (NESEC) St.
Inigoes, Maryland. disestablish NESEC Charleston, South Carolina and Naval
Electronics Security Systems Engineering Center (NESSEC), Washington, DC.
Consolidate the Centers into an East Coast NESEC at Portsmouth, Virginia. The
ATC/ACLS facility at St. Inigoes and the Aegis Radio Room Laboratory will remain
in place and will be transferred to Naval Air Systems Command.

Justification: This recommendation was rejected by the 1991 DoD Base Closure and
Realignment Commission. In doing so, the Commission stated that DoD had failed to
explore other alternative sites and had failed to address asserted problems at
Portsmouth with testing of radars and communication equipment. Several new factors
contributed to the renewal of this recommendation.

The DoD Force Structure Plan shows a significant further decrease in force
structure from that in 1991, giving rise to additional excess capacity. The facilities at
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SL Inigoes, Maryland. once NESEC SL Inigoes relocates to Portsmouth, would be
available to support the major relocation to the Patuxent River complex of the Naval
Air Systems Command and several of its subordinate organizations. This move results
in both substantial organizational efficiencies and economies and is a significant
element of the Navy's compliance with the DoD policy to move activities out of leased
space in the NCR into DoD owned facilities. The Portsmouth consolidation includes
NESSEC Washington, DC resulting in an additional relocation from leased space in the
N.R into DoD owned facilities. The Portsmouth consolidation 2lso achieves a major
reduction in excess capacity for these activities and with this consolidation in
Portsmouth, the Navy Management Support Office can be consolidated at this Center.
Without the Portsmouth consolidation, the benefits resulting from the synergy of
consolidating the three centers would not be realized, and the reduction in excess
capacity would be adversely impacted.

The Portsmouth consolidation utilizes, as the magnet site for this consolidation,
the installation with the highest military value of all activities in the cluster. A review
of the certified data call responses indicates that one of the reasons for this military
value rating is NESEC Portsmouth's current capability to perform a broad range of
testing functions on a wide variety of communications and radar systems. including the
Submarine Broadcast System, Relocatable Over-the-Horizon Radar, Tactical Secure
Voice, and the AN/SLQ-32(V) 1/213/4/5. At its Fleet Engineering Support Center is a
completely integrated shipboard communications system that contains a sample of
every communications receiver, transmitter, data link and ancillary terminal hardware
in the LF through UHF frequency range. The radar systems testing capability is
enhanced by the AN/SSQ-74(V) Radar and Communications Signal Simulator with its
associated antenna farm. These capabilities, particularly when joined with those of the
other activities in this consolidation, gives the Navy a most formidable technical center
which, because of the consolidation, will be able to function more economically and
efficiently than these activities could if separate.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$1473 million. Annual recurring savings are $32.3 million with a return on
investment in three years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty
yea period is a savings of $123.8 million.

Impacts: The closure, disestablishment and relocation, as appropriate, of these Naval
technical centers will have impacts on the local euonomies. The projected potential
employment losses (both direct and indirect) are 1.6 percent of the employment base of
the Charleston, SC Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) assuming no economic
recovery; 11.9 percent of the employment base of St. Mary's County, Maryland, except
that, because of other relocations into this county, there will only be a net 1.8 percent
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decrease in employment; 0.03 percent of the employment base of the Washington, DC,
MSA, assuming no economic recovery; and 0.2 percent of the employment base of the
Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News, Virginia, MSA assuming no economic
recovery. The consolidation at NESSEC, Portsmouth will have a positive impact on
the environment as a soince of pollution will be eliminated. Environmental mitigation
and restoration will continue until completed.

Naval Air Station Meridian, Mississippi

Recommendation: Close Naval Air Station (NAS) Meridian. Relocate advanced
strike training to Naval Air Station Kingsville, Texas. Relocate intermediate strike
training and Naval Technical Training Center to NAS Pensacola, Flonda.

Justification: Projected reductions contained in the Department of Defense Force
Structue Plan require a substantial decrease in training air station capacity. When
considering air space and facilities of all types of support aviation training, there is
about twice the capacity required to perform the mission. The training conducted at
the Naval Air Station. Meridian can be consolidated with similar training at thz Naval
Air Station, Kingsville and the Naval Air Station, Pensacola. This results in an
economy and efficiency of operations which enhances the military value of the training
and places training aircraft in proximity to over-water air space and potential berthing
sites for carriers being used in training evolutions. Currently, for example, pilots
training in Meridian fly to the Naval Air Station, Pensacola in order to do carrier
landing Utaining. The closure of Meridian and the accompanying closure of the Naval
Air Station, Memphis. result in centalized aviation training functions at bases with a
higher average military value than that possessed by the training air stations before
closure. Both the Naval Air Station, Kingsville and the Naval Air Station, Pensacola
have higher military value than the Naval Air Station, Meridian. The consolidation of
the Naval Technical Training Center with its parent command, the Chief of Naval
Education and Training, will provide for improvement in the management and
efficiency of the raining establishment and enhance its military value to the Navy.

Return On Investment: The total estimated one-time costs for both NAS Meridian
and NAS Memphis recommendations are $274.1 million. Annual recurring savings for
both actions ar $82.2 million with a return on investment in two years. The net
present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is $481.1 million.

Impacts: The closure of NAS Meridian will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 12.8 percent of
the local tmployment base in Lauderdale County, assuming no economic recovery.
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There is no significant environmental impact at NAS Meridian as a result of this
closure. Environmental cleanup will continue until complete. Reloqcation of advanced
strike training to NAS Kingsville will result in additional noise impacts in the direction
of the city of Kingsville. This may require adoption of noise abatement procedures
until the ultimate transition of the TA-4 aircraft to the new T-45 which will
significantly reduce noise impacts. Noise impacts will also be increased by relocation
of intermediate strike training to NAS Pensacola and will require prudent management
of aircraft operations to mitigate this impact on the local community.

Naval Air Station, South Weymouth, Massachusetts

Recommendation: Close Naval Air Station (NAS), South Weymouth and relocate its
aircraft and associated personnel, equipment and support to Naval Air Stations
Brunswick, Maine, New Orleans, Louisiana, and Naval Station Mayport, Florida. The
Marine Corps Reserve Center activities will relocate to Dam Neck, Virginia,
Johnstown, Pennsylvania, Camp Pendleton, California, and NAS Willow Grove,
Pennsylvania.

Justification: Naval air forces are being reduced consistent with fleet reductions in
the DoD Force Structure Plan. Projected force levels for both active and reserve
aviation elements leave the Department with significant excess capacity in the reserve
air station category. The greater operational utility of active air stations and the
decision to rely on reserve aviation elements in support of active operating forces place
a higher military value on locating reserve aviation elements on active operating air
bases to the extent possible. Closure of NAS South Weymouth allows the relocation
of reserve P-3's to the major P-3 active operating base at NAS Brunswick, ME and
distributes other assets to the active operating base at Mayport, FL and to a reserve air
station with a higher military value. In arriving at the recommendation to close NAS
South Weymo;.th, a specific analysis was conducted to ensure that there was
demographic support for purposes of force recruiting in the areas to which the reserve
aircraft arc being relocated.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for the recommendation are
$23.0 million. Annual recurring savings ar, $25.9 million with an immediate return on
investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $252.1 million.

Impacts: The closure of NAS South Weymouth will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.1
percent of the employment base of the Boston-Lawrence-Salem-Lowell, Massachusetts,
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Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery. There is no significant
community infrastructure impact at any receiving installation. There will be no
significant environmental impacts resulting from this action. Generation of hazardous
wastes and pollutants will be eliminated. In addition, this closure will remove special
use air space restrictions (such as military operations areas and military training
routes), and reduce noise levels and air emissions.

Naval Station, Staten Island, New York

Recommendation: Close Naval Station Staten Island. Relocate its ships along with
their dedicated personnel, equipment and support to Naval Stations, Norfolk, Virginia
and Mayport, Florida. Disposition of minor tenants is as follows: Ship intermediate
Maintenance Activity, New York relocates to Earle, New Jersey and Norfolk, Virginia;
Recruiting District, New York disestablishes; Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion
and Repair (SUPSI{[P), Brooklyn Detachment disestablishes.

Justifi ation: The berthing capacity of Naval Station Staten Island is excess to the
capacity required to support the DoD Force Structure Plan. A comprehensive analysis
of naval station berthing capacity was performed with the goal of reducing excess
capacity to the maximun extent possible while maintaining the overall military value
of the remaining naval stations. To provide berthing to support projected force
stuctur, the resulting mix of naval stations was configured to satisfy specific mission
requirements, including: 100 percent aircraft carrier berthing in each fleet; ammunition
ships at ESQD-approved berthing; one SSN/SSBN unique base complex per fleet; and
maintenance of the Norfolk and San Diego fleet concentrations. The ships currently
berthed at Naval Station Staten Island can be relocated to bases with higher military
value. This closure, combined with other recommended closures and realignments in
the Atlantic Fleet, results in the maximum reduction of excess capacity while
increasing the average military value of the remaining Atlantic Fleet bases.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time savings for this closure exceed one-
time costs by $1.7 million. Annual recurring savings are $58.5 million with an
immediate return on investmenL The net present value of costs and savings over a
twenty year period is a savings of $660.9 million.

Impacts: TIle closure of Naval Station Staten Island will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.1
percent of the local employment base in the New York Metropolitan Statistical Area,
assuming no economic recovery. There is no significant community infrastructure
impact at either closing or receiving locations. This closure will eliminate the
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generation of hazardous wastes and the requirement to eliminate the hazardous material
conforming storage facility. Ongoing environmental cleanup will continue as part of
the closure process. There are no significant environmental impacts at either Naval
Station Mayport or Naval Station Norfolk.

Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Recommendation: Close the Aviation Supply Office (aSO), Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania and relocate necessary personnel, equipment and support to the Ship
Parts Control Center (SPCC), Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania.

Justification: The reductions in the DoD Force Structure Plan equate to a significant
workload reduction for the Navy's inventory control points. Since there is excess
capacity in this category the Navy decided to consolidate their two inventory control
points at one location. A companion consideration was the relocation of the Naval
Supply Systems Command from its present location in leased space in the National
Capital Region, to a location at which it could be collocated with major subordinate
organizations. This major consolidation of a headquarters with its operational
components can be accomplished at SPCC, Mechanicsburg with a minimum of
construction and rehabilitation. The end result is a significantly more efficient and
economical organization.

Return On Investment: This realignment was considered as part of a larger group of
moves and the COBRA data set out below include the following realignments from the
National Capital Region and Philadelphia to SPCC Mechanicsburg: Naval Supply
Systems Command, Aviation Supply Office, Defense Printing Systems Management
Office and Food Service Systems Office. Total estimated one-time costs for the
recommendation are $88.9 million. Annual recurring savings are $20.5 million with a
return on investnent in one year. The net present value of costs and savings over a
twenty year period is a savings of $102.8 million.

Impacts: The closure of this inventory control point will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.2
percent of the employment base of the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Metropolitan
Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery. There is no significant community
infrastructure impact at the receiving installation. The closure of ASO Philadelphia
will have a positive impact on the environment since a source of potential hazardous
wastes and pollutants will be eliminated. Environmental mitigation and restoration will
continue until complete.
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Naval Shipyard, Charleston, South Carolina

Recommendation: Close the Naval Shipyard (NSY) Charleston.

Justification: NSY Charleston's capacity is excess to that requi'ed to support the
number of ships in the DoD Force Structure Plan. An analysis of naval shipyard
capacity was performed with a goal of reducing excess capacity to the maximum
extent possible while maintaining the overall military value of the remaining shipyards.
The closure of NSY Charleston, when combined with the recommended closure of
NSY Mare Island, California, results in the maximum reduction of excess capacity, and
its workload can readily be absorbed by the remaining yards. The elimination of
another shipyard performing nuclear work would reduce this capability below the
minimum capacity required to support this critical area. The closure of NSY
Charleston, in combination with Mare Island NSY, allows the elimination of a greater
amount of excess capacity while maintaining the overall value of the remaining
shipyards at a higher military value level than that of the current configuration of
shipyards. Other options either reduced capacity below that required to support the
approved force levels, elininated specfic capabilities needed to support mission
requhients or resulted in a lower military value for this group of activities.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this closure are $246.7
million. Annual recurring savings are $66.2 million with a return on investment in one
year. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty-year period is a savings
of $3853 million.

Impacts: The closure of NSY Charleston will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 5.2 percent of the
local employment base in the Charleston Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA),
assuming no economic recovery. Other 1993 closure and realignment
recommendations bring the total impact on the Charleston MSA to 15 percent. There
is no significant community infrastructure impact at any receiving location resulting
from this closure. Generation of hazardous wastev and pollutants will be eliminated.
Currently, programmed environmental projects will be completed --s part of the closure
actions, which will also eliminate the need to operate the hazardous waste facilities and
to do annual dredging.
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Naval Station Charleston, South Carolina

Recommendation: Close Naval Station (NS), Charleston and relocate assigned ships
to Naval Stations, Norfolk, Virginia; Mayport, Florida; Pascagoula, Mississippi;
Ingleside, Texas and Submarine Base, Kings Bay, Georgia. Appropriate personnel,
equipment and support, to include the diydock, will be relocated with the ships.
Disposition of major tenants is as follow,,: Planning, Estimating, Repair and
Alterations (PERA) relocates to Portsmouth, Virginia; the Naval Investigative Service
Regional Office disestablishes; Ship Intermediate Maintenance Activity, Charleston
disestablishes, and the Naval Reserve Center and REDCOM 7 relocate to leased space
in the Charleston area; Fleet and Mine Warfare Training Center relocates to Naval
Station Ingleside, Fleet Training Center Mayport, and Fleet Training Center Norfolk;
Submarine Training Facility Charleston disestablishes. Family housing located within
the Charleston Navy complex will be retained as necessary to support the nearby Naval
Weapons Station Charleston.

Justification: The piers and maintenance activity at NS Charleston are excess to the
capacity required to support the DoD Force Structure Plan. A comprehensive analysis
of naval station berthing capacity was performed with a goal of reducing excess
capacity to the maximum extent while maintaining the overall military value of the
remaining naval stations. To provide berthing to support projected force structure, the
resulting mix of naval stations was configured to satisfy specific mission requirements,
including: 100 percent aircraft carrier berthing in each fleet; ammunition ships at
ESQD-approved berthing; one SSN/SSBN unique base complex per fleet; and
maintenance of the Norfolk and San Diego fleet concentrations as part of the solution.
The berths at the NS Charleston are excess to Navy requirements. The relocation of
the 21 ships currently based at NS Charleston will allow the closure of this naval base
and eliminate almost half of the excess berthing capacity in bases supporting the
Atlantic Fleet. This closure, combined with other recommended closures and
realignments in the Atlantic Fleet, results in the maximum reduction of excess capacity
while increasing average military value of the remaining Atlantic Fleet Bases.

Return On Inwvstment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$185.0 million. Annual recurring savings are $92.6 million with an immediate return
on investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is
a savings of $748.1 million.

Impacts: The closure of this naval station will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential loss (both direct and indirect) is 7.0 percent of the employment
base in the Charleston Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), assuming no economic
recovery. Other 1993 closure and realignment recommendations bring the total impact
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on this MSA, assuming no economic recovery, to 15 percent. There is no known
community infrastructure impact at any receiving installation. There is no significant
environmental impact resulting from this closure. Environmental cleanup will be
continued until complete.

Naval Air Station, Dallas, Texas

Recommendation: Close the Naval Air Station (NAS), Dallas and relocate its aircraft
and associated personnel, equipment and support to Carswell Air Force Base, Fort
Worth, Texas. The following Navy and Marine Corps Reserve Centers relocate to
Carswell Air Force Base: Naval Reserve Center, Dallas, Marine Corp Reserve Center,
Dallas, Marine Corps Reserve Center (Wing) Dallas, and REDCOM 11.

Justification: Naval air forces are being reduced consistent with the fleet reductions
in the DoD Force Structure Plan. Projected force levels reflected for both active and
reserve aviation elements leave the Navy with significant excess capacity in the reserve
air station category. Closure of Naval Air Station, Dallas and reconstitution at
Carswell Air Force Base provides the reserves with a significantly superior air base.
The resulting air station, with Air Force reserve squadrons now as tenants, will remove
the operational difficulties cmenty experienced at the Naval Air Station, Dallas,
including flight conflicts with the civilian airport This closure, combined with three
others in this category, results in the maximum reduction of excess capacity in reserve
air stations while increasing the average military value of the remaining bases in this
category.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for the recommendation are
$24.0 million. Annual recurring savings are $5.2 million with a return on investment
in five years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is
a savings of $30.8 million.

Impacts: The closure of NAS Dallas will have an impact on the local economy. The
projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.5 percent of the
employment base of the Dallas, Texaw Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no
economic recovery. There is no known community infrastructure impact at the
receiving installation. There will be no significant environmental impacts as a result of
this action. Generation of hazardous waste and pollutants will be eliminated. The
hazardous waste storage facility operted by NAS Dallas will have to be closed in
accordance with the requirements of the Part B permiL In addition, this closure will
remove special use air space restrictions (such as military operating areas), and reduce
noise levels and air emissions.
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Naval Aviation Depot Norfolk, Virginia

Recommendation: Close Naval Aviation Depot (NADEP), Norfolk and relocate repair
capability as necessary to other depot maintenance activities. This relocation may
include personnel, equipment and support. The Depot workload will move to other
depot maintenance activities, including the private sector.

Justification: Naval Aviation Depot Norfolk is recommended for closure because its
capacity is excess to that required to support the DoD Force Structure Plan. Projected
reductions require an almost 50 percent reduction in capacity in the Navy aviation
depots. In determining the mic of aviation depots which would achieve the maximum
reduction in excess capacity, the Navy determined that there must be at least one
aviation depot at a fleet concentration on each coast. The work performed at NADEP,
Norfolk can be performed at other aviation maintenance activities, including the private
sector. While the military value of the Naval Aviation Depot, Norfolk was not
substantially less than that of the Naval Aviation Depots at Cherry Point and
Jacksonville, those NADEPs possess unique features and capabilities which required
their retention. The closure of NADEP Norfolk will reduce excess capacity in this
category and maintain or increai-, the average military value of the remaining depots.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for the recommendation are
$172.5 million. Annual recurring savings are $108.2 million with an immediate return
on investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is
a savings of $748.5 million.

Impacts: The closure of the NADEP Norfolk will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential loss (both direct and indirect) is 1.9 percent of the
employment base ot the Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News, Virginia Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA) assumzug no economic recovery. However, because of other
closures and realignments into this area, there will be a net 0.7 percent increase in
erployment. There is no known community infrastructure impact at any receiving
installation. There are no significant environmental impacts occasioned by this closure.
Generation of hazardous wastes and pollutants will be eliminated, as will air emissions,
which will result in air emission "credits".

Naval Submarine Base, New London, Connecticut

Recommendation: Realign Naval Submarine Base (NSB), New London by
terminating its mission to honmport ships. Relocate berthed ships, their personnel,
associated equipment and other support to the Submarine Base, Kings Bay, Georgia
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and the Naval Station, Norfolk, Virginia. This relocation is to include a floating
drydock. Piers, waterfront facilities, and related property shall be retained by the Navy
at New London, Connecticut. The Nuclear Submarine Support Facility, a major tenant,
relocates to Kings Bay, Georgia and Norfolk. Virgiiia; and another major tenant, the
Nuclear Power Trai,.ng Unit, disestablishes.

Justification: Naval Submarine Base, New London's capacity is excess to that
required to support the number of ships reflected in :he DoD Force Structure Plan. A
couprhensive analysis of naval station bathing capacity was performed with a goal
of reducing excess capacity to the maximum extent pessible while maintaining the
overall military value of the remaining naval stations. To provide berthing to support
the projected force structure, the resulting mix of naval stations was configured to
satisfy specific mission requirements, including: 100 percent aircraft carrier berthing in
each fleet; ammunition ships at ESQD-approved berthing; one SSN/SSBN unique base
complex per fleet; and maintenance of the Norfolk and San Diego fleet concentrations.
With a reduction in ships, the Navy requires one submarine base per Fleet. In view of
the capacity at the Submarine Base, Kings Bay and the Naval Station, Norfolk, the
submarines based at New London can be relocated to activities with a higher military
value. The education and training missions being performed at the Submarine Base,
New London will continue to be performed there and the Navy will retain piers,
waterfront facilities and related property. This realignment, combined with other
recwrnmended closures and realignments in the Atlantic Fleet, results in the maximum
reduction of excess capacity while increasing the average military value of the
remaining Atlantic Fleet bases.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this realignment are $260
million. Annual recurring savings are $74.6 million with an immediate return on
investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $502.7 million.

Impacts: The realignment of Naval Submarine Base, New London will have an
impact on the local economy. The projected potential employment loss (both direct
and indirect) in the New London, CT-Norwich, CT-Rhode Island Metropolitan
Statistical Area is 7.4 percent of the employment base, assuming no economic
recovery. Potential community infrastructure impact was identified at Submarine Base,
Kings Bay, Georgia, relating primarily to schools and roads. Costs of remediating
these impacts were included in the return on investment calculations. This closure will
result in a reduction in the generation of hazardous wastes, which, because Naval
Submarine Base, New London is on the National Priorities List, will have a positive
impact on the on-going efforts to clean up the site. There will be no other significant
environmental impacts from this closure.
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Naval Surface Warfare Center Detachment
White Oak, Maryland

Recommendation: Disestablish the White Oak Detachment of the Naval Surface
Wa-'fa Center (NSWC) (Dahlgren), located at White Oak, Maryland. Relocate its
functions, personnel, equipment and support to NSWC-Dahlgren, Virginia. The
ppetyand facilities at Whim Oak will be retained for use by the Navy so that it
may, among other things, relocate the Naval Sea Systems (NAVSEA) Command from
leased space in Arlington, Virginia.

* Justification: This technical center is recommended for closure because its capacity is
excess to that required by the DoD Forrze Strucire Plan. There is excess capacity in
this category based on a comprison if budgetfd workload during the period 1986-
1995 and the FY 1995 budgeted worUuad. A review of the Navy budget displays a
clear decline in the period 1995-1999. As the work declines, the excess capacity
increases thereby requiring a reduction in facilities and personnel. The technical
centers throughout the Department of the Navy currently have significant excess
capacity as these technical centers were established and sized to support significantly
higher naval force levels and require resource levels greatly in excess of those
projected if all resources are to be fully employed. Given this excess capacity and the
imbalance with force and resource levels, it is imperative to realign and compress
wherever possible so that the remaining technical centers will have the greater military
value to the Department of the Navy.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$74 million. Annual recurring savings are $22.3 million with a return on investment in
two years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $103.3 million. This includes the relocation of NAVSEA.

Impacts: The closure of NSWC-Dahlgren, will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect is 1.0 percent of the
employment base in this Metropolitan Ara, assuming no economic recovery. The
closure of NSWC-Dahlgren will have a positive impact on the environment as a source
of pollution will be eliminated. Environmental mitigation and restoration will continue
until completed.
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1st Marine Corps District
Garden City, New York

Recommendation: Close the 1st Marine District, Garden City, New York and relocate
necessary personnel, equipment and support to the Defense Distribution Region East,
New Cumberland. Pennsylvania. The Defee Contract Management Area Office, a
present teant in the facility occupied by this activity as its host, will remain in place
and assume responsibility for this facility. The Marine Corps Reserve Center, Garden
City will relocate to Fort Hamilton, New York.

Justification: The reductions in force structure require a reduction of capacity in 9
adminisrative activities. Consolidation of this activity into a joint servis
organization will enhance its ability to discharge its mission most effectively and
economcaly.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for the recommendation are
$6.3 million. Annual recurring savings are $1 million with a return on investment in
six years. Tlhe net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $2.8 million.

Impacts: The closure and relocation of this activity will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.01
percent of the employment base of the Nassau-Suffolk, Metropolitan Statistical Area,
assuming no economic recovery. There is no known community infrastructure impact
at any receiving installation. Thee are no environmental impacts occasioned by this
closure and realignment. Any necessary environmental clean-ups will continue until
compmd.

Naval Education and Training Center, Newport, Rhode Island

Recommendation: Realign the Naval Education and Training Center (NETC)
Newport and terminate the Center's mission to berth ships. Relocate the ships to
Naval Station Mayport, Florida and Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. Piers, waterfront
facilities and related property shall be retained by NETC Newport. The Education and
Training Center will remain to satisfy its education and training mission.

Justification: The piers and maintenance activity astcciated with NETC Newport are
excess to the capacity required to support the DoD Force Structure Plan. A
comprehensive analysis of naval station berthing capacity was performed with a goal
of reducing excess capacity to the maximum extent possible while maintaining the
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overall military value of the remrining naval stations. To provide berthing to support
the projected force structure, the resulting mix of naval stations was configured to
satisfy specific mission requirements, including: 100 percent aircraft carrier berthing in
each fleet; ammunition ships at FSQD-approved berthing; one SSN/SSBN unique base
complex per fleet; and maintenance of the Norfolk and San Diego fleet concentrations.
NETC Ne'port currently berths five ships which can be absorbed at other homeports
with a higher military value This realignment, combined with other recommended
closures and realignments in the Atlantic Fleet, results in the maximum reduction of
excess capacity wh" 4ncrasing the average military value of the remaining Atlantic
Fleet bases.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this realignment are $23.5
million. Annual recurring savings are $4.3 million with a return on investment in two
years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twent.y year period is a
savings of $20.3 million.

Impacts: The realignment of NETC Newport will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 3.0
percent of the local employment base in Newport County, assuming no economic
recovery. There is no known community infrastructure impact at any receiving
location. Realignment of NETC Newport will eliminate sources of pollution and
remove operationai and future developmental constraints such as explosive safety arcs
and electromagnetic radiation hazard areas. There are no significant environmental
impacts at either Naval Station Mayport or Naval Station Norfolk.

Naval Air Station Memphis, Tennessee

Recommendation: Realign Naval Air Station (NAS) Memphis by terminating
flying nissior and relocating its tcserve squadrons to Carswell A.FB, Texas. Relocate
the Naval Air Technical Training Center to NAS Pensacola, Florida. The Bureau o,
Naval Personnel, currently in Washington DC, will be relocated to NAS Memphis as
part of a separa:e reco;umxendation.

Justification: Naval aviatoi requiremerns are decreasing as a result of carrier air
wing and fleet reductions consistent with the DoD Force Structure Plan. The NAS
Memphis capacity is excess to that required to train the number cf student aviators
required to meet fleet needs. The Navy analyzed its training air stations with a goal of
reducing excess capacity to the maximum extent corsistent with tie decreasing
throuphput of students. Any remaining mix of air s;.ations needed, at a minimum, to
ma , .An the overall military value of the remaining bases, while allowing continuance
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of key mission requirements and maximized efficiency. These factors included
availability oi traiaing airspace, outlying fields and access to overwater training. The
inland location of NAS Memphis aad lack of training airspace make it a primary
candidate for closure. Its realignment combined with the recommended closure of
NAS Meridian, Mississippi, reduces excess capacity while allowing consolidation of
naval air training around the two air stations with the highest military value. The
resulting configuration increases the average military value of the remaining aining
air stations and maximizes efficiency through restructuring around the two hubs, thus
increasing the effectiveness of aviation training. Relocation of the Naval Air Technical
Training Center fills excess capacity created by the closurm of the Naval Aviation
Depot and the Naval Supply Center at NAS Pensacola.

Return On Investment: The total estimated one-time costs for both the NAS
Meridian and NAS Memphis recommendations are $274.1 million. Annual recurring
savings for both actions are $82.2 million with a return on investmenL in two years.
The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a savings of
$481.1 millon.

Impacts: The realignment of NAS Memphis will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potentiai ei ployment loss, both direct and indirect, is 3.1
percent of the local employment base in the Memphis Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA), assuming no economic recovery. It should be noted, however, that because of
other 1993 realignment actions into this MSA, the net decrease is 2.2 percent.
Realignment of NAS Memphis will reduce noise impacts and hazardous wastes
generation. It will also remove special use airspace restrictions. This realignment has
no significant environmental or community impacts at either NAS Pensacola or
Carsweil AFB.

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCF.)
Port Hueneme, Califorria

Recommendation: Close this technica ., .-r and realign nerssary functions,
personnel, equipment., ai., support at the Construction Battalion Center, Port Hueneme,
California.

Justification: This technical center is recommended for closure because its capacity is
excess to that required by the DoD Force Structure, Plan. There is exccss capacity in
this category based on a comparisot of budgeted workload dunng the period 1986-
1995 and the FY 1993 budg-ted workload. A review of the Navy budget displays a
clear decline in the period 1995-1999. Thus, &, the work declines, the excess capacity
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increases thereby requiring a reduction in facilities and personnel. The technical
centers throughout the Department of the Navy currently have significant excess
capacity as these technical centers were established and sized to support significantly
higher naval force levels and require resource levels greatly in excess of those
projected if all resources are to be fully employed. Given this excess capacity and the
imbalance with force and resource levels, it is imperative to realign and compress
wherever possible so that the remaining technical centers will have the greater military
value to the Department of the Navy. The Department of the Navy will dispose of this
property and any proceeds will be used to defray base closure expenses.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$27.0 million. Annual recurring savings are $7.4 million with a return on investment
in two years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $37.2 million.

Impacts: The closure of this activity will have an impact on the local economy. The
projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect is 0.04 percent of the
employment base in this Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic
recovery. This closure will have a positive impact on the environment as a source of
pollution will be eliminated. Environmental mitigation and restoration will continue
until completed.

Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Western Engineering Field Division

San Bruno, California

Recommendation: Realign the Western Engineering Field Division, Naval Facilities
Enginering Command (NAVFAC), San Bruno, California. Retain in place necessary
personnel, equipment and support as a Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC)
Engineering Field Activity under the management of the Southwestern Field Division,
NAVFAC, San Diego, California.

Justification: The reduction in the force structure in the DoD Force Structure Plan
and the closure of major naval activities in the San Francisco Bay area requires the
realignment of this activity. The activity's capacity to handle NAVFAC's considerable
responsibilities in dealing with environmental matters arising out of the 1993 round of
base closures will remain in the same geographic area. The e.ctivity presently has such
capacity. Retaining it for this purpose is a more economical and efficient alternative
than relocating it to San Diego and then handling un-site problems on a travel status.
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Return On Investment: Total estimatew one-time costs for the recommendation are
$0.8 million. Annual recurring savings are $1.3 million wlth an immediate return on
invesinenL The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $8.0 million.

Impacts: The realignment of this naval activity will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.01
percent of the employment base of the San Francisco, California Metropolitan
Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery. There is no known community
infiastructure impact at any receiving installation. There are no significant
enviromnental impacts occasicaed by this realignment. Any necessary environmental
clean-ups will continue until completed.

Planning, Estimating, Repair and Alteration Centers (PERA)

Recommendation: Disestablish the following four technical centers and relocate
necessary functions, personnel, equipment, and support at the Supervisor of
Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair, San Diego, California, Portsmouth, Virginia and
Newpor News, Virg ii:

(PERA)-(CV), Bremerton, Washington,
(PERA)-(Surface) Atlantic, Norfolk, Virginia,
(PERA)-(Surface) Pacific, San Francisco, California,
(FERA)-(Surface) (HQ), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Justification: 'These technical centers are recommended for disestablishment because
their capacity is excess to that required by the DoD Force Structure Plan. There is
excess capacity in this category based on a comparison of budgeted workload during
the period 1986-1995 ar the FY 1995 budgeted workload. A review of the Navy
budget displays a clear decline in the period 1995-1999. Thus, as the work declines,
the excess capacity increases thereby requiring a reduction in facilities and personnel.
The technical ccnters throughou: the Department of the Navy currently have significant
excess capacity as these technical centers were established and sized to support
significantly higher naval force levels and require resource levels greatly in excess of
those projected if all resources are to be fully employed. Given this excess capacity
and the imbalance with force and resource levels, it is imperative to realign and
compress wherever possible so that the remaining technical centers will have the
greater military value to the Department of the Navy.
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Return On Investment: Estimated one-time costs of disestablishing PERA (CV) are
$6.3 million. Annual recurring savings are $0.7 million with a return on investment in
12 years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of 0.7 million. Combined one-time costs for disestablishing the other three
PERAs (Surface) are $8.8 million. Annual recurring savings are $2.3 milion with a
return on investment in four years. The net present value of costs and savings over a
twenty year period is a savings of $13.7 million.

Impacts: Disestablishing the PERAs will have an impact on the local economies in
each locality. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, for
each locality is as follows:

0.4 percent in the Puget Sound, WA, MSA
0.01 percent in the Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News MSA
0.09 percent in the Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa, CA, MSA
0.02 percent in the Philadelphia, PA-New Jersey, MSA

Disestablishing these centers will have a positive impact on the environment as a
source of pollution will be eliminated.

Public Works Center, San Francisco, California

Recommendation: Disestablish the Public Works Center (PWC) San Francisco.

Justification: PWC San Francisco's capacity is excess to that required by the DoD
Force Structure Plan and, due to other Navy closures and realignments, its principal
customer base has been eliminated.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for thds recommendation arc
$37.5 million. Annual savings are $27.1 million with an immediate return on
investment The n'et present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $180.2 million.

Impacts: Disestablishment of PWC San Francisco will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potenial employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.3
percent of the employment base bi the Oakland Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA),
assuming no economic recovery. Other 1993 ciosure and realignment
recommendations bring the iota impact on the Oakland MSA to 4.9 percent. The
disestablislnent of PWC will have a positive impact on the environment as a source
of pollution will be eliminated. Enviroranental mitigation and restoration will continue
until completed.
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Naval Hospital, Orlando, Florida

Recommendation: Close the Naval Hospital, Orlando and relocate certain military
and civilian personnel to other Naval Hospitals.

Justification: Naval Hospitals are situated and their size determined for location near
operating forces whose personnel will require medical support in numbers significant
enough to mandate a medical facility as large as a hr,spital. Given the extensive use of
CHAMPUS, any Naval Hospital closure must be prdicated upon the elimination of the
forces which created a demand for the presence of a Naval Hospital in the first
instance. The Naval Training Center, Orlando which was supported by the Naval
Hospital, Orlando is being recommended for closure. Accordingly, the operating force
support previously provided by the Naval Hospital, Orlando is no longer required and
closure follows the decision to close the Naval Training Center.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$51.3 million. Annual recurring savings are $8.1 million with a return on investment
in six years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $21.9 million.

Impacts: The closure of Naval Hospital, Orlando will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.4
percent of the employment base in the Orlando, Florida Metropolitan Statistical Area,
assuming no economic recovery. The closure of the Naval Hospital will have a
positive impact on the environment as a source of pollution will be eliminated.
Environmental mitigation and restoration will continue until completed.

Naval Supply Center, Pensacola, Florida

Recommendation: Disestablish the Naval Supply Center (NSC) Pensacola.

Justification: NSC Pensacola's capacity is excess to the requirements of the DoD
Force Structure Plan. The principal customer of NSC Pensacola, the Naval Aviation
Depot, Pensacola is also recommended for closure. The workload of NSC Pensacola
will move with i!% customer's workload to receiving bases.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$7.9 million. Annual recurring savings are $6.7 million with an immediate return on
investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $62.8 million.
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Impacts: The disestablishment of NSC Pensacola will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.3
percent of the employment base in the Pensacola Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA),
assuming no economic recovery. Other 1993 closure and realignment
recommendations bring the total impact on the Pensacola MSA to a net gain of 4.3
percent. The disestablishment of NSC Pensacola will have a positive impact on the
environment as a source of potential hazardous wastes and pollutants will be
eliminated. Environmental mitigation and restoration will continue until completed.

Naval Surface Warfare Center Detachment
Annapolis, Maryland

Recommendation: Disestablish the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC)-
Carderock, Annapolis Detachment, Annapolis, Maryland, and relocate the necessary
functions, personnel, equipment .nd support to the Naval Surface Warfare Center
(NSWC)-Carderock, Philadelphia Detachment, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and NSWC-
Carderock, Bethesda, Maryland.

Justification: This technical center is recommended for disestablishment because its
capacity is excess to that required by the DoD Force Structure Plan. There is excess
capacity in this category based on a comparison of budgeted workload during the
period 1986-1995 and the FY 1995 budgeted workload. A review of the Navy budget
displays a clear decline in the period 1995-1999. Thus, as the work declines, the
excess capacity increases thereby requiring a reduction in facilities and personnel. The
technical centers throughout the Department of the Navy currently have significant
excess capacity as these technical centers were established and sized to support
significantly higher naval force levels and require resource levels greatly in excess of
those projected if all resources are to be fully employed. Given this excess capacity
and the imbalance with force and resource levels, it is imperative to realign and
compress wherever possible so that the remaining technical centers will have the
greater military value to the Department of the Navy.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$24.8 million. Annual recurring savings are $7.8 million with a return on investment
in three years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is
a savings of $30.8 million.

Impacts: The disestablishment of NSWC-Carderock. Annapolis Detachment will have
an impact on the local economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct
and indirect is 0.05 percent of the employment base in this Metropolitan Statistical
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Area, assuming no economic recovery. The disestablishment of NSWC-Carderock will
have a positive impact on the environment as a source of pollution will be eliminated.
Environmental mitigation and restoration will continue until completed.

Navy Radio Transmission Facility, Annapolis, Maryland

Recommendation: Disestablish the Navy Radio Transmission Facility (NRTF),
Annapolis. The Navy shall retain the real property on which this facility resides.

Justification: This action is recommended to eliminate redundancy in geographic
coverag, in Naval telecommunications. Projected reductions conzained in the DoD
Force Structure Plan support a decrease in telecommunications capacity. South-
Atlantic VLF communications coverage is duplicated by the NRTF Annapolis and
NCrS Puerto Rico, and the Mid-Atlantic VLF by NRTF Annapolis and NRTF Cutler,
Maine. Since both the Puerto Rico and the Maine facilities also are the sole coverage
for another geographic area, and since NRTF Annapolis is not, it could be
disestablished without eliminating coverage. The property on which this activity has
been sited will be retained by the Navy to support educational requirements at the
Naval Academy.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$0.5 million. Annual recurring savings are $0.1 million with an immediate return on
investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $6.4 million.

Impacl.;: There will be no net change in employment as a result of this action. The
current ;taffing is scheduled for elimination as a result of planned force structure
changc There is no significant impact on the environment resulting from this closure.

Sea Automated Data Systems Activity (SEAADSA)
Indian Head, Maryland

Recommendation: Disestablish the Sea Automated Data System3 Activity
(SEAADSA) and relocate necessary functions, personnel, equipment, and support at
Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) Indian Head, Maryland.

Justification: This technical center is recommended for disestablishment because its
capacity is excess to that required by the DoD Force Structure Plan. There is excess
capacity in this category based on a comparison of budgeted workload during the
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period 1986-1995 and the FY 1995 budget workload. A review of the Navy budget
displays a clear decline in the period 1995-1999. Thus, as the work declines, the
excess capacity increases thereby requiring a reduction in facilities and personnel. The
technical centers throughout the Department of the Navy currently have significant
excess capacity as these technical centers were established and sized to support
significantly higher naval force levels and require resource levels greatly in excess of
those projected if all resources are to be fully employed. Given this excess capacity
and the imbalance with force and resource levels, it is imperative to realign and
compress wherever possible so that the remaining technical centers will have the
greater military value to the Department of the Navy.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time cost for this recommendation are
$0.1 million. Annual recurring savings are $0.5 million with an immediate return on
investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $3.4 million.

Impacts: Disestablishing of SEAADSA will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect is less than 0.01
percent of the employment base in this Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no
economic recovery. Disestablishing of SEAADSA will have a positive impact on the
environment as a source of pollution will be eliminated. Environmental mitigation and
restoration will continue until completed.

Naval Air Facility, Detroit, Michigan

Recommendation: Close Naval Air Facility (NAF), Detroit and relocate its aircraft
and associated personnel, equipment and support to the Naval Air Station Jacksonville,
Florida and Carswell Air Force Base, Fort Worth, TX. The Mt. Clemons, Michigan
Marine Corps Reserve Center will relocate to the Marine Corps Reserve Center, Twin
Cities, Minnesota.

Justification: Naval air forces are being reduced consistent with fleet reductions in
the DoD Force Structure Plan. Projected force levels reflected for both active and
reserve aviation elements leave the Department with significant excess capacity in the
reserve air station category. Given the greater operational activity of active air
stations, the decision to rely on reserve aviation elements in support of active operating
forces places a high military value on locating reserve aviation elements on active
operating air bases to the extent possible. Closure of NAF Detroit will eliminate
excess capacity at the reserve air base w:,h the lowest military value and allow
relocation of most of its assets to the major P-3 active force base at NAS Jacksonville.
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In arriving at the recommendation to close NAF Detroit, a specific analysis was
conducted to ensure that there was demographic support for purposes of force
recruiting in the areas to which the reserve aircraft are being relocated.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for the recommendation are
$4.9 million. Annual recurring savings are $10.3 million with an immediate return on
invesmenL The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $103.2 million.

Impacts: The closure of NAF Detroit will have an impact on the local economy. The
projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.05 percent of the
employment base of the Detroit, Michigan Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no
economic recovery. There is no significant community infrastructure impact at any
receiving installation. There will be no significant environmental impacts resulting
from this action. The closure will eliminate the generation of hazardous wastes and
pollutants.

Naval Air Facility, Midway Island

Recommendation: Close Naval Air Facility (NAF), Midway Island.

Justification: The 1991 Commission Report, pages 5-19, recommended the
elimination of the mission at NAF Midway Island and its continued operation under a
caretaker status. Based on the DoD Force Structure Plan, its capacity is excess to that
needed to support forces in its geographic area. There is no operational need for this
air facility to remain in the inventory even in a caretaker status. Therefore, the Navy
recommends that NAF Midway be closed and appropriate disposal action taken.

Return On Investment: The one-time cost of this closure is $2.1 million. The
annual recurring savings is $6.6 million with an immediate return on investment. The
net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a savings of $66.1
million.

Impacts: Because of the light economic activity at this geographic area, there will be
no significant impact on the local economy resulting from this recommendation.
Closure of this facility will perpetuate the restrictions incident to the designation by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service of Midway Atoll as an Overlay National Wildlife
Refuge. All environmental clean-up efforts will continue until complete.
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Submarine Maintenance, Engineering, Planning
and Procuremnt (SUBMEPP), Portsmouth, New Hampshire

Recommendation: Disestablisi the Submarine Maintenance, Engineering, Planning
and Procurement (SUBMEPP), Ne* Hampshire and relocate the necessary functions,
personnel, equipment, and support at Supervisor of Shipbuilding. Conversion and
Repair, Porumouth Naval Shipyard, Kaery, Maine.

Justification: This technical center is recommended for disestablishment because its
capacity is excess to that required by the DoD Force Structure Plan. There is excess
capacity in this category based on a comparison of budgeted workload during the
period 1986-1995 and the FY 1995 budget workload. A review of the Navy budget
displays a clear decline in the period 1995-1999. Thus, as the work declines, the
excess capacity increases thereby requiring a reduction in facilities and personnel. The
technical centers throughout the Department of the Navy currently have significant
excess capacity as these technical centers were established and sized to support
significantly higher naval force levels and require resource levels greatly in excess of
those projected if all resources are to be fully employed. Given this excess capacity
and the imbalance with force and resource levels, it s imperative to realign and
compress wherever possible so that the remaining technical centers will have ihe
greater military value to the Department of the Navy-

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$5.9 million. Annual recurring savings are $2.6 million with a return on investment in
one year. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $18.5 million.

Impacts: The closure of SUBMEPP will have an impact on the local economy. The
projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect is less than 0.01 perceait
of the employment base in this MSA assuming no economic recovery. The
disestablishment of SUBMEPP will have a positive impact on the environment as a
source of pollution will be eliminated. Environmental mitigation and restoration will
continue until completed.
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Naval Air Warfare Center - Aircraft Division
Trenton, New Jersey

Recommendation: Close the Aircraft Division of the Naval Air Warfare Center
(NAWC) Trenton. New Jersey and relocate appropriate functions, personnel, equipment
and support to the Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tullahoma, Tennessee,
and the Naval Air Warfare Center, Patuxent River, Maryland.

Justircation: This technical center is recommended for closure because its capacity is
excess to that required by the DoD Force Structure Plan. There is excess capacity in
this category based on a comparison of budgeted workload during the period 1986--
1995 and the FY 1995 budgeted workload. A review of the Navy budget displays a
clear decline in the period 1995-1999. As the work declines, the excess capacity
increases thereby requiring a reduction in facilities and personnel. The technical
centers throughout the Department of the Navy currently have significant excess
capacity as these technical centers were established and sized to support significantly
higher naval force levels and require resource levels greatly in excess of those
projected if all resources are to be fully employed. Given this excess capacity and the
imbalance with force and resource levels, it is imperative to realign and compress
wherever possible so that the remaining technical centers will have the greater military
value to the Department of the Navy. The closure of the Trenton Detachment
completes a realignment of NAWCS approved by the 1991 Defense Base Closure and
Realignment Commission, with continuing reductions in forces being supported and in
rcsource levels. Further consolidations are required so that we may have the most
efficient and economic operation.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for the recommendation are
$50.1 million. Annual recurring savings are $17.8 million with a return on investment
in two years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $94.8 million.

Impacts: The closure of this naval technical center will impact the local economy.
The projected potential employmeat loss (boih direct and indirect) is 0.6 percent of the
employment base of the Trenton, New Jersey Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming
no economic recovery. Tle closure of this center will have a positive impact on the
environment, as a source of pollution will be eliminated. Environmental mitigation
and restoration will continue until completed.
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DOD Family Housing and
Family Housing Office

Niagara Falls, New York

Recommendation: Close the DoD Family Housing Office and the I I I housing undts
it administers.

Justification: The force reductions in the DOD Force Structure Plan require reduction
of support activities as well. This activity administers housing units which are old and
substandard and expeasive to maintain. These housing units are occupied by military
personnel performing recruiting duties in the local area. The number of recruiting
personnel will be drawing down, and those that remain will be able to find adequate
housing on the local economy.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for the recommendation are
$0.1 miUion. Annual recurring savings are $1.5 million with an immediate return on
investment. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $15.5 million.

Impacts: This closure will have an-impact on the local economy. The projected
potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.04 percent of the employment
base of the Niagara Falls Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic
recovery. There is no significant community infrastructure impact resulting from this
closure. There are no significant environmental impacts occasioned by this closure.
Any necessary environmental clean-ups will continue until completed.

Naval Air Technical Services Facility, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Recommendation: Close the Naval Air Technical Services Facility, Philadelphia and
relocate certain personnel, equipment and support to the new Naval Air Systems
Command Headquarters, Patuxent River, Maryland.

Justification: Projected reductions in the DoD Force Structure Plan results in a
decrease in required technical center capacity. Budget levels and the number of
operating forces being supported by technical centers continue to decline. The
technical centers throughout the Department of the Navy currently have significant
excess capacity as these technical centers were established and sized to support
significantly higher force levels and require resource levels greatly in excess of those
projected. Given this excess capacity and the imbalance with force and resource levels,
it is imperative to realign and consolidate wherever possible so that the remaining
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technical centers will have the greater military value to the DoD. Closure of the
Technical Services Facility eliminates excess capacity and allows the consolidation of
necessary functions at the new headquarters concentration for the Naval Air Systems
Command praducing economies and efficiencies in the management of assigned
functions. This consolidation will also incorporate the Depot Operation Center and the
Aviation Maintenance Office currently at Patuxent River.

Return On Investment: This recommendation was considered as part of a package to
support the new Naval Air Systems Command Headquarters and the COBRA data
below applies to the following realignments at Naval Air Warfare Center - AD,
Patuxent River, Maryland: Naval Air Systems Command, Naval Aviation Depot
Operations Center, Naval Aviation Maintenance Office, and Naval Air Technical
Services Facility. The total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$198.0 million. Annual recurring savings are $41.6 million with a return on
investment in thrde years. The net present value of the costs and savings is a savings
of $169.4 million.

Impacts: The closure of this naval technical center will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss (both direct and indirect) is 0.02
percent of the employment base of the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. New Jersey
Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery. There is vo significant
communiy infrastructure impact at any receiving installation. There will be no
significant environmental impacts resulting from this action. Any necessary
environmental clean-up efforts will be continued until completed.

Naval Hospital, Charleston, South Carolina

Recommendation: Close the Naval Hospital, Charleston and relocate certain military
and civilian personnel to other Naval Hospitals.

Justification: Naval Hospitals are situated and their size determined for location near
operating forces whose personnel will require medical support in numbers significant
enough to mandate a medical facility as large as a hospital. Given the extensive use of
CHAMPUS, any Naval Hospital closure must be predicated upon the elimination of ihe
operating forces which created a demand for the presence of a Naval Hospital in the
first instance. As a result of the closure of the Charleston Naval Station, the
Charleston Naval Shipyard and the supporting Supply Center and Public Works Center,
the active duty personnel previously supported by the Naval Hospital, Charleston, are
no longer in the area to be supported. Closure of the Naval Hospital follows the
closure of these activities supporting these operating forces.
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Naval Surface Warfare Center, Detachment
Virginia Beach, Virginia

Recommendation: Disestablish the Virginia-Beach Detachment of the Naval Surface
Warfare Center. Port Hueneme and relocate its functions, personnel, equipment and
support to the Fleet Combat Training Center, Dam Neck, Virginia.

Justification: This technical center is recommended for disestablishment because its
capacity is excess to that required by the DoD Force Smcture Plan. There is excess
capacity in this category based on a comparison of budgeted workload during the
period 1986-1995 and the FY 1995 budgeted workload. A review of the Navy budget
displays a clear decline in the period 1995-1999. As the work declines, the excess
capacity increases thereby requiring a reduction in facilities and personnel. The
technical centers throughout the Departnent of the Navy currently have significant
excess capacity as these technical centers were established and sized to support
significantly higher naval force levels and require resource levels greatly in excess of
those projected if all resources are to be fully employed. Given this excess capacity
and the imbalance with force and resource levels, it is imperative to realign and
compress wherever possible so that the remaining technical centers will have the
greater military value to the Depaimient of the Navy.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$2.0 million. Annual recurring savings are $7.0 million with an immediate return on
invesMneaL The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $47.8 million.

Impacts: The disestablishment of the Detachment will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.03
percent of the employment base in this Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no
economic recovery. The disestablishment of the Detachment will have a positive
impact on the environment as a source of pollution will be eliminated. Environmental
mitigation and restoration will continue until completed.

Navy Radio Transmission Facility, Driver, Virginia

Recommendation: Close the Navy Radio Transmission Facility (NRTF), Driver.

Justification: This closure is recommended to eliminate redundancy in geographic
coverage in Naval telecommunications. Projected reductions contained in the DoD
Force Structure Plan support a decrease in telecommunications capacity. Mid-Atlantic
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IHF communications coverage is duplicated by the NRTF Driver and NRTF Saddle
Branch, Florida.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for this recommendation are
$0.5 million. Annual recurring savings are $2.1 million with an immediate return on
investnent The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a
savings of $20.1 million.

Impacts: The closure of this transmission facility will have no impact on the local
economy since current staffing is scheduled for elimination as a result of planned force
structure changes. The closure of NRTF Driver will have a positive impact on the
environment since the source of potential hazardous wastes and pollutants will be
eliminated.

Naval Undersea Warfare Center Detachment
Norfolk, Virginia

Recommendation: Disestablish the Norfolk Detachment of the Naval Undersea
Warfare Center, Newport, Rhode Island, and relocate its functions, personnel,
equipment and support to the Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC), Newport,
Rhode Island.

Justification: This technical center is recommended for closure because its capacity is
excess to that required by the approved DoD Force Structure Plan. There is excess
capacity in this category based on a comparison of budgeted workload during the
period 1986-1995 and the FY 1995 budgeted workload. A review of the Navy budget
displays a clear decline in the period 1995-1999. Thus, as the work declines, the
excess capacity increases thereby requiring a reduction in facilities and personnel. The
technical centers throughout the Department of the Navy currently have significant
exess capcity as these technical centers were established and sized to support
significantly higher naval force levels and require resource levels greatly in excess of
those projected if all resources are to be fully employed. Given this excess capacity
and the imbalance with force and resource levels, it is imperative to realign and
compress wherever possible so that the remaining technical centers will have the
greater military value to the Department of the Navy.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time costs for tis recommendation are
$18.2 million. Annual recurring savings are $6.1 million v;ith a return on investment
in four years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is
a savings of $38.4 million.
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Impacts: The closure of NUWC, Norfolk Detachment, will have an impact on the
local economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is
0.4 percent of the employment base in this Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no
economic recovery. The closure of NUWC, Norfolk Detachment, will have a positive
impact on the environment as a source of pollution will be eliminated. Environmental
mitigation and restoration will continue until completed.

National Capital Region (NCR) Activities

Recommendation: Realign Navy National Capital Region activities and relocate them
as follows:

Naval Air Systems Command to
Naval Air Station
Patuxent River, Maryland

Naval Supply Systems Command,
(including Food Service System Office. and
Defense Printing Management Systems Office) to
Ship Parts Control Center
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania

Bureau of Naval Personnel
(including Office of Military Manpower Management) to
Naval Air Station
Memphis, Tennessee

Naval Recruiting Command to
Naval Training Center
Great Lakes, linois

Naval Security Group Command,
(including Security Group Station, and
Security Group Detachment, Potomac) to
National Security Agency
Ft. Meade, Maryland

Tactical Support Office to
Commander-in-Chief
Atlantic Fleet
Norfolk, Virginia
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Relocate the following National Capital Region activities from leased space to
Government-owned space in one of these locations: Navy Annex, Arlington, Virginia;
Washington Navy Yard, Washington, D.C.; 3801 Nebraska Avenue, Washington, D.C.;
Marine Corps Combat Development Command, Quantico, Virginia; or the White Oak
facility, Silver Spring, Maryland:

Naval Sea Systems Command
Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command
Office of the General Counsel
Office of the Judge Advocate General
Navy Field Support Activity
Office of the Secretary of the Navy

* Legislative Affairs
* Program Appraisal
* Compuoller

* Inspector General
* Information

Office of the Chief of Naval Operations
Office of Civilian Manpower Management
International Programs Office
Combined Civilian Personnel Office
Navy Regional Contracting Center
Naval Criminal Investigative Service
Naval Audit Service
Strategic Systems Programs Office
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff (Installations & Logistics), U.S.

Marine Corps
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff (Manpower & Reserve Affairs), U.S.

Marine Corps
Marine Corps Systems Command (Clarendon Office)

Justification: Current DoD policy is to consider relocating outside the NCR all
activities whose mission does not require them to be in the NCR. Both NAVAIR and
NAVSUP could be relocated to sites outside the NCR where they could be collocated
with major subordinate activities. / ':donally, Naval Sea Logistics Center,
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, also , consolidate, in place, at SPCC Mechanicsburg,
thereby promoting logistics resource efficiencies. Further, BUPERS and the office
responsible for the military boards, as well as the Naval Manpower Analysis Center,
Chesapeake, Virginia, with a large percentage of enlisted personnel and junior officers,
could achieve a material increase in the quality of life of their personnel by relocating
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to Memphis, Tennessee, a city, which being an airline hub, also offers easy ingress and
egress. The Recruiting Command is being collocated with the Navy's recruit training
center at Great Lakes, Illinois. The Security Group command and activities are being
collocated at Fort Meade, Maryland, with the National Security Agency, the principal
agency with whom they deal on a daily basis. Finally, the Tactical Support Activity is
being collocated in Norfolk, Virginia, with one of its major customers,
CINCLANTFLT.

All of the remaining NCR activities will be moved from their present facilities
in leased commercial space to vacant Government-owned space in one of five
locations: the Navy Annex; the Navy Yard; Nebraska Avenue; Quantico, Virginia; and
White Oak, Maryland. These actions will terminate DON's reliance on use of leased
space in the NCR.

Return On Investment: The total estimated one-time costs for the realignm.nts of
Naval Air Systems Command, Naval Aviation Depot Operations Center, Naval
Training Systems Center, Naval Aviation Maintenance Office, and Naval Air Technical
Services Facility to NAWC-AD, Patuxent River, Maryland are $198.0 million. Annual
recurring savings are $41.6 million, with a return on investment in three years. Net
present value of the costs and savings is $169.4 million.

Total estimated one-time costs for the realignments of the Naval Supply
Systems Command, the Aviation Supply Office, Defense Printing Systems
Management Office, and Food Service Systems Office to the Ship Parts Control
Center, Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, are $88.9 million. Annual recurring savings are
$20.5 million, with a return on investment in one year. The net present value of costs
and savings over a twenty year period is a savings of $102.8 million.

Total estimated one-time costs for the realignments of the Bureau of Naval
Personnel, the Office of Military Manpower Management, and the Naval Manpower
Analysis Center to the Naval Air Station, Memphis, Tennessee, are $59.2 million.
Annual recurring savings are $20.2 million, with a return on investment in four years.
The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a savings of
$118.2 million.

Total estimated one-time costs for the realignment of the Naval Recruiting
Command to NTC Great Lakes are $6.8 million. Annual recurring savings are $1.4
million, with a return on investment in seven years. The net present value of costs and
savings over a twenty year period is a savings of $5.5 million.
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Total estimated one-time costs for the realignment of the Naval Security Group
Command to Fort Meade, Maryland, are $6.6 million. Annual recurring savings are
$9.7 million, with an immediate return on investment. The net present value of costs
and savings over a twenty year period is a savings of $93.0 million.

Total estimated one-time costs for the realignment of the Tactical Support
Activity from its facilities both in the Washington Navy Yard and Silver Spring,
Maryland, to Norfolk, Virginia the realignment of the Naval Surface Warfare Center -
Dahigren, White Oak Detachment, to Dahlgren, Virginia; and the realignment of the
Naval Sea Systems Command from leased spaze in Arlington, Virginia, to White Oak,
are $74.6 million. Annual recurring savings are $22.3 fillion, with a return on
investment in two years. The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty
year period is a savings of $103.3 million.

The costs incurred and savings accrued from the movement of activities out of
leased space into Government-owned space were included in the return on investment
calculations shown above.

Impacts: The closure and realignments discussed in this recommendation will have an
impact on ihe local economy. The projected potential employment loss (both direct
and indirect) for these combined actions is 0.8 percent of the employment base of the
Washington, DC-Maryland-Virginia Metropolitan Statistical Arta, assuming no
economic recovery. The impact would be hardest felt in the Northern Virginia portion
of that area. There is no significant impact at any receiving location. There are no
significant environmental impacts resulting from these closures and realignments. Any
necessary environmental remediation will continue until completed.

Stand-Alone Navy and MarLne Corps Reserve Centers

Recommendation: Close the following reserve centers:

Navy/Marine Corps Reserve Centers at:

Fort Wayne, Indiana
Billings, Montana
Abilene, Texas
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Naval Reserve Centers at:

Gadsden, Alabama
N. ntgomrery, Alabama
Fayetteville, Arkansas
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Pacific Grove, California
Macon, Georgia
Tene Haute, Indiana
Hutchinson, Kansas
Monroe, Louisiana
New Bedford, Massachusett
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
Joplin, Missouri
St. Joseph. Missouri
Grat Falls, Montana
Missoula, Montana
Atlantic City, New Jersey
Perth Amboy, New Jersey
Jamestown, New York
Poughkeepsie, New York
Altoona, Pennsylvania
Kingspor, Tenneas
Memphis, Tennessee
Ogden, Utah
Staunton, Virginia
Parkersburg, West Virginia

Naval Reserve Facility at:

Alexandria, Louisiana
Midland, Texas

Readiness Command Districts at:

Olathe, Kansas (REDCOM 18)
Scotia. New York (REDCOM 2)
Ravenna. Ohio (REDCOM 5)
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Justification: The DOD Force Structure Plan requires the reduction of reserve assets
as it does active duty assets. These Reserve Centrrs are being closed because their
capacity is excess to the projected Navy/Marine Corps rquirements. In arriving at the
recommendation to close the Reserve Centers, specific analysis was conducted to
ensure that tnere was either an alternate location available to accommodate the affected
reserve population (e.g., realign with an existing reserve center), or demographic
support for purposes of force recruiting in the areas to which units were being
relocated. This specific analysis, conducted through the COBRA model, supports these
closures.

Return On Investment: The total estimated one-time costs for the closure of these 33
Reserve Centers are $6.9 million. Annual recurring savings are $17.2 million.
Twenty-seven of he recomrendations obtain an immediate return on investment. The
remaining recommendations obtain return on investment within a range of 4 to 10
years. The net present value of costs and savings over a rwenty-year period is a
ravings of $160.9 million.

Impacts: Because of the small size of these Naval and Marine Corps Reserve Centers,
their closure will have a negligible impact on the various local economies. There is no
known community infrastructure impact at any receiving installation. Likewise, these
closu'r-s will have no significant environmental impacts.

Hunters Point Annex to Naval Station Treasure Island
San Francisco, California

Recommendation: Permit the Navy to dispose of this facility in any lawful manner,
including outleasing.

Justification: The 1991 Commission Report, at pages 5-18, recommended closing the
Hunters Point Annex and outleasing the entire property, with provisions for continued
occupancy of space for Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion, and Repair;, Planning,
Engineering, Repair, and Alerations Detachment; and a Contractor-Operat.d test
facility.

Force level reductions consistent with the DoD Force Structure Plan rerrove any
long-term need to retain all of this facility for emergent requirements. The
recommended closure of the major naval installations in this geographic area
terminates any requirement for these facilities. The linitation of disposi authority to
outleasing unnecessarily restricts the Navy's ability to dispose of this property in a
timely and lawful manner.
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Impacts: There are no significant economic impacts occasioned by this
recomncation since the Navy is only seing approval of having access to additional
disposal authorities, the decision to dispose of this facility already having been made in
1991 Commission recommendations. Likewise, there are no environmental impacts in
addtion to those raised previously, All environrnzntal clean-up effons will coritinue
until complee.

Naval Weapons Evaluation Facility, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Recommendation: Permit a small detachment of the Weapons Division to remain
after the closure of the Naval Weapons Evaluation Facility (NWEF) in order to provide
liaison with the Sandia Laboratory of the Department of Enei~gy.

Justification: Thfis recommaendation was originally intended as an exception to the
1991 recommendation to close NWEF Albuquerque, but was not included in the
specific DelD recomrnnndations. The Navy has a continuing need ft-r a dexachmont to
provide liaison with the Sandia Laboratrny and other agencies involv'ed in nucl=a
programs in dha geographic are. The detachment would remain as a tenatnt of
Kirtlamz Air Force Base.

bmpacts: There ame no signifi"ait economic or environmental impacts resulting from
this recorimendation, since the Navy is only leaving a sinall detachment in place.

Naval Electronic Systems Engineering Centers

Reconmmeadaron; Change the receiving Jocation of the Naval Elextuonic Syserns
Eb-igineering Center (NESEIC) San Diego, California and the INESEC Vallejo.. C7alifornia
so be Air ]Force Pkmt 019 in San Diego vi=e new, censtruction at Point Lorna, San
Diego, California.

iustification.: TIbb is a change from the 1991 Comssion action' which caikd for
closwu. of NESEC Sim Di.ego and relocation to Point Lomea to form Naival Command,
Control and Ocean Suaveillance Center (NCCOSC). Air Force Plant #19 was opferatrd
by a cor~amtor as an Air Force Government-Owned-Contractor- Owned arid NESEC
San Diego subleased spice. Now the cointactor has left axtd Air Forre Xfcred to
transfer Planft 19 without rtimbatrsemenL Rehabiiwicrn can be acromplished within
the estinats of the BRAC 91 recnrmcndatou.' for both rclocating N!ESECs and
avoiding the serious environxnvnWa concerns attendant to new constructon at Point
LomLa
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Return on Investment: The one-time cost of this recommendation is $0.9 million.
The annual recurring savings are $0.7 million, with an immediate return on investment.
The net present value of costs and savings over a twenty year period is a savings of
$5.9 million.

Impacts: There is no additional impact on the local community beyond that identified
in BRAC 91.

Naval Mine Warfare Engineering Activity
Yorktown, Virginia

Recommendation: Relocate the Naval Mine Warfare Engineering Activity (now the
Naval Surface Warfare Center-Port Hueneme, Yorktown Detachment) to the Naval
Surface Warfare Center-Dahlgren, Coastal Systems Station, Panama City, Florida.

Justification: In the 1991 Commission Report, the Naval Mine Warfare Engineering
Activity (NMWEA), Yorktown, Virginia, was recommended for closure and
realignment to facilities under the control of the Chief of Naval Education and
Training at Dam Neck, Virginia. The realignment has been accomplished through
organizational changes and NMWEA is now the Yorktown Detachment of the Naval
Surface Warfare Center-Port Hueneme. However, after BRAC 91. the needs of the
educational and training community were such that the Dam Neck space is no longer
available. Therefore, as part of BRAC 93 process, alternative receiving sites were
explored. Because of the advisability of consolidating activities performing similar
functions, and since the Naval Surface Warfare Center-Dahlgrcn, Coastal Systems
Station, Panama City, Florida. has significant responsibilities in mine warfare R&D,
COBRA data was requested. Because of the advantages of collocating this mine
warfare engineering activity with another facility having substantial responsibilities in
the same fields, and because it is less expensive than the BRAC 91 relocation to Dam
Neck, Virginia, the Navy recommends that the receiving site for this activity be revised
to Naval Surface Warfare Center-Dahlgren, Coastal Systems Station, Panama City,
Florida, in lieu of Dam Neck, Virginia.

Return On Investment: Total estimated one-time savings exceed one-time costs for
the recommendation by $5.7 million. Annual recurring savings are $1.1 million, with
a return on investment in one year. The net present value of costs and savings over a
twenty year period is a savings of $13.5 million.
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Impacts: This recomnmendation will have an impact on the local economy. The
projected potentW employment losses (both direct and indirect) is 0.07 percent of the
Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News, Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no
economic recovery. Ther are no significant environmental impacts occasioned by this
recommendation. All environmental clean-ups will continue until complete.
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Department of the Air Force

Summary of Selection Process

Department of the Air Force Selaction Process

The Air Force 1993 selection process is essentially the same as was used in
1991. The Secretary of the Air Force appointed a Base Closure Executive Group of
seven general officers and six comparable (Senior Executive Service) career civilians.
Areas of expertise included environment; facilities and construction; finance; law;
logistics; programs; operations; persorwnel and training; reserve components; and
research, development and acquisition. The group met regularly from November 1992
to March 1993. Additionally, an Air Staff Base Closure Working Group was formed
to provide staff support and detailed expcrtise to the Executive Group. General
officers from the Plans and Program offices of the Major Commands (MAJCOM) met
on several occasions with the Executive Coup. They provided mission specific
expertise and greater base-level detail where necessary. Also, potential cross-service
utilization was identified by a special intrscrvice working group.

The Executive Group developed a base closure Internal Control Plan which was
approved by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) and the
DoD Inspector General. This plan provides structure and guidance for all participants
in the base closure process, including procedures for data gathering and certification.

The Executive Group reviewed all Active and Air Reserve Component (ARC)
installations in the United States which met or exceeded the Section 2687, Title 10
U.S.C. threshold of 300 di-xt-hire civilians authorized to be employed. A
comprehensive and detailed questionnaire was developed to gather data. The
questionnaire was sent to eaci applicable base and the data was validated by each
base, Major Command and the Air Staff. All data were evaluated and certified in
accordance with the Interp2 Control Plan. As an additional control measure, the Air
Force Audit Agency w.:, tasked to review the Air Force process for consistency with
the law and DoD policy and to ensure that the data collection and validation process
was adequate.

A capacity analysis was also performed, including actual on-site surveys at 48
bases which evaluated the capability of a base to accommodate additional force
structure and othLT activities (excess capacity) beyond what was programmed to be
stationed at the base.
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The Executive Group frequently challenged data based on their own substantial
knowledge and experience. Additionally, more detailed, or corrected data were
provided wherm appropriate. All data used in the preparation and submission of
information and recommendations concerning the closure or realignment of military
installations were certified as to accuracy and completeness by appropriate officials at
the base, MAJCOM, and Headquarters level. In addition, the Executive Group and the
a&Aing Scretary of the Air Force certified that all information used to support the
recommendations was accurate and completp. to the best of their knowledge and belief.
The results of the excess capacity analysis were used in conjunction with the approved
DoD Force Smcture Plan in determining base structure requirements. Also. the
capacity analysis was used to identify cost effective opportunities to beddown activities
and aircraft dislocated from bases recommended for closure or realignment.

The Secretary of the Air Force determined that further study was not needed for
bases the Executive Group deemed mission essential or geographically key. The
Executive Group then placed all the remaining bases in four categories based on the
instailation's predominant use. Capacity was analyzed by category based on a study of
currr.nt base capacity and the future requirements imposed by the DoD Force Structure
Plan. Some categories or subcategories were found to have no excess capacity and the
Secrctary of the Air Force determined that further study of these bases was not
warranted. Categories or subcategories having some excess capacity but unreasonable
cost to relocate or replicate essential continuing functions were also eliminated from
further study.

All Active Component bases in the remaining categories were individually
examined on the basis of the eight selection criteria established by the Secretary of
Defense, and over 160 Air Force unique subelements which were developed by the Air
Force to provide specific data points for each criterion.

The Air Reserve Component (ARC) category, comprised of Air National Guard
(ANG) and Air Force Reserve (AFRES) bases, warrants further explanation. First,
these bases do not readily compete against each other as ARC units enjoy a special
relationship with their respective states and local communities. In fact, relocating
Guard units across state boundaries is not a practical alternative. We must also give
careful consideration of the recruiting needs of these units. Second, the DoD Force
Structure Plan does not reduce the ARC force structure, so there is no apparent excess
base structm'e and this category could have been excluded from further consideration.
However, realignment of ARC units onto active installations or onto other ARC
installations could prove cost effective. Therefore, the ARC category was examined
for cost effective realignments to other bases.
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Information, base groupings, and options resulting from the Executive Group
analyses were presented to the Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff, in
person, by the Executive Group on a number of occasions. Based on the DoD force
structure plan and the final criteria, with consideration given to excess capacity,
efficiencies in base utilization and evolving concepts of basing the force, the acting
Secretary of the Air Force, with adv-ce of the Air Force Chief of Staff, and in
consultation with the Base Closure Executive Group, selected the bases recommended
for closure and realignment.
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Department of the Air Force

Recommendations and Justifications

Homestead Air Force Base, Florida

Recommendation: Homestead AFB, Florida, is recommended for closure. The 3 1 st
Fighter Wing will inactivate. All F-16s from the 31st Fighter Wing will remain
temporarily assigned to Moody AFB, Georgia, and Shaw AFB. South Carolina. The
Inter-American Air Forces Academy will move to Lackland AFB, Texas, The Air
Force Water Survival School will be temporarily located at Tyndall AFB. Florida.
Future disposition of the Water Survival School is dependent upon efforts to
consolidate its functions with the US Navy. The 301st Rescue Squadron, Air Force
Reserve (AFRES) will move to Patrick AFB, Florida. The 482nd Fighter Wing
(AFRES) will move to MacDill AFB, Florida and convert to KC-135Rs. The NORAD
alert activity will move to an alternate location. The 726th Air Control Squadron will
relocate to Shaw AFB. The Naval Security Group will consolidate with other US
Navy units. All DoD activities and facilities including family housing, the hospital,
comnissary, and base exchange facilities will close. All essential cleanup and
restoration activities associated with Hurricane Andrew will continue until completed.
If Homestead AFB resumes operations as a civilian airport, the NORAD alert facility
may be rebuilt in a cantonment area.

Justification: There were several factors which resulted in the closure
recommendation. Fst, the Air Force has one more small aircraft base than is required
to support the fighter aircraft in the DoD Force Structure Plan. When the data were
evaluated against all eight of te DoD selection criteria, Homestead AFB ranked low
relative to the other bases in tho small aircraft subcategory. While Homestead AFB's
ranking rests on the combined -.ssults of applying the eight DoD selection criteria, one
stood out: the excessive cost to 'ebuild Homestead, while other small aircraft bases
required little or no new investnxzt. The cost to close Homestead AFB is low,
especially when measured agapit the high cost of reconstruction, and the long-term
savings art substantial.

All small aircraft bases were considered equally in a process that conformed to
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (Public Law 101 -510), as
arnnded, and the Departmnt of Defense (DOD) guidance. Bases were evaluated
against the eight DoD selection criteria And a large number of subelements specific to
Air Force bases and missions. Data were collected and the criteria and subelements of
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the criteria applied by the Base Closure Executive Group (Executive Group), a group
of seven general officem and six Senior Executive Service career civilians appointed by
the Secretary of the Air Force. The decision to close Homestead AFB was made by
the Secretary of the Air Force with advice of the Air Force Chief of Staff and in
consultation with the ExFcutive Group.

Return on Investment: The cost to close is estimated to be $7..l million; the annual
savings after closure are $75.4 million; the return on investment years based on the net
present value computations is 0 years. All dollar amounts are in constant FY 94
dollars.

Impacts: The Air Force will dispose of all property at Homestead AFB except a
small parcel that may be needed for a NORAD alert facility. The closure of
Homestead AFB will have an impact on the local economy. The projected potential
employment loss. both direct and indirect, is 1.0 percent of the employment base in the
Miami-lfialeah Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery. The
impact on the city of Homestead. Florida will be much more severe. Homestead AFI
is in an air quality non-attainment area for ozone, and has significant soil
contamination from fuels, lead, and pesticides. Homestead AFB is on the National
Priorities List. Closure of Homestead AFB will result in generally positive
environmnta effects. Enviromnental restoration of Homestead AFB will continue
until complete. The impact on the community infrastructure at receiving bases is not
significant.

K.L Sawyer Air Force Base, Michigan

Recommendation: I. Sawyer AFB, Michigan, is recommended for closure. The
410th Wing will inactivate. B-52H aircraft will transfer to Barksdale AFB, LouisianaL
The Air Force will retire its B-52G airt instead of implementing the previous Base
Closure Commission recommendation to transfer those aircraft from Castle AFB,
California, to KI. Sawyer AFB.

Justifkiation: There are several factors which resulted in the above recommendation.
The Air Force has four more large aircraft bases than are needed to support the
number of bombers, tankers, and airlift assets in the DoD Force Structure Plan. The
Air Force must maintain Minuteman III basing flexibility due to uncertainty with
respect to START 1I. This requires the retention of the ballistic missile fields at
Malmsurom AFB, Grand Forks AFB, Minot AFB, and F.E. Warren AFB. It is more
economical to retain a bomber/missile base that must remain open for missiles than to
maintain a bomber-only base. Therefore, based on the facts that KI. Sawyer AnE
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does not support ballistic missile operations, that when all eight DoD criteria are
applied K.J. Sawyer AFB ranks low, and that there is excess large aircraft base
capacity, K.I. Sawyer AFB L recommended for closure.

All large aircraft bases were considered equally in a process that conformed to
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of i990 (Public Law 101-510), as
amended, and the Department of Defense (DoD) guidance. Each base was evaluated
against the eight DoD selection criteria and a large number of subelements specific to
Air Force bases and missions. Extensive data gathered to support the evaluation of
each base under each criterion was reviewied by the Base Closure Executive Group
(Executive Group), a group of seven general officers and six Senior Executive Service
career civilians appointed by the Secretary of the Air Force. The decision to close KI.
Sawyer AFB was made by tle Secretary of the Air Fcrce with advice of the Air Force
Chief of Staff and in consultaion with the Executive Group.

Return on Investment: The cost to close is estimated to be $143.7 million; the
annual savings after closure are $62.4 million; the return on investment years based on
the net present value computations is 1 year. All dollar amounts are in constant FY 94
dollars.

Impacts: The closure of I. Sawyer AFB will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 14 percent of the
employment base in the Marquette County Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no
economic recovery. Closure of KJ. Sawyer will result in generally positive
environmental effects. There is no significant environmental impact resulting from this
closure. Environmental restoration of KI. Sawyer AFB will continue until complete.
The impact on the community infrastructure at receiving bases is not significant.

Newark Air Force Base, Ohio

Recommendation: Newark AFB, Ohio, is recommended for closure. The Aerospace
Guidance and Metrology Center (AGMC) depot will be closed; some workload will
move to other depot maintenance activities including the private sector. We anticipate
that most will be privatized in place.

Justification: Due to significant reductions in force structure, the Air Force has an
excess depot maintenance capacity of at least 8.7 million Direct Product Actual Hours
(DPAH). When all eight criteria are applied to the bases in the depot subcategory,
Newark AFB ranked low in comparison to the other five depot bases. The long-term
military value of the base is low because it does not have an airfield and it is not a
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traditional Air Force base in any respect. Instead, it is a stand-alone, highly technical,
industrial plant that is operated predominantly by a civilian work force. As a result, it
is conducive to conversion to the private sector. The closure of Newark AFB will
reduce the Air Force excess depot capacity by 1.7 million DPAH and is consistent with
OSD guidance to reduce excess capacity, economize depot management, and increase
competition and prvatization in DoD.

All six Air Force depots were considered for closure equally in a process that
conformed to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (Public Law
101-510), as amended, and Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) guidance. Each
base hosting an Air Force depot was evaluated against the eight DoD selection criteria
and a large number of subelements specific to Air Force bases, depots, and missions.
Extensive data, gathered to support the evaluation of these bases under each criterion,
was reviewed by the Base Closure Executive Group (Executive Group). The Executive
Group is a group of seven general officers and six Senior Executive Service career
civilians appointed by the Secretary of the Air Force (SECAF). SECAF made the
decision to close Newark AFB with the advice of the Air Force Chief of Staff and in
consultation with the Executive Group.

Return on Investment: The cost to close is estimated to be $31.3 million; the annual
avi, gs after closure are $3.8 million; the return on investment years based on the net

present value computations is 8 years. All dollar amounts are in constant FY 94
dollars.

Impacts: The closure of Newark AFB will have an impact on the local economy.
The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 4.6 percent of the
employment base in the Licking County Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no
economic recovery. Newark AFB is in an air quality non-attainment area for ozone.
Closure of Newark AFB will result in generally positive environmental effects.
Env ronmental restoration of Newark AFB will continue until complete. The impact
on the community infrastructure at receiving bases is not significant.
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Community Preference Consideration in Closure and
Realignment of Military Installations

Section 2924. Public Law 101-510

O'Hare International Airport, Air Force Reserve Station, Illinois

Community Proposal: The City of Chicago has exercised its right under Section
2924 of P.L. 101-510 to propose that the O'Hare Air Reserve Station (ARS) be closed
and the flying units moved to a new facility to be constructed at Rockford, Illinois.
This provision of law mandates the Department give special consideration to the
proposal. The City desires to acquire the property for aviation-related commercial use.

Recommendation: Close O'Hare ARS as proposed by the City of Chicago and
relocate the assigned Air Reserve Component (ARC) units to the Greater Rockford
Airport, or another location acceptable to the Secretary of the Air Force, provided the
City can demonstrate that it has the financing in place to cover the full cost of
replacing facilities, moving, and environmental cleanup, without any cost whatsoever to
the federal government and that the closure/realignment must begin by July 1995 and
be completed by July 1997. Chicago would also hay, to fund the full cost of
relocating the Army Reserve activity, or leave it in place. If these conditions are not
met, the units should remain at O'Hare International Airport.

Justification: O'Hare Reserve Station is in the Northwest comer of O'Hare
International Airport, enjoying immediate access to two runways. Two ARC units are
based there: the 928th Airlift Group (Air Force Reserve), with C-130s; and the 126th
Air Refueling Wing (Air National Guard), with KC-135s. An Army Reserve Center is
located adjacent to the base. In addition, a large Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
activity currently occupies a government owned, recently renovated office building on
the base; however, DLA is recommending disestablishment of this activity to other
locations as part of the 1993 base closure process.

in a 1991 land exchange agreement, intended to resolve all real property issues
between the Air Force and the City of Chicago at O'Hare International Airport, the
City specifically agreed that it would seek no more land from the O'Hare ARS. The
Air Force has advised the City that the ARC units are adequately housed at O'Hare,
and there is no basis for moving them. There are no savings from moving; only costs.
To justify this realignment under the DoD Base Closure Selection Criteria, all costs of
closure/realignment would have to be funded entirely outside the federal government.
(For example, no DoD or FAA funds). The relocation site would have to meet all
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operating requirements, such as runway length and freedom from noise-related
operating limitations, and be close enough to Chicago that the units would not suffer
major loss of personnel. The day-to-day operating costs at the relocation site would
have to compare favorably with those at O'Hare International Airport.

Ie City proposes that the ARC units move to Greater Rockford Airport, 55
miles northwest of O'Hare International Airport. Virtually no facilities for the units
exist at Rockford, so an entirely new base would havre to be constructed. The airfield
is constrained on two sides by the Rock River and flood plain. At least one runway
will have to be extended for KC-135 operations. There appear to be noise and other
environmental problems to resolve before a final determination of siting feasibility can
be made.

Return on Investment: The COBRA model estimates that the cost to close is $361
million. This estimate is based on the City of Chicago consultant's estimate of
construction costs at Rockford, and normal COBRA estimating factcrs for other costs.
There are no apparent savings to offset this cost.

The proceeds from disposal of the real property, which might offset some of the
cost, are difficult to estimate. If the airport property were sold at fair market value, the
estimated proceeds would be about $33 million. The buildings may or may not be of
use to a buyer. While some are new and all are usable for their current military use,
their value to a commercial or civil aviation user are questionable. Demolition and
disposal are estimated by the City's consultant to cost $25 million, which would be an
offset to the land value. However, most of the O'Hare ARS qualifies as aviation-
related property, which the City could obtain in a no-cost public benefit transfer under
the Surplus Property Act of 1944, 50 U.S.C. App. 1622. The building, to be vacated
by DLA is severable from the Reserve Base and does not appear to be aviation
property. The net cost to close and realign is estimated to be in a range from $328
million to $361 million. Since there are no savings in operational or other costs, the
payback period is infinity.

The Air Force analysis of the proporal assuming Chicago or some other non-
Federal source pays the full cost is as follows. The facilities at O'Hare ARS are
adequate, with many new or recently renovated buildings. The recruiting base, the
Chicago metropolitan area, is outstanding. There are no serious constraints on- mission
accomplishment, other than some air traffic control delays due to the dense commercial
traffic. However, alert or other time-sensitive missions are not flown from O'Hare
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ARS. Since the base is adequate for its purpose, no savings would accrue from
closing iL The aircraft remain in the force structure plan and the units are not planned
for inactivation. In the case of the ANG, the governor's consent would be required to
disband. Thus, closure of the base requires that both units be realigned.

The military value of an ARC base at Rockford, fully built up with all the
necessary facilities, still does not exceed that of O'Hare. For retention of the mostly
part-time ARC personnel it is not as good, due to the distance from the homes of
currently assigned personnel. Some personnel losses and retraining must be
anticipated, effecting unit readiness and adding to the cost. It is not clear that the
Rockford area alone can provide a steady stream of volunteers large enough to man
two large ARC units. Recruiting from Chicago will still be required, but will be much
harder due to the distance differential between O'Hare and Rockford.

Although the City of Chicago had previously stated that they did not expect the
Air Forre to fund relocation and facility replacement costs, the City has been unable to
guarantee that it will pay the full cost of moving. However, in its most recent
correspondence, the City has made the following commitment, "At this time, we wish
to commit that all costs associated with our plan will be at no cost to the Department
of Defense and that the City of Chicago, together with the host airport, will provide
suitable replacement facilities on either a square foot for square foot basis or with
more cost efficient functionally equivalent facilities. This -omrnitment of full cost
coverage is contingent upon securing necessary financing, which we continue to
pursue, and the approval of our governing council body."

Acceptance of this proposal must be based on benefits to the City of Chicago.
The proposed move would make some considerable space available for airpon related
activities at this intensively used air carrier airport. Therefore, if the City of Chicago
could demonstrate: that it has financing in place to cover the full cost of replacing
facilities, moving and environmental cleanup, without any cost whatsoever to the
federal government; that the closure/realignment could begin by July 1995, as required
by Section 2904(a)(3) of the Defense Base Closure and realignment Act of 1990, and
that the relocation could be completed by July 1997; the Air Force would not object to
the proposal. The City would also have to fund the full cost of relocating the Army
Reserve activity, or leave it in place. If these conditions are not met, the units should
remain at O'Hare International Airpor
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March Air Force Base, California

Recommendation: March AFB, California, is recommcnded for realignment. The
22nd Air Refueling Wing will inactivate. The KC-10 (Active and Associate Reserv:)
aircraft will be relocated to Travis AME, California. Tht Southwest Air Defense
Sector will remain at March in a cantonment area pending the outcome of a NORAD
sector consolidation study. If the sector remains it will be transferred to the Air
National Guard (ANG). The 445th Airlift Wing Air Force Reserve (AFRES), 452nd
Air Refueling Wing (AFRES), 163rd Reconnaissance Group (ANG) (becomes an Air
Refueling Group), the Air Force Audit Agency, and the Media Center (from Norton
AFB, California) will remain, and the base will convert to a reserve base. Additionally,
the Army Corps of Engineers Unit, the US Customs Aviation Operation Center West
and the Drug Enforcement Agency aviation unit will remain.

Justification: There are several factors which resulted in the above recommendation.
First, the Air Force has four more large aircraft bases than needed to support the
number of bombers, tankers, and airlift assets in the DoD Force Structue Plan. Also,
when all eight DoD criteria were applied to the large aircraft bases, March AFB ranked
low. The Air Force plans to establish a large air mobility base (KC-10, C-5 and C-141
aircraft) on the west coast. When bases in the region (Beale AFB. California;
Fairchild AFB, Washington; March AFB, California; McChord AFB. Washington;
Malmstrom AFB, Montana; Travis AFB, California) were analyzz& for this mission,
Travis AFB ranked highest. March AFB currently requires a large active duty
component to support a relatively small active duty force structure. The conversion of
March AFB to a reserve base achieves sub. antial savings and the benefit of a large
recruiting population for the Air Force Reserve is retained.

All large aircraft bases were considered equally in a process that conformed to
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-510), as
amended, and the Department of Defense (DoD) guidance. Each base was evaluated
against the eight DoD selection criteria and a large number of subelements specific to
Air Force bases and missions. Extensive data, gathered to support the evaluatior of
each base under each criterion was reviewed by the Base Closure Erecutive Group
(Executive Group), a group of seven general officers and iiix Senior Executive Service
career civilians appointed by the Secrctary of the Air Force. The decision to realign
March AFB was made by the Secretary of the Air For- %iih advice of the Air Force
Chief of Staff and in consultation with the Executive t-. oup.
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Return on Investment: The cost to realign is estimated to be $134.8 million; the
annual savings after realignment are $46.9 nillion; the return on investment years
based on the net present value computations is 2 years. All dollar amounts are in
constant FY 94 dollars.

Impacts: The Air Force will dispose of all property not required within the revised
boundaries of the reserve base and welcome joint use of the airfield with civil aviation
or conversion to a civilian airport. The realignment of March AFB will have an
irrpact on the local economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct
and indict, is 1.6 percent of the employment base in the Riverside County
Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no e-.onomic recov.ry. The realignment of
Mamcb AFB will result in generally positive environmental effects. March AFB is in
on air quality non-attainment area for ozone, carbon-monoxide, nitric-oxide, and
particulates. Threawned and endangcred secies and critical habitat are present on-
base. March AFB is on the National Priorities List. Environmental restoration of
March AFB will continue until comlete. The impact on the community infrastructure
at receiviiig 6ses is not significant.

McGuire Air Force Base, New Jersey

Reconendstin: McGuire AFB, New Jersey, is recommended for realignment. The
438th Airlift Wing will inactivate. Most of the C-141s will transfer to Plattsburgh
.AJF, New York. Fourteen C-141s will remain and transfer to the Air Force Reserve.
The 514th Airlift Wing Air Force Reserve (AFRES), the 170th Air Refueling Group
Air National Guard (ANG). and the 10th Air Refueling Wing (ANG) will remain and
the baze ill convert to a Rewevic base. The 913th Airlift Group (AFRES) will
relocte from Willow Giove Naval Air Station, Pennsylvania, to McGuire AFB. The
Air Force Reserve will operate the base.

Justification: There are several factors which result in the above recommendation.
Fast of all, the Air Force has four moe large aircraft bases than are needed to support
itta number of bombers, tankers, and airlift assets in the DoD Force Structure Plan.
When P31 eight DoD criteria were applied, McGuire AFB ranked low when compared
to the other bases in its category. Also, when McGuire AFB was compared
sperifically with other airlift bases, it still ranked low.

The Air Force plans to establish a large mobility base in the Northeast to
support the new Major Regional Contingency (MRC) strategy. McGuire AFB was
evaluated specifically as the location for this wing. Along with other bases that met
the geographical criteria and were available for this mission are Griffiss AFB, New
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York and Plattsburgh AFB, New York. Platsburgh AFB ranked best in capability to
support the air mobility wing due to its geographical location, attributes, and base
loading capacity. Principal mobility attributes include aircraft parking space (for 70-80
tanker/airlift aircraft), fuel hydrants and fuel supply/storage capacity, along with present
and future encroachment and airspace considerations.

When Plattsburgh AFB was compared directly with McGuire AFB, Plattsburgh
AFB rated better in all of the mobility attributes. An air mobility wing at Plattsburgh
AFB will eliminate many of the problems associated with operating at McGuire AFB,
in the midst of the New York/New Jersey air traffic congestion. Basing the additional
aircraft of an air mobility wing at McGuire AFB will add to that congestion.
Plattsburgh AFB, on the other hand, has ample airspace for present and future training
by an air mobility wing. Also, the FAA has long expressed a desire for civil use of
McGuire AFB, which will ease the congestion at other airfields and terminal facilities
in the New York and Philadelphia metropolitan areas. For these reasons, McGuire
AFB was reconmended for realignment and conversion to an Air Force Reserve Base.

The Air Reserve Component (ARC) forces at McGuire AFB represent a
significant portion of the air refueling and airlift forces stationed there and they are
well located for recruiting. By keeping the airfield open ior military use, the paiking
and fuel handling capacity at McGuire AFB remains available Li future contingencies.
The existing programmed Military Construction funds for the ANG KC-135 conversion
will be used to establish the ARC cantonment at McGuire AFB.

The Air Force encourages conversion of the airfield to a civil airport. The ARC
units will remain as tenants if McGuir AFB becomes a civil airfield. Civil operation
will enhance the value of the base to the community and encourage reuse of the
facilities not needed by the reserve units, and create jobs. It will also reduce the cost
to the Air Force of operating its units at McGuire AFB.

All large aircraft bases were considered equally in a process that conformed to
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (Pubiic Law 101-5 10), as
amended, and the Deparmient of Defense (DoD) guidance. Each base was evaluated
against the eight DoD selection criteria and a large number of subelements specific to
Air Force bases and missions. Extensive data, gathered to support the evaluation of
each base under each criterion was reviewed by the Base Closure Executive Group
(Executi ,e Group), a group of seven general officers and six Senior Executive Service
career civilians appointed by the Secretary of the Air Force. The decision o realign
McGuire AFB was made by the Secretary of the Air Force with advice of the Air
Force Chief of Staff and in consultation with the Executive Group.
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Return on Investment: The cost to realign is estimated to be $197.5 million; the
annual savings after realignment are $47.5 million; the return on investment years
based on the net present value computations is 4 years. All dollar amounts are in
constant FY 94 dollars.

Impacts: The Air Force will dispose of all property outside the reduced base
boundary and consider joint use of the airfield with civil aviation or conversion to a
civil airport. The realignment of McGuire AFB will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 3.5
percent of the employment base in the Burlington County Metropolitan Statistical Area,
assuming no economic recovery. There is moderate arnpact on community housing and
the medical community at the new receiving base; however, this impact will be
mitigated by Air Force constructed housing and an expansion of the base medical
capabilities. McGuire AFB is in an air quality non-attainment area for ozone and is on
the National Priorities List. The realignment of McGuire AFB will result in generally
positive environmental effects. Environmental restoration of McGuire AFB will
continue until complete.

Griffiss Air Force Base, New York

Recommendation: Griffiss AFB, New York, is recommended for realignment. The
416th Bomb Wing will inactivate. The B-52H aircraft will transfer to Minot AFB,
North Dakota, and Barksdale AFB, Louisiana. The KC-135 aircraft from Griffiss AFB
will transfer to Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota. The 485th Engineering Installation
Group at Griffiss AFB will relocate to Hill AFB, Utah.

The Northeast Air Defense Sector will remain at Griffiss in a cantonment area
pending the outcome of a NORAD sector consolidation study. If the sector remains it
will be transferred to the Air National Guard (ANG). Rome Laboratory will remain at
Criffiss AFB in its existing facilities as a stand-alone Air Force laboratory. A
minimum essential airfield will be maintained and operated by a contractor on an "as
needed, on call" basis. The ANG will maintain and operate necessary facilities to
support mobility/contingency/training of the 10th Infantry (Light) Division located at
Fort Drum, New York, and operate them when needed. Only the stand-alone
laboratory and the ANG mission will remain.
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Justification: The Air Force has four more large aircraft bases than needed to support
the number of bombers, tankers, and airlift assets in the DoD Force Structure Plan.
When all eight DoD criteria are applied, Griffiss AFB ranked low compared to the
other large aircraft bases. Based on this analysis, the application of all eight DoD
selection criteria, and excess capacity which results from reduced force structure,
Griffiss AFB is recommended for realignment

The Air Force plans to establish a large air mobility base in the Northeast to
support the new Major Regional Contingency (MRC) strategy. Griffiss AFB was
evaluated specifically as the location for this wing, along with other bases that met the
geographical criteria and were avail.ble for this mission: McGuire AFB, New Jersey
and Plattsburgh AFB, New York. Plattsburgh AFB ranked best in capability to support
the air mobility wing due to its geographical location, attributes and base loading
capacity. Principal mobility attributes include aircraft parking space (for 70-80
tanker/airlift aircraft), fuel hydrants and fuel supply/storage capacity, along with present
and future encroachment and airspace considerations.

The Rome Laboratory has a large civilian work force and is located in adequate
facilities that can be separated from the rest of Griffiss AFB. It does not need to be
closed or realigned as a result of the reductions in the rest of the base.

All large aircraft bases were considered equally in a process that conformed to
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (Public Law 101 -510). as
amended, and the Department of Defense (DoD) guidance. Each base was evaluated
against the eight DoD selection criteria and a large number of subelements specific to
Air Force bases and missions. Extensive data, gathered to support the evaluation of
mch base under each criterion was reviewed by the Base Closure Executive Group
(Executive Group), a group of seven general officers and six Senior Executive Service
career civilians appointed by the Secretary of the Air Force. TJhe decision to realign
Griffiss AFB was made by the Secretary of the Air Force with advice of the Air Force
Chief of Staff and in consultation with the Executive Group.

Return on Investment: The cost to realign is estimated to be $120.8 million; the
annual savings after realignment are $39.2 million; the return on investment years
based on the net present value computations is 3 years. All dollar amounts are in
constant FY 94 dollars.

Impacts: The Air Force will actively pursue conversion to a civil airport, and will
dispose of all property not required at Griffiss AFB. The realignment of Griffiss AFIB
will have an impact on the local economy. The projected potential employment loss,
both direct and indirect, is 7.6 percent of the employment base in the Utica-Rome
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Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery. There is no significant
environr-cntal impact resulting from this closure. Generation of hazardous wastes and
pollutants will be eliminated. Griffiss AFB is on the National Priorities List.
Environmental restoration of Griffiss AFB will continue until complete. The impact on
the community infrastructure at receiving bases is not significant.

Changes To
1988 Base Closure Commission Recommendations

Bases identified by the 1988 Base Closure Commission as receiving bases were
evaluated by mission category along with all other bases in the United States. As part
of this review, the 1988 Commission's realignment recommendations were evaluated
against recent force structure reductiorm, as well as, opportunities to operate more
efficiently and effectively. The Air Ferce recommended changes result from analysis
of changing world ordikr, other base clo.%wres, the threat and force structure plan, and
budgetary reality. The Air Force crntinues t. implement the closure of the five bases
TrConmu ended by thc 1983 Connrnissien.

Chanute Air Force Rase, Illinois

kecommendation: As p.urt of the losure of Clhnute AFB, llinois, the Ai: Force
reomnends consolidatin), -'s 16 Metals Technology. Non-Destructive Inspection, and
Aircraft Structural Maintinance training otuses with the Navy at Naval Air Station
(NkS) Memphis, Tennepsee, and then rove with the Navy when NAS Memphis
closes. The 1991 Basr. Closuw Commission recomnmndcd that these courses, along
with 36 other courses, be transferred to Sheppard AFB, Texas.

Justification: On March 31 1992, the DoD Inspector General recommended that the
Air Force consolidate and collocate its 16 me.tals training courses wiih the Navy.
There YWil be no Military Construction (MILCON) costs associated with temporarily
relocating the spczified ti ilh-ng courses to NAS Memphis. This is considerably less
than the $17.5 million in MILCON cost to relocate thest courses to Shcppard AFB.
As this training is now scheduled to move when NAS Memphis closes, th-- Air Force
and Navy will work to achiev: a cost effxtive approach until a more permanent site is
found. Collocatiun of th.Ts courses with the Navy will achieve effiv;5_ncies ard
savings.

Impacts- Thert is no sigaificant envhionmental impact resulting from this change.
EnvLroi-mental restoration c Chanute AFB will continue until czmplete. The impact
oa the community infi istructurc at the new receiving base is not significant.
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Changes To
1991 Base Closure Commission Recommendations

Bases identified by the 1991 Base Closure Commission as realignment receivers
were evaluated by mission category along with all other bases in the United States. As
part of this review, the 1991 Commission's realignment recommendations were
evaluated against recent force structure reducaos, as well as opportunities to operate
more efwicntly and effectively. The Air Force recommended changes result from
analysis of changing world order, other base closures, thrta and force structure plan,
and budgetary reality. The Air Force continues to implement the closure and
realignment of the bases recommended by the 1991 Commission.

Bergstrom Air Force Base, Texas

Recommendation: Change the recotnmndation of the 1991 Commission regarding
Bergstrom AFB as follows: The 704th Fighter Squadron (AFRES) with its F-16
Lircraft and the 924th Fighter Group (AFRES) support units will move to Carswell
AFB, Texas and the cantonment area at Bergstrom AFB will close. The Regional
Corrosion Control Fpcility at Bergstrom AFB will be closed by September 30, 1994,
unless a civilian airport authority elects to assume the responsibility for operating and
maintaining the facility before that date.

Justlicdion: The 1991 Commission tecomm ended the closure of Bergstrom AFB.
The AFRES was to reitain in a cantonment area. In reviewing AFRES plans for
Bergstrom AFB, the Air Force found that considerable savings could be realized by
realigning the Bergstrom AFRES units and aircraft to the Carswell AFB cantonment
area. This realignment will result in savings in Military Construction (MILCON)
funds, reduced manpower costs, and will not significantly impact unit readiness. The
original 1991 rcalignment recommendation cost $12.5 million in MILCON to construct
a cantonment area at Bergstrom AFB. Based on the best estimates available at this
time, the cost of this change is $5.8 million in MILCON, for a projected savings of
$6.7 million. This action will also result in net manpower savings.

Impects: There is no significant environmental impact resulting from this change.
Environmental restoration of Bergstrom AFB will continue until complete. The impact
on the community infrastructure at the new receiving base is not significanL
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Carswell Air Force Base, Texas

Recommendation: Change the recommendation of the 1991 Commission regarding
Carswell AFB as follows: Transfer the fabrication function of the 436th Training
Squadron (formerly 436th Strategic Training Squadron) to Luke AFB, Arizona and the
maintenance training function to Hill AFB, Utah, The remaining functions of the
436th Training Squadron will still relocate to Dyess AFB. Texas. Final disposition of
the base exchange and commissary will depend on the outcome of the Congressionally
mandated base exchange and commissary test program.

Justification: The 1991 Commission recommended that the 436th Training Squadron
be relocated to Dyess AFB as a whole. The proposed action will result in more
streamlined and efficient training operations. Transferring the fabrication function to
Luke AFB will avoil duplicating this function within Air Combat Command. The Hill
AFB move will ensure that maintenance training is provided in a more efficient
manner.

The original 1991 realignment cost was $1.8 million in Military Construction
(MILCON). The cost for this redirect is $0.3 million MILCON, for a projected
savings of $1.5 million MILCON.

Impacts: There is no significant environmental impact resulting from this change.
Environmental restoration of Carswell AFB will continue until complete. The impact
on the community infrastructure at the new receiving bases is no? significant.

Castle Air Force Base, California

Recommendation: Change the recommendation of the 1991 Commission regarding
Castle AFB as follows: Redirect the B-52 and KC-135 Combat Crew Training mission
from Fairchild AFB, Washington to Barksdale AFB, Louisiana (B-52) and Altus AFB,
Oklahoma (KC-135).

Justification: The force structure upon which the 1991 Commission based its
recommendations has changed and B-52 force structure is being reduced. The Air

" Force currently plans to base a large number of B-52s at two locations, with Barksdale
AFB serving as the hub for B-52 operations and training. Similarly, training for
mobility operations is being centralized at Altus AFB. This redirect will reduce the
number of training sites and improve efficiency of operations.
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The original 1991 realignment recommendation cost $78.7 million in Military
Construction (MILCON). The estimated cost for this redirect to Barksdale and Altus
AFBs is $59.5 million in MILCON, for a projected savings of $19.2 million.

Impacts: There is no significant environmental impact resulting from this change.
Environmental restoration of Castle AFB will continue until complete. The impact on
the community infrastructure at the new receiving base is not significant.

MacDiU Air Force Base, Florida

Recommendation: Change the recommendation of the 1991 Commission regarding
MacDill as follows: The Air Force Reserve (AFRES) will temporarily opeate the
airfield as a reserve base, not open to civil use, until it can be converted to a civil
airport. This will accommodate the reconunended reassignment of the 482nd Fighter
Wing (AFR ) from Homestead AFB to MacDiU AFB and its conv.rsion to KC-135
tankers. The Joint Communications Support Element (JCSE) will not be transferred to
Charleston AFB, South Carolina as recommended in 1991, but, instead, will remain at
MacDill AFB.

Justification: The 1991 Commission recommended a realignment and partial closure
of MaDili AFB. Its F-16 training mission has been relocated to Luke AFB, Arizona,
and the JCSE was to be relocated to Charleston AFB. Two unified commands,
Headquarters Central Command and Headquarters Special Operations Command, were
left in place. The airfield was to close.

Several events since 1991 have made a change to the Commission action
appropiate. The closure of Homestead AFB requires the relocation of the 482nd
Fighter Wing (AFRES). The best location for this unit, when convted to KC-135s, is
MacDill AFB. The National Oceanographic and Atmosp' -ric Administration (NOAA)
aircraft element has relocated from Miami International Airport to MacDill AFB and
would like to remain permanently. NOAA is prepared to pay a fair share of the cost
of airport operations.

The AFRES's temporary operation of the airfield will have reduced operating
hours and services. The 1991 Commission noted a number of deficiencies of MacDill
AFB as a fighter base: "pressure on air space, training areas, and low level routes...not
located near Army units that will offer joint training opportunities... [and]... ground
encroachment." These are largely inapplicable to an AFRES tanker operation.
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Encroachment remains a problem, but the reduced number of flights and the increased
compatibility of both tanker and NOAA aircraft with the predominant types of aircraft
using Tampa International Airport make this viable. As an interim Reserve/NOAA
airfield, use will be modest, and it will not be open to large-scale use by other military
units.

The original 1991 realignment recommendation cost for the JCSE relocation was
$25.6 milion in MILCON. Retaining the JCSE at MacDill AFB avoids this cost.

Impacts: The Air Force will continue to encourage tansition of the airfield to a civil
airport, and, if successful, DoD units could remain as cost sharing tenants. The
environmental impact and the impact on the community infrastructure is not
sgnificant.

Mather Air Force Base, California

Recommendation: Change the recommendation of the 1991 Commission regarding
Mather AFB as follows: Redirect the 940th Air Refueling Group (AFRES) with its
KC-135 aircraft to Beale AFB, Califoria vice McClellan AFB, California. Because of
the rapidly approaching closure of Mather A'rB, the 940th will tempgrarily relocate to
McClellan AFB, while awaiting permanent beddown at Beale AFB.

Justification: Moving the 940th Air Refueling Group (AFRES) to Beale AFB is more
cost effective.

The original 1991 realignment cost was $33.7 million in Military Construction
(MILCON). The estimated cost for this redirect is $12.5 million in MILCON, for a
projected savings of $21.2 million.

Impacts: The environmental impact and the impact on the receiving community
infrastructure are minimal. Environmental restoration at Mather AFB will continue
until complete.

Rickenbacker Air National Guard Base (ANGB), Ohio

Recommendation: Change the recommendation of the 1991 Commission regarding
Rickenbacker ANGB as follows: The 121st Air Refueling Wing (ANG) and the 160th
Air Refueling Group (ANG) will move into a cantonment area on the present
Rickenbacker ANGB, and operate as a tenant of the Rickenbacker Port Authority
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(RPA) on RPA's airport. The 907th Airlift Group (AFRES) will realign to Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio as originally recommended. The 4950th Test Wing will still
move to Edwards AFB, California.

Justification: The 1991 Commission reconmnded closing Rickenbacker ANGB, and
realigning the 121st Air Refueling Wing (ANG), the 160th Air Refueling Group
(ANG) and the 907th Airlift Group (AFRES) to Wright-Patterson AFB. These units
were to occupy facilities being vacated by the 4950th Test Wing, which will move to
Edwards AFB to consolidate test units.

The airfield at Rickenbacker is no longer a military responsibility, having been
transferred by long term lease to the RPA in 1992. It will be conveyed in fee under
the public benefit authority of the Surplus Property Act of 1944 when environmental
restoration is comp-Ite. The State of Ohio has proposed that under current
cicumstance, more money could be saved by leaving the ANG tanker units at
Rickenbacker ANGB than by moving it to Wright-Patterson AFB. The Air Force has
carefully examined his analysis and concluded that it is correct The current analysis is
less costly than the original estimate of moving both Rickenbacker ANGB units to
Wright-Pattermon AFB, primarily because of the State's later burden-sbaring proposal
to lower the ANGS long-tem operating costs at Rickenbacker.

In a related force structure move, in order to fully utilize the facilities at Wright-
Patterson AFB, the Air Force recom that the 178th Fighter Group move from the
Springfield Municipal Airport, Ohio, to Wright-Patterson AFB, about 30 miles away.
This unit will fit into the available facilities with little construction. The move will
save approximately $1.1 million in base operating support annually based on
economies of consolidating some ANG functions with AFRES and active Air Force
functions at Wright-Patterson. Since the unit moves only a short distance, retention of
current personnel should not be a problem.

The 4950th wili still move to Edwards AFB, California from Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, to take advantage of the enhanced military value through the efficiency of
consolidating test assets.

The original 1991 'realignment cost was $37.9 million in Military Construction
(MILCON). The cost for this redirtw is $26.2 million in MILCON, for a projected
savings of $11.7 million.

Impacts: The environmetal impact and the impact on the receiving community
infsructure am minimal.
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Defense Logistics Agency

Summary of Selection Process

Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Selection Process

The Director, DLA established a DLA Base Realignment and Closure Executive
Group comprised of appropriate Heads of Headquarters Principal Staff Elements. The
Executive Group included both executive level civilian and military personnel. The
Deputy Diractor, DLA served as Chairman of the Executive Group. The Executive
Group acted as senior advisors to direct the effort and recommend DLA activity
realignments and closures for the Director's consideration.

A Working Group was established under the direction of the Executive Group.
The Working Group was comprised of a core of full-time members and support staff
from all pertinent DLA technical areas. The Working Group collected and analyzed
certified data, developed and evaluated recommendations for the Executive Group's
consideration, conducted sensitivity analyses, and compiled documentation to support
the final DLA recommendatons.

In an effort to evaluate DLA activities in a fair and consistent manner the
Executive Group merged similar activities together for the purposes of analysis.
Categories were derived from the general mission functions of DLA. As a rtsult, DLA
defined their five categories as Regional Headquarters, Defense Distribution Depots.
Inventory Conuol Points, Service Support Centers and one-of-a-kind activities such as
the Defense Clothing Factory.

After organizing DLA activities into general categories, studies were undertaken
to determine the data requiements for conducting a comprehensive ,tivi y analysis
within each category. Compreheisive data calls were designed to sulr-m the excess
capacity, military value; and economic, environmental, and community analyses
required by DoD guidance in accordance with the selection criteria and corresponding
DLA Measures of Merit. The data was requested from Primary Field Level Activities
(PFLA), Principal Staff Elements (PSE) within DLA Headquarters, and other
governmental and commercial agencies.

The DLA Internal Control Plan for the collection and analysis of data was
developed specifically for this effort. The plan provided overall policy guidance and
procedures to ensure that data was: consistent and standardized, accurate and
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complete, certifiable as required by law, verifiable by HQ DLA PSE and PLFA
functional managers, auditable by DLA internal review offices and external audit and
inspection agencies, and replicable using documentation developed during data
collection.

An Internal Control Checklist was developed and distributed as a working
document to achieve the objectives of the Internal Control Plan, including the
requirement for field commanders to certify the accuracy of their data. To furter
ensure the validity of field data, functional experts on the Working Group traveled to
selected activities and performed on-site reviews to confirm that accurate, quantifiable,
and certifiable data was provided in response to data calls.

In developing the capacity analysis for each category, DLA considered
projections for Military Service drawdows as reflected in the DoD Force Structure
Plan, discussed changes in basing and operations with the Military Services, and
considered initiatives to improve DLA operational efficiencies and effectiveness.

DLA developed a series of objective qvestions for each DLA activity in order to
determine the amount of physical space and throughput capacity currently available at
each location. The data was used to quantify the extent to which an existing DLA
facility may have been constrained by physical space, throughput, span of control, or
production capability.

DLA analyzed military value to determine the relative ranking of an activity
with respect to other installations in the same category, rather than to serve as a
performance measure. Military value criteria (the first four DoD selection criteria)
were given priority consideration in the assessment of DLA installations for
realignment or closure. Since DLA provides support to the Military Services, the
Agency is indirectly affected by Service projected force structure changes. Given this
added complexity, the Executive Group agreed that more distinctive measures should
be identified to assess the military value of DLA activities. Accordingly, DLA
developed Measures of Merit to fully address the military value of its activities.
DLA's four measures of merit included Mission Essentiality, Mission Suitability,
Operational Efficiencies, and Expandability.

The next step in the process was to identify activities with the potential to be
realigned or closed and eliminate the remaining activities from further consideration.
The results vf the excess capacity analysis and the military value review served as the
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basis for Executive Group decisions. Based on the analyses presented and the
accumulated experience of the Executive Group, each DLA activity was reviewed, with
further analysis as necessary, to identify potential prospects and eliminate other
activities from further review.

Following the screening of DLA activities for excess capacity, military value,
and elimination of certain activities from further consideration, scenarios were
developed for closure and realignment. During the consideration of potential receiver
sites for realignment and closure actions, opportunities for inter-Service/Defense
Agency sharing were analyzed. Coordination with the Military Services and other
Defense Agencies was vital in gathering data and developing realignment and closure
alternatives.

The Working Group evaluated potential realignment scenarios using the
COBRA model. The model assessed the relative economic value of realignment and
closure alternatives in terns of costs, savings ar-d return on investment. The Executive
Group considered community, infrastructure, and environmental impact in accordance
with DoD policy guidance, and the DoD selection criteria for impacts.

The Director DLA reviewed the recomnmendations of the DLA Executive Group
and forwarded his recorm dations to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Production & Logistics on February 22, 1993.
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Defense Logistics Agency

Recommendations and Justifications

Wfe= Ek.ctbomoc Supply Center (Gentile AFS, Ohio)

R ecommendatlo: Close the Defense Electronics Supply Center (DESC) (Gentile
AFS), Dayton, Ohio, and relocaw its mission to the Defense Constructon Supply
Center (.SC, Columbus, Ohio.

Justiftlon: DESC is one of four hardware Inventory Control Points (ICP). It is
curently the host at Gentile Air Force Station in Dayton, Ohio. The only other tenant
at Gentile APS is the Defense Switching Network (DSN). The base has a large
number of warehouse (vacant since the depot closed in the mid-seventies) which
tequir extensive renovation before thy could be used as adminisraive office space.
The Agency has no plans to re-open the Depot at this location.

The hardware ICPs are all similar in nmssions, organizations, personnel skills
and common autmted management sysms. The ICP Concept of Operations which
takes into accoumt the DoD Force Structure Plan, indicates that consolidation of ICPs
can reduce the cost of operations by eliminating redundant overhead operations. The
Cousmiable tem Tn "er will be completed in FY 94 and consolidation can begin
after that transfer has been completed.

Consolidating DESC and DCSC at both Columbus and Dayton was considered.
The Colwnbus location provided the best overall payback and could allow for the
complee closure of Gentile Air Force Station, Dayton, Ohio. DCSC currently has
approval for construction of a 700,000 square foot office building which should be
completd in FY 96. This building will provide adequate space for expansion of the
ICP. As a result of the closwm of DESC, Gentile Air Force Station will be excess to
Air Force needs. The Air Force will dispose of it in accordance with existing policy
and procedu, It is the intent of the Air Force that the only other activity, a Defense
Switching Network terminal, phase out within the time frame of the DESC closure. If
the Wrminal is not phased out during this period, it will remain as a stand alone
facility.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one time cost for this action is $108 million.
Annual steady stae savings are $36.8 million with a return on invesumnt in one year.
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Impacts: Closing DESC will have an impact on the local economy. The projected
potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 1.3 percent of the employment
base in the Dayton-Springfield Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic
recovery. Note: Other 1993 closure and/or realignment recomrendations bring the
total impact on the Dayton-Springfield Metropolitan Statistical Area to 1.2 percent.
Potential environmental and community infrastructure impacts of consolidation of
DESC with DCSC are minimal.

Defense Personnel Support Center and Defense Clothing Factory,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Recommendation: Close the Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, and relocate its mission to the Defense Distribution Region East, New
Cumberland, Pennsylvania. Close the Defense Clothing Factory, relocate the personnel
supporting the flag mission, and use existing commercial sources to procure the
clothing factory products.

Justification: DPSC is the host of this Army-permitted activity in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. The installation also houses the Clothing Factory, the Defense Contract
Management District Midatlantic, and other tenants with approximately 800 personnel.
The decision to close the Clothing Factory is based on the premise that clothing
requirements for the armed forces can be fulfilled cost effectively by commercial
manufacturer, without compromising quality or delivery lead time. DPSC was not
reviewed as part of the ICP category since it manages a much smaller number of items
which have a significantly higher dollar value than the hardware ICPs. The activity
has no administrative space available, but does have a small number of buildable acres.
Environmental problems at DPSC would make building or extensive renovations
impossible for some time in the futurc.

With the movement of DCMD Midatlantic and the Clothing Factory out of
DPSC, the Working Group examined options to either utilize the base as a receiver or
move DPSC to another location. Scenarios were built so that activities moved to
locations where excess space had been identified. DISC, currently a tenant at ASO
which is recommended for closure by the Navy, was considered for possible
realignm t to DPSC. A scenario which realigned DPSC to ASO where DLA would
assume responsibility for the base was analyzed. Another, which split the three
commodities at DPSC between DGSC and DCSC was also examined.
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The distribution depot at New Cumberland has available buildable acres.
Additionally, another recommendation moves DISC, a hardware ICP from Philadelphia
to New Cumberland. This allows several activities to be consolidated. The presence
of three ICPs and major DLA facilities in the area will create significant opportunities
for savings and efficiencies in the future. As a result of the closure of DPSC, the
property will be excess to Army needs. The Army will dispose of it in accordance
with existing policy and procedure.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one time cost for these closures is $173.0
million. Annual steady state savings are $90.6 million with an immediate return on
invesment.

Impacts: Closing DPSC and the Clothing Factory will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.4
percent of the employment base in the Philadelphia Metropolitan Statistical Area,
assuming no economic recovery. Note: Other 1993 closure and/or realignment
recommendations bring the total impact on the Philadelphia Metropolitan Statistical
Awa to 0.8 percent.

The closure will ultimately result in a reduction in air emissions, wastewater
discharges, and solid waste.

Defense Distribution Depot Oakland, California

Recommendation: Disestablish Defense Distribution Depot Oakland, CA (DDOC),
and relocate the primary mission to Defense Distribution Depot Tracy, CA (DDTC),
Defense Distribution Depot Sharpe, CA (DDSC), and Defense Distribution Depot San
Diego, CA (DDDC. Slow moving or inactive materiel remaining at DDOC at the
tim of closure will be relocated to other available storage space within the DoD
Distribution System.

Justifation: The decision to realign DDOC was driven by the Navy's decision to
close Oakland Navy Base and Naval Air Station Alameda. The closure of the Navy
Supply Center at Oakland (fleet support) and the Naval Aviation Depot at Alameda
removed the customer base from Oakland. This closure along with substandard
facilities contributed to the decision to realign the distribution mission out of Oakland.
DDOC rated 14 out of 29 in the military value matrix. Except for two depots, all
depots rated lower than DDOC are collocated with a maintenance depot. The other two
depots exceed Oakland's throughput capacity and storage space.
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Return on Investment: This disestablishment is in combination with the
recommended disestablishment of the Tooele, McClellan, Charleston, Pensacola, and
Letterkenny distribution depots. Combined estimated one-time costs for these
disestablishmnents is $137.0 million. Annual steady-state savings are $31.2 million with
a return on investment in two years.

Impacts: The disestablishment of Defense Distribution Depot Oakland will have an
impact on the local economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct
an indiract is 0.1 percent of the employment base in the Oakland Metropolitan
Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery. Note: Other 1993 closure and/or
realignment recommendations bring the total impact on the Oakland Met'politan
Statistical Area to 4.9 percent. There will be no significant environmental or
community infrastructure impacts.

Defense Distribution Depot Pensacola, Florida

Recommendation: Disestablish Defense Distribution Depot Pensacola, FL (DDPF),
and relocate the mission to Defense Distribution Depot Jacksonville, FL (DDJF). Slow
moving and/or inactive mateiel remaining at DDPF at the time of the disestablishment
will be relocated to available storage space within the DoD Distribution System.

Justification: The decision to disestablish DDPF was driven by the Navy's decision to
close the Naval Supply Center and Naval Aviation Depot, Pensacola, eliminating
DDPF's customer base. The loss of customer base along with sufficient storage space
in the DoD distribution system drove the disestablishment. DDPF rawed 10 out of 29
in the military value matrix. All depots rated lower than DDPF are collocated with
their primary customer, a maintenance depot.

Return on Investment: This disestablishment is in combination with the
recommended disestablishment of the Tooele, McClellan, Charleston, Oakland, and
Letterkenny distribution depots. Combined estimated one-time costs for these
disestablishments is $137.0 million. Annual steady-state savings are $31.2 million with
a return on investment in two years.

Impacts: The disestablishment of Defense Distribution Depot Pensacola will have an
impact on thew local economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct
and indirect, is 0.2 percent of the employment base in the Pensacola Metropolitan
Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery. Note: Other 1993 closure and/or
realignment recommendations increme the employment base in the Pensacola
Metropolitan Statistical Area by 4.2 percent. There will be no significant
environmental or community infrastructure impacts.
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Defense Contract Management District Midatlantic, Philadclphia, Pennsylvania,
and Defense Contract Management District

Northcentral, Chicago, Illinois

Recommendation: Disestablish Defense Contract Management District Mlidadlantic
(DCMD) and Deffense Contract Management District Northcentral (DCMDN), and
relocate the missions to LCMD Northeast, DCMD South and DCMD West

Justlrfation: The Defense Contract Manageme-t Districts perform operational
support and managment oversight of 105 Defense Contract Management Area
Operations (DCMAOs) and Defense Plant Representative Offices (DPROs). Since the
establishment of the DCMDs a number of DCMAOs and DPROs have been
disestablished thereby reducing the span of control responsibility of the five DCMDs.
Based on the assumptions derived from the DoD Force Structure Plan it is anticipated
that the DCMD span of control will not increase in future years. This allows for the
reconfiguation of the DCMDs by realigning responsibility for the operational
activities, thereby reducing the number of headquarters facilities which perform
operational support and management oversight All plant and area operations would
continue to be under geographically aligned Districts. The Military Value analysis
resulted in the recoinendanon to disestablish the midatlantic and northcentral
activities and relocate their missions to the three remaining districts.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one time costs for this closure are $18.7
million. Annual steady state savings are $20.1 million with an immediate return on
invesunenL

Impacts Disestablishment of DCMD Midatlantic will have an impact on the local
economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.0002
percent of the employment base in the Philadelphia Metropolitan Statistical Area,
assuming no economic recovery. Note: Other 1993 closure and/or realignment
recommendations bring the total impact on the Philadelphia Metropolitan Statistical
Area to 0.8 percent

The disestablishment of DCMD Northcentral will have a similar negligible
impact on the local economy in the Chicago Metropolitan Statistical Area. The
projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.0002 percent of the
employment base in the Chicago Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic
recovery.

There are no significsnt environmental or community infrastructure impacts
resultng from these actions.
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Defense Logistics Service Center and Defense Reutilizatiou ana
Marketing Service, Battle Cre~ek, Michigan

Recommendation: Disestablish tbe Deftuse Logistics Services Center (DLSC) and
collocate its mission with the Defense Coumtruction Supply Center (DCSC), Colunibus,
Ohio.

Relocate the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service, Battle Creek,
Michigan, to the Defense Construction Supply Center (DCSC), Columbus. Ohio.
DCSC will provide all riecessary suppo r evices for the relocated personnel. Iwo
separate functional areas, Lugistics In1frznatior. Maniagement and Logistics Information
Distribution, will be assigned to the DLA Inventory Control Point (IC?) to
accommodate the opeawioinal mission &,=a now performed by DLSC.

Justification: Wit-l the implementation of DMR.D 918, "Defense Information
inftastniuture Resoure Plan," the responsibility for Cenral Design Activity (CDA) az.d
Inforia. on Processing Centers ([PC) wcre assigned to the Defense Inornmdton
Technology Service Organization. As a result of the realignment the continued need of
DLSC as a stand alone orvanizarion was evaluated. By consolidating functions at a
DLA ICP, all support semices can be performed by the receiving activity. Somne of
the fuinctions currently being performed by DLSC NATO Codification prN.oi;eJ can
be distributed among the remaining DLA hardware centers, thereby consolidating
sifrdlar functions. This relocation also places HQ DRMS Battle Creek, Michigan, aid
Operaticns East, Columbus, Ohio, with a DLA hiventory Control Point to faciltate
overall mattil management. Savings result fromn moving DLSC and URMS from
GSA -leased space.

Return on Investment: Total estimnated one timne cost for the-,x actions is $33.9
million. Annual stcay state savings ame $55.6 mii'iun witri an~ imediate return on
investment.

Impacts: Disestablising DLSC and relocating DRMS will have an impact on the
local economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct and indirect,
2.2 percnt of the employmeont base in the Battle Creek Metropolitani Statistical Ai,
assuming no economic recovery. Potential environmental and community
inrastructure impacts of these actions are minimal.
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Defense Distribution Depot Letterkenny, Pennsylvania

Recommendation: Disestablish Defense Distribution Depot Letterkenny, Pennsylvania
(DDLP) and relocate the depot's functions and materiel to Defense Distribution Depot
Tobyhannam, PA (DDTP), Defense Distribution Depot Anniston, AL and Defense
Distribvtlon Depot Red River, TX (DDRT). Active consumable items will be moved
to Defense Depot New Cumberland, PA, and Defense Depot Mechanicsburg, PA. Any
remaining matiel will be placed in available storage space within the DoD
Disuibution System.

Justirimtion: The decision to disestablish DDLP was driven by the Army decision to
realig the Lttakey Army Depot and consolidate its depot maintenance functions
with th ose existng at Tobyhanna Army Depot, PA, Anniston Army Depot, AL, and
Red River Anny Depot, TX. Ralignment of DDLP's prirmry customer and
substaj,4ard facilidcs drive the decision to relocate the distribution mission to DDRT.
DDLP rated 25 out of 29 in the military value matrix. All depots rated lower than
DDL are collocated with their prmauy customer, a maintenance depot.

Return on Investment: This disestablishment is in combination with the
recommended disestablishment of the Tooele, Oakland, Charleston, Pensacola, and
Mc.lellan distribution depots. Combined estimated one-time costs for these
disestablishments is $137.0 million. Annual steady-state savings am $31.2 million with
a return on investment in two years.

Impacts: The disestablishmernt of Defense Distribution Depot Letterkenny will have
an impact on the local economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct
and indirect, is 1.1 p=cent of the employment base in the Franklin County
Metropolitan Statistical Ara, assuming no economic recovery. Note: Other 1993
closure and/or realignment recommendations bring the total impact on the Franklin
County Metropolitan Statistical Area to 8.9 percent. There will be no significant
environmental or community infrastructure impacts.

Defense Distribution Depot Charleston, South Carolina

Recommendation: Disestablish Defense Distribution Depot Charleston, SC (DDCS),
and relocate the mission to Defense Distribution Depot Jacksonville, FL (DDJF). Slow
moving and/or inactive materiel remaining at DDCS at the time of the realignment will
be relocated to available storage space within the DoD Distribution System.
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Justification: The decision to realign DDCS was driven by the Navy's decision to
close several naval activities in Charleston. SC, eliminating DDCS's customer base.
The loss of customer base along with sufficient storage space in the DoD distribution
system drove the disestablishment. DDCS rated 6 out of 29 in the military value
matrix. All depots rated lower than DDCS are collocated with their primary customer,
a maintenance depot.

Return on Investment: This disestablishment is in combination with the
reomieded disestablishment of the Tooele, McClellan, Pensacola, Oakland, and
Letterkenny distribution depots. Combined estimated one-time costs for these
disestablishments is $137.0 million. Annual steady-state savings are $31.2 million with
a return on investnent in two years.

Impacts: The disestablishment of Defense Distribution Depot Charleston will have an
impact on the local economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct
and indirect, is 0.2 percent of the employment base in the Charleston Metropolitan
Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery. Note: Other 1993 closure and/or
realignment recommendations bring the total impact on the Charleston Metropolitan
Statistical Area to 15 percent. There will be no significant environmental or
community infrastructure impacts.

Defense Distribution Depot Tooele, Utah

Recommendation: Disestablish Defense Distribution Depot Tooele, Utah (DDTU).
Relocate the depot's functions/materiel to Defense Distribution Depot Red River, TX
(DDRT). Any remaining materiel will be placed in available space in the DoD
Distribution System.

Justification: The decision to disestablish DDTU was driven by the Army decision to
realign Tooele Army Depot and consolidate its depot maintenance functions with those
existing at Red River Army Depot. The realignment of DDTU's primary customer and
the substandard facilities drive the decision to disestablish DDTU and relocate its
functions and materiel to DDRT. DDTU rated 18 out of 29 in the military value
matrix. With the exception of one depot (Columbus, Ohio), lower rated depots are
collocated with their primary customer, a maintenance depot. The Columbus depot has
almost twice the storage capacity and four times the issue throughput capacity as
DDTU.
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Return on Investment: This disestablishment is in combination with the
recommended disestablishment of the Lcttrkenny, Oakland, Charleston, Pensacola, and
McClellan distibution depots. Combined estimated one-time costs for these
disestablishments is $137.0 million. Annual steady-state savings are $31.2 million with
a retum on investment in two years.

Impacts: The disestablishment of Defense Distribution Depot Tooele will have an
impact on the local economy. The projected potential employment loss, both direct
and indirect, is 3.4 percent of the employment base in the Tooele County Metropolitan
Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery. Note: Other 1993 closure and/or
realignment recommendations bring the total impact on the Tooele County
Metropolitan Statistical Area to 34.1 percent. There will be no significant
environmental or community infrastructure impacts.

Defense Contract Management District West, El Segundo, California

Recommendation: Relocate the Defense Contract Management District West (DCMD
West), El Segundo, CA, to Long Beach Naval Shipyard, Los Angeles, CA.

Justification: The DCMD West is currently located in GSA-leased administrative
space in El Segundo, CA. Significant savings will result by moving the organization
from GSA space to a building on Government property at Long Beach Naval Shipyard,
CA. A number of available DoD properties were considered as potential relocation
sites. The Naval Shipyard was selected because it does not involve the payment of
Pemonnel Change of Station (PCS) costs. Tbis move may require new construction to
provide a building to receive the DCMD West.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one time costs for this relocation are $12.4
million. Annual steady state savings ame $6.0 million with an immediate return on
investment. The estimated one time cost includes the potential cost of construction,
should that be required.

Impacts: Relocating DCMD West will have no negative impact on the local economy
since it is an intra-arca move. However, DCMI West is receiving personnel as a
result of the overall DCMC consolidation. Then is no significant environmental or
community infrastructure impact resulting from this relocation.
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Defense Industrial Supply Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Recommendation: Relocate the Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), a hardware
Inventory Control Point (ICP), located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to New
Cumberland, Pennsylvania.

Justification: DISC is a tenant of the Navy's Aviation Supply Office (ASO) located
in Philadelphia. With the Navy decision to close ASO during BRAC 93, DISC must
either be relocated or remain behind and assume responsibility for the base.

The Executive Group considered options where square footage or buildable
acres existed. Also, only locations where ICPs currently exist were considered.

Collocation with DCSC, DESC and DGSC were also considered. DGSC has
buildable acres but no space available. DESC has warehouse space and DCSC will
have administrative space in 1997. However, with the recommended closures of
DESC and realignment with DCSC, the additional move of DISC to DCSC was
considered too risky. Scenarios were run splitting DISC among the remaining
hardware centers and splitting DISC between DCSC and DGSC. Both options were
considered too risky because proposed moves split managed items to multiple
locations.

Locating DISC at Defense Distribution Region East, a DLA activity located at
New Cumberland, Pennsylvania, and the presence of three ICPs and major DLA
facilities in the area will create significant opportunities for savings and efficiencies in
the future. The relocation of DISC to New Cumberland provides the best payback for
DoD. The relocation allows the Navy to close and dispose of ASO.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one time cost for this relocation is $95.6
million. Annual steady state savings are $20.7 million with a return on investment in
four years.

Impacts: Relocating DISC will have an impact on the local economy. The projected
potential employment loss, both direct and indirect, is 0.2 percent of the employment
base in the Philadelphia Metropolitan Statistical Area, assuming no economic recovery.
Note: Other 1993 closure and/or realignment recommendations bring the total impact
on the Philadelphia Metropolitan Statistical Area to 0.8 percent. The potential
environmental impacts of relocating DISC to New Cumberland are minimal and there
are no community infrastructure impediments.
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Defense Information Systems Agency

Summary of Selection Process

Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) Process

As a first step in the consolidation process, the Director of the Defense
Infomiation Technology Services Office (DITSO) established the DoD Data Center
Consolidation Planning Team to develop a Data Processing Center (DPC) consolidation
plan. The Planning Team adopted a site selection process that calls for identifying the
existing sites that have the greatest potential for serving as consolidated DPCs. The
methodology involved the following steps:

o Identify the candidate DPCs

o Validate site information and apply ranking criteria

o Determine the total data processing requirement

o Determine the appropriate number of megacenters

o Develop a technical plan for migration of DoD data processing workload
from the existing DPCs to the megacenters

The methodology carefully considered the risks associated with both site
selection and consolidation. The plan builds on the work done by the Services in
support of Defense Management Report Decision 924. Site selection risk has been
further reduced by conducting a sensitivity analysis on the site selection criteria.

The methodology for ranking the megacenters involved a two step process.
Fnt, the criteria for selecting a megacenter site were identified. These criteria were
then weighted according to their importance as a discriminator in the ranking of sites,
with the total weights adding to 100 percent. The criteria fell into three broad
categories: 1) Facilities criteria, which account for 50 percent of the total weight, 2)
Security criteria, which account for 35 percent of the total weight, and 3) Operations
criteria which account for 15 percent of the total weight. Each site could receive a
total of ten points for each of the criteria. The points assigned were then multipi ed by
the weight factor for each criterion and summed to determine the score for each
potential megacenter site.
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Thirty-six mngacenter candidates were scored against the criteria to establish a
candidate ranking. Site visits were made to validate the Service-supplied data.

The number of megacenters required was determined by totaling the processing
workload requiranents of all sites to be consolidated and distributing these
requirnants, beginning with the top-ranked site, until all the requirements were
satisfied. A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine how much the site ranking
order depended on the weights assigned to each criterion and the inclusion or exclusion
of a specific criteri.
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Defense Information Systems Agency

Recommendation and Justification

DoD Data Center Consolidation

Recommendation: Execute a DoD-wide Data Center Consolidation Plan that
disestablishes 44 major data processing centers (DPCs) by consolidating their
information processing workload into fifteen standardized, automated "megacenters"
located in existing DoD facilities.

The 44 DPCs recommended for disestablishment are located at the following
DoD installations:

NCTS San Diego, CA NSC Charleston, SC
NSC Puget Sound, WA ASO Philadelphia, PA
NSC Norfolk, VA NCTS Pensacola, FL
NAWC AD Panuxt River, MD NAWC WD China Lake, CA
NAWC WD Point Mugu, CA FISC San Diego, CA
NSC Pearl Harbor, HI FACSO Port Hueneme, CA
NAS Whidbey Irland, WA TRF Bangor, WA
TRF Kings Bay, GA NAS Brunswick, ME
NAS Key West, FL NAS Mayport, FL
NAS Oceana, VA EPMAC New Orleans, LA
NCTAMSLANT Norfolk, VA BUPERS Washington, DC
NCTS New Orleans, LA NCTS Washington, DC
CRUITCOM Arlington, VA NCTAMS EASTPAC Pearl
NARDAC San Francisco, CA Harbor, HI
NCCOSC San Diego, CA NAVDAF Corpus Christi, TX

Marine Corns Sites
MCAS Cherry Point, NC RASC Camp Lejeune. NC
RASC Camp Pendleton CA MCAS El Toro, CA

Air Force Sites
CPSC San Antonio, TX 7th CG, Pentagon, VA
AFMPC Randolph AFB, TX RPC McClellan AFB, CA
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Defense Lotlstics Agency Sites
IPC Battle Creek, MI IPC Ogden, UT
IPC Philadelphia, PA IPC Richmond, VA.

Defens Informntion Svstemn Aaencv Sites
DITSO Indiampolis IPC, IN DITSO Kansas City IPC, MO
DITSO Columbus Annex (Dayton), OH

Reemmended Mdegaceter Locations

o Columbs, Ohio o Mechanicsburg, Pensyvania
o Ogden, Utah o Dayton, Ohio
o San Antonio, Texas o St. Louis, Missouri
o Rock Island, llinois o Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
o Montgomery, Alabama o Jacksonville, Florida
o Denver, Colorado o Chambenburg, Pennsylvania
o Warner-Robins, Georgia o Cleveland, Ohio
o Huntsville, Alabama

Just/fkcalon: A DPC is an ,prmizaionally defined set of dedicated penonnel,
computer hardware, computer software, telecommunications, and environmentally
condtioned facilities whose primary function is to provide computer processing
support for custonux. The DPC to be closed were tasferred from the Military
Departments and Defense Agencies to the Defense Information Systems Agency
(DISA) under the guidelines of Defense Mt Report Decision (DMRD) 918.
Rapid consolidation of these facilities is necessary to accommodate a significant
portion of the DMRD 918 budget savings totaling $4.5 billion while continuing to
suppor the mission and functions of DoD at the required service levels.

Consolidation of DPCs is one of several cost saving initiatives underway within
DISA. Best industry practice in the private sector has established the viability and
desirability of this approach. It will position DoD to more efficiently support common
data processing requiunments across Sevices by leveraging information technology and
resource investments to meet multiple needs. In the long term it will increase the
Military Departments' and Defense Agencies' access to state-of-the-art technology
while requiring fewer investments to support similar Service needs. This is an
aggressive plan that will ultimately position DoD to support business improvement
initiatives, downsizing, and streamlining through the efficient use and deployment of
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technology. DISA has undertaken an extensive evaluation of candidate megacenters to
ensure that the facilities, security, and ongoing operations will support an efficient and
flexible Defense Information Infra-structure capable of meeting the requirements of the
Defense community.

During the evaluation process the IPC at McClellan Air Force Base rated high
enough to be selected zs a megacenter site. However, with the Air Force's
recommendation to close McCellan Air Force Base the McClellan IPC was removed
from further consideration.

Return on Investment: Total estimated one time cost for this recommendation is
$408 million. Annual steady state savings are $290 million with an immediate return
on investment.

Impacts: The consolidation will have minimal impact on the communities and
environment at both the existing and target DPC sites.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

Introduction

Public Law 101-510, besides establishing the procedures for selecting bases to
be closed or realigned, establishes procedures for carrying out approved closures and
realignments. The law also describes the applicability of other public laws and Federal
regulations to the implementation of base closures and realignments (see Appendix A).

Requirement to Close and Realign Bases

The Secretary of Defense must close and realign all military installations
recommded for closure and rcalignment by the Commission, unless the President
does not approve the recommendations or a Congressional joint resolution of
disapproval is enacted.

The Secretary must initiate all the closures and realignments witic two years
and complete all the closures within six years, beginning from the date the President
approves the recommendations.

Implementation Procedures and Funding

The Secretary may (in implementing the approved base closures and
realignments) acquire land, constct replacement facilities, and plan and design for
relocating activities.

Public Law 101-510 establishes a special Department of Defense Base Closure
Account 1990, to fund costs associsted with closing and realigning bases. The
Secretary may also use the Account to provide: economic adjustment assistance to
communities; community planning assistance; and, outplacement assistance to civilian
employees. There is a miparme base closure account for implementing the
recommendations of the 1988 Base Closure Commission.

The Secretary may use the Account to provide for environmental restoration and
mitigation at closing and realigning bases. The Secretary is required to ensure that
environmental restoration of property made excess as a result of closing or realigning
bases be carried out as soon as possible with funds available for such purposes.
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Property Disposal

The Administrator of General Services is required to delegate to the Secretary of
Defense the Administrator's property disposal authorities under public law to: utilize
excess property; dispose of surplus property; grant approvals and make determinations;
and, make excess or surplus property available for wildlife conservation purposes. The
Secretary is required to follow General Services Administration property disposal
regulations in carrying out his authorities.

Before the Secretary can dispose of any surplus real property or facility, he is
required to consult with the Governor of the State and the heads of local governments
about the local conummunity's plans for the use of the property. For over 30 years, DoD
has helped local communities plan for the reuse of closing bases. This program,
managed by DoD's Office of Economic Adjustment, is discussed later in this chapter.

The Secretary may transfer real property or facilities at a closing or realigning
base to a Military Department or the Coast Guard, with or without reimbursement.
This authority is important to help ensure DoD retains its best assets in cases where
the need for transfer from one Deptm t to another could not be identified during the
base closure and realignment selection process.

Applicabilty of the National Environmental Policy Act

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) will apply to the actions DoD
takes in implementing approved base closmms and realignments. NEPA will apply in
disposing -f property and in relocating functions from a base being closed or realigned
to a recei. -g base. However, in applying NEPA to property disposal or relocating
functions, L)oD need not consider: (1) the need for closing or realigning the base; (2)
the need for transferring functions to a base selected as a receiving base; or (3)
alternatives to the closing, realigning P- receiving bases.

Congressional Oversight

DoD is required to report annually to the Defense Committees of Congress the
following information concerning implementation of approved base closures and
realignments:

o A schedule of closure and realignment actions for the year,

o The costs required and savings to be achieved,

o An assessment of the environmental effects of the actions,
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o A description of actions at receiving bases, and

o An assessment of the environmental effects at the receiving bases.

Finally, DoD is required to report to the Congress the funds remaining in the
Base Closure Account after the Account has terminated. Unobligated funds which
remain in the Account after termination will be held in the Account until transferred by
law.

Easing the Impact

Closing military bases is difficult, especially for the people affected. DoD has
for years managed programs designed to assist communities, homeowners and
employees in adjusting to the closure of bases. We intend to improve the existing
programs and to create new economic growth initiatives (see Appendix C).

Economic Adjustment Assistance

Economic adjustment assistance for communities can alleviate local impacts of
Defense program changes. Impacts may result from major base closure or realgrment
actions that reduce local employment. Other actions may increase Defense activity and
place new demands on communities for increased public services (sewer, water, roads,
schools, etc.). Changes can impact on individuals and have secondary effects on area
businesses, local governments, and other elements of the local economy.

The Department takes the lead in efforts to alleviate these problems. An
Economic Adjustment Program was initiated for this purpose in May 1961. Since
1970, adjustment assistance has been enhanced through the President's Economic
Adjustment Committee (EAC) which is composed of 23 Federal Departments and
Agencies, and chaired by the Secretary of Defense. The DoD Office of Economic
Adjustzment (OEA) serves as the permanent staff for the Committee.

The EAC works with local, state and Federal Agency representatives to develop
strategies and coordinate action plans to generate new job opportunities and to alleviate
social and economic impacts resulting from Defense program changes. Whenever
possible, former military bases are converted for productive civilian uses, i.e. airports.
industrial parks, schools, hospitals, recreational areas, etc. Available Federal, state and
local government resources an utilized to spur private sector investments and jobs.

DoD plans to incres significantly the scope of activities undertaken by OEA.
OEA is responsible for leading DoD's efforts to work with communities severely
affected by base closures and other reductions in defense spenL -ig. OEA works
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closely with other federal, state, and local government organizations in order to bring
the full range of assistance programs to bear on affeited communities. DoD will
increase OEA's budget dramatically from about $8 million in FY 1992 to nearly $30
million in FY 1993.

With its increased budget, OEA will offer grants to help community
organizations transition from a planning function to an operational entity. Previously,
OEA funded the planning function only. OEA also plans to invite grants from states
to support local community adjustment and business assistance programs; up to $2.5
million is earmarked for tis purpose. OEA will also make giants to help states and
local governments develop community adjustmew and economic diversification plans
and establish demonstraio, projects in fou areas.

Economic Growth Results

The Office of Economic Adjustment periodically surveys the economic progress
of nearly 100 communities affected by base closures during the past 32 years. The
survey measum job replacement generation and reuses for the former bases, as
accomplished and reported by the communities themselves. The survey findings are
conservative since they exclude secondary and off-base jobs. The 1990 survey found:

o New jobs replace DoD civilian losses. A total of 158,000 civilian jobs
ar now located on former defense facilities to replace the loss of 93,000
former DoD civilian and contractor jobs.

o New educational opportunities. Many four-year colleges and post-
secondary vocational technical (vo-tech) institutes or community colleges,
as well as high school vo-tech programs have been established at former
bases. The reuse of the former Defense facilities for new vocational
technical education has provided a strong job-inducement contribution to
futme community economic development programs.

o Student enrollmen. There are 73,000 college and post-secondary
students; 20,000 secondary vo-tech students; and 62,000 trainees now
receiving education and training at 57 former Defense bases.

o Industrial and aviation uses. Office industrial parks or plants have been
established at 75 of the former Defense bases. Forty-two of the former
bases are being used as municipal or general aviation airports.
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Currently, OEA is working with 38 communities near bases recommended for
closure by the 1988 and 1991 Base Closure Commissions (see Appendix F). OEA has
provided $10 million, over the last three years, in Community Planning Assistance
Grants to affected locations for economic adjustment organization costs and to help
develop local base redevelopment plans. Working through the EAC, OEA is also
helping these communities implement their adjustment plans. With funds transferred
from DoD, the Economic Development Administration of the Department of
Commerce, will make 33 grants totalling $50 million for utility infrastructure
improvements, business loan funds, and state level adjustment planning activities.
Similarly, with DoD funds, the Department of Labor has made 45 grants totalling $40
million for worker adjustment assistance and retraining.

Until the property at the closing bases is disposed of for public and private use,
redevelopment is understandably limited. Most of the bases recommended for closure
in 1988 and 1991 have yet to close. However, several communities affected are
solidly on the way to economic recovery helped by DoD's willingness to temporarily
lease portions of bases before closure. Lockheed Aerospace has leased hangars at
Norton AFB for aircraft overhaul and maintenance, creating 800 jobs. A major
trucking company, J.B. Hunt, recently opened a truck driver training center at the
England Industrial Air Park and Community (former England AFB). At the Pease
International Tradeport (former Pease AFB) a variety of new activities have created
more than 1,000 jobs. Among the major tenants are the U.S. Passport and Visa
Processing Center and the Business Express (Delta Airlines) maintenance facility. And
at the former Naval Air Station Chase Field in Beeville, Texas, 400 family housing
units have been leased, and Prostar Aircraft, a manufacturer of small planes used
primarily for agriculture and recreational purposes, began production at the base in
March 1993.

The transition period (often 3-5 years) from military to civilian use of a former
base can be difficult for many communities. Yet, the experience of communities
affected by earlier base closures clearly indicates successful adjustment is possible.
Moreover, communities become more diversified and economically stable. The
Depamtent of Defense is committed to helping affected communities throughout
transition.
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Environmental Restoration at Closing Bases

DoD is obligated under the Defense Environmental Restoration Program and the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA)
to restore contaminated sites on military bases, whether they are closing or not.

DoD is committed to restoring closing bases to safe condition within the
capabilities of technology and the availability of funds. The Base Closure Account,
described earlier in this chapter, is used to fund this environmental restoration at
closing bases or at realigning bases where the cleanup action is driven by requirements
of the refignment.

DoD wants to ensure, wherever possible, that environmental cleanup is not a
barrier to economic recovery. DoD has spent and will continue to spend significant
defense resources on environmental restoration, but will need help from Congress and
the Environmental Protection Agency to sreamline the process.

DoD has several initiatives underway to expedite the environmental restoration
process and thereby speed local economic recovery.

In 1990, DoD formed an environmental response task force which, in October
1991, reported on ways to: improve interagency coordination of environmental
response actions; streamline and consolidate regulations, practices and policies; and,
improve environmental restoration at bases that were being closed under the Base
Closure and Realignment Act of 1988. This task force is being reconvened in fiscal
year 1993 and will provide yearly reports to Congress until the base closure process is
completed.

DoD has established a model program which will test: expediting clean-up;
accelerating the contracting process; alternatives for avoiding di-tutes; concurrent
regulatory review; and, options for local reuse while clean-up is in progress.

DoD, in conjunction with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
Military Services, State and local regulatory offices, and State and local
reuse/redevelopment organizations, is conducting a series of base closure and
realignment (BRAC) Interagency Acceleration Initiatives Conferences. These
conferences, organized on an EPA regional basis, pmrnote discussions between
appropriate parties and foster the potentidl implementation of some 47 acceleration
initiatives at closing installations. The acceleration initiatives, in five major categories
of management, process, technology, contracting, and training, were developed to
promote the timely environmental restoration and fUst return of closing DoD
installations.
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Homeowners Assistance Program

The Homeowners Assistance Program (HAP) was authorized by Congress to
assist eligible military and federal civilian homeowners who, through no fault of their
own, face a financial loss when selling their homes in an area where real estate values
have declined because of a base closure or realignment.

In general, HAP works in three ways. The Government helps eligible
employees who cannot sell their homes within a reasonable time by either: buying their
homes for 75 percent of their pre-closure announcement value; or reimbursing them for
most lost equity should the homeowners sell the house for less than the pre-closure
announcement value. The program also provides relief for displaced employees facing
foreclosure.

To be eligible for HAP benefits, the applicant must be a military member (Coast
Guard included), federal civilian or non-appropriated fund employee assigned or
employed at or near the installation announced for closure or realignment, and be the
owner-occupant on the announcerwnt date. Eligibility is also extended under certain
conditions to personnel on overseas tours or those ordered into on-base housing within
a specified period prior to the closure or realignment announcement.

The program is initially funded with appropriated funds; however, the fund is
replenished with the proceeds from the sale or rental of houses purchased by the
Government under the program.

Civilian Employee Assistance

The DoD Priority Placement Program is another program that was established to
help DoD civilian employees adjust to the base closures of the 1960s.

A state-of-the-art automated referral system is currently in operation. Over the
years since its inception, the referral system has helped more than 106,000 employees
find new assignments. This system supports the Priority Placement Program and is
cost effective. Periodic surveys have shown that 99 percent of placements are
considered successful by the supervisors with whom the employees have been placed.
Over two-thirds of the employees placed through the system have maintained their pay
grades and salaries, or have advanced. Nearly the same number of placements have
been within the commuting area of the original jobs. When that is not possible,
relocation expenses are paid when an employee is placed in a job outside the present
commuting area. The program has successfully placed nearly every employee willing
to relocate.
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The Office of Personnel Management's (OPMs) Inreragency Placement
Assistance Program (IPAP) and Displaced Employee Program (DEP) are newer
programs also designed to help to place employees separated or about to be separated
from the positions by a reduction in force. OPM is in the process of combining fhese
programs into one.

DoD has also recently established the Defense Outplacement Referral System
(DORS). DORS is a voluntary, automated referral system available to DoD employees
and thr spouses seeking employment and to employers seeking workers. Both
registcr in the DORS system. Employers identify skills they need and individuals list
the skills they possess. The system elecronically provides registered employers the
remsumes of individuals who meet their skill requirements.

Recent legislation requires the Office of Personnel Management to establish a
Government-wide vacancy list. Candidates seeking Federal employment will no longer
have to make numerous inquiries about vacancies, but can query this one source. The
Office of Personnel Management is also required to establish procedures for non-DoD
Agencies to give displaced DoD employees full consideration for vacancies filled from
outside thir Agencies.

The Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) allows the release of placement
assistance and retraining monies to those employees who are to be involuntarily
sepatd from their positions. In most situations, employees identified for separation
will be eligible for these funds six months prior to separation. Employees at
installations on the base realignmint and closure list are eligible for these monies 24
months prior to the closure date.

Employees who have received reduction in force separation notices will be
allowse to stay on DoD's rolls beyond the reduction in force (RIF) date if they have
enough annual leave to carry them to first retirement eligibility or to meet the
eligibility criteria to carry Federal Employee Health Benefits (FEHB) into retirement
(five years of coverage). DoD employees who ae enrolled in FEHB and who are
involuntarfly separated by RIP may elect to continue FEHB enrollment (for up to 18
months following separation) and pay only the employee portion of the cost.

A post closure hiring preference will also be afforded employees adversely
affected by base closures. They will be given the right of first refusal for jobs created
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by award of contracts to prepare the base for closure or to maintain the base after
closure. Employees will be notified of skills required by the contractor and will apply
directly to the contractor.

Activities expecting major reductions may request Voluntary Early Retirement
Authority (VERA) from OPM. Eligible employees (those 50 years of age with 20
years of service or those with 25 years of service at any age) may be offered this
opportunity. Additionally, VERA may be expanded to non-downsizing organizations
to create vacancies for other employees scheduled for separation.

Finally, separation pay incentives may be approved by the Office of the
Secretary of Defense to be used at activities that are downsizing or at activities that are
not downsizing, but where vacancies could be created to place employees who would
otherwise be separated. The incentives or bonuses are to be used for targeted surplus
occupations, grades and locations. The incentives are lump sum bonuses up to $25,000
for employees who resign, or who elect early retirement or regular (optional)
retirement. These incentives may not be offered in the final stage of base closure but
may be used in earlier phases.

Tools to Help Commanders Close Bases

The Office of the Secretary of Defense has the authority to waive dual
compensation restrictions for retired military members or civilians hired at closing
bases to fill critical positions. The waivers can only be granted for temporary
appoinunents at bases within two years of their scheduled closure dates.

Job swaps allow Commanders to staff critical jobs at closing bases and create
plaiement opportunities for employees who would otherwise be separated. Job swaps
are an exception to the Priority Placement Program. Employees at closing bases may
swap jobs with employees at non-closing bases who are, or will soon be eligible for
retirement (including discontinued service retirement). Job swaps may be authorized
only when the position at the closing base has been specifically identified as critical
and continuing (one year or more) and the swap has been approved by the supervisors
of both employees. This provision may also be used to fill vacant critical positions at
a closing installation.

Generally, employees at closing bases are eligible for unlimited annual leave
accrual (elimination of the 240 hour cap). However, employees at a realigning base
who work for an activity not impacted by the realignment are not eligible (i.e.,
employees at the realigning base whose activity will continue in the same location after
realignnent are not eligible).
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Appendix A

Public Law 101-510, as amended

PROVISIONS OF LAW RELATING TO BASE
CLOSURES AND REALIGNMENTS

(as amended through P.L. 102-690; December 31, 1992)

1. DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT ACT OF

1990 AND RELATED PROVISIONS

mut max £P.L 101-410, vpacwA Now. 6, 1OO. 10 U.&C. 267 nta)

TITLE 1-DEFENSE BASE CLOSURES AND
REALIGNMENTS

PART A-DEFENSE BASE CuU AND REALINMENT ComIIaoN
or- 2oo0. HOT TnL AND PuRPO

(a) SHoRT TrT.-This part may be cited as the "Defense Base
Closure and Realignment Act of 1990".

() PURPosE.-Te purpose of this part is to provide a fair
process that will result in the timely Closure and realignment of
military installations inside the United States.
MW. MM THE COMSION

(a) FTALtsMa .- Thre is established an independent com-
mission to be known as the 'Defense Base Ciosure and Realign.
ment Commission".

(b) Du'iI.-The Commission shall cuy out the duties speci-
fSed for it in this part.

(c) APpown NT.--(XA) The Commission shall be composed of
eight members appointed by the President, by and with the advise
and consent of the Senate.

(B) ?be President shall transmit to the Senate the nominations
for appointment to the Commission-

(i) by no later than January 3, 1991, in the cae of mem-
bers of the Commission whose terms will expire at the end of
the first session of the 102nd Congress;

(ii ) by no later than January 25, 1993, in the case of mem-
be ifthe Commlssion whom terms will aqinm at the end of

the first sesAion of the 103rd Congress; and
(iii) by no later than January 3, 1995, in the case of mem-

bers of the Commission whose terms will expire at the end of
the first session of the 104th Congress.
(C) If the President does not transmit to Congress the nomina-

tions for appointment to the Commission on or before the date
specified for 1993 in clause (i) of subparagraph (B) or for 1995 in
clause (iii) of such subparagrapb, the process by which military in-
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Sec. 292 IM0 BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT ACT 2

stallations may be selected for closure or relanment under this
part with respect to that year shIall be trmina

(2) In selecting individuals for nominations for appointmenta to
the Commission, the President should conault with-

(A) the Speaker of the House of Representatives onern-
ing the appointment of two members;

(B) the majoity leader of the enate concerning the ap-
pointment of two members;

(C) the minority leader of the House of Representatives
concerning the appointment of one member, and

(D) the minority leader of the Senate concerning the ap-
nointment of one member.
W the time the President nominates individuals for ap-

pointinent to the Commission for each session of Congress referred
to in paragraph (1)(B), the President shall designate one such indi-
vidual who shall serve as Chairman of the Commissio

(d) .,Rms.-) Ece as provded in parag.Apb (2). each
member of the Commission shl serve until the adjournment of
Coogress mine die for the session during which the mnember was ap-
pointed to the Commission.

(2) The Chairman of the Commission shall serve until the con-
firmation of a ruessor.

() MZEros.--(1) The Commission shall meet only during cal-
endar Ym 11, 1993, and M5.

(2XA) Each meeting of the Commission other than meetings in
which claufied information is to be discussed, shall be open to the
public.

(B) All the proedings, information, and deliberations of the
Commission shal be open upon request, to the following.

() The Chairman and the ranking minority party mzember
of the Subcommittee an Readiness, Sustainability, and Support
of the Committee on Armed Services of the Senate, or such
other members of the Subcommittee designated by such Chair.
man or ranking minority party member.

(ii) The Cha6u" and the ranking minority party member
of the SuemuI -- M d Military lnslations and Facilities of
the Committee a A& sod Services of the House of Rep-
resentative, or sum other member, of the Subcommittee des-
ignated by such Ck 4rutan or rankiL. minority party member.

iii) e Chais an and raering uinmority party members of
On, IBbrommittem - Military * Aio m of the Ccomittees
on Appropriations V the Sena. ow of the House of ]ep-
uesenteuve. or such ot' o membt * of Oe Subcom-Mitess-
cnated by mach Chai a or ranking zmrity party members.

ACA V IXM.-. VIM& in the Commission shall-be filled in
the ame man as the or eal appointment, but the individual
appsaled to All the -c - al serve only for the unexpired por-
tion a the tw- for ,Iah &A individual's predecessor was ap-pointed.

(g) PAY AnD TRAVzL Exsiazs.--(IXA) Each member, other
thn the Chairman, shall be paid at a rate qua! to the daily equr-
aofnt o/ the m um annual rate of baic aypayble for level TV
of the xecutive Schedule under section R of tle 5, United
States Code, for each day (including travel time) during which the
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3 1990 BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT ACT See. 2902

member is engaged in the actual performance of duties vested in
the Commission.

(B) The Chairman shall be paid for each day referred to in sub-
paragraph (A) at a rate equal to the daily equivalent of the mini-
mun annual rate of basic pay payable for level I of the Executive
Schedule under section 5314 of title 5, United States Code.

(2) Members shall receive travel expenses, including per diem
in lieu of subsistence, in accordance with sections 6702 and 5703
of title 5, United States Code.

(h) DIRECTOR Or STAFF--(1) The Commission shall, without re-
gard to section 6311(b) of title 5, United States Code, appoint a Di-
rector who has not served on active duty in the Armed Forces or
as a civilian employee of the Department of Defense during the
one-year period preceing the date of such appointment.

(2) The Director shall be paid at the rate of basic pay payable
for level IV of the Executive Schedule under section 6315 of title
5, United States Code.

(i) STAFF.--(1) Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), the Director,
with the approval of the Commission, may appoint and fix the pay
of additional personnel.

(2) The Director may make such appointments without regard
to the provisions of title 5. United States Code, governing appoint-
ments in the competitive service, and any personnel so appointed
may bc paid without regard to the provisions of cha ter 1 and
subchapter M1 of chapter 53 of that title relating to clamification
and General Schedule pay rates, except that an individual so ap-
pointed may not receive pay in excess of the annual rate of basic
pay payable for GS-18 of the General Schedule.

(3XA) Not more than one-third of the personnel employed by
or detailed to the Commission may be on detail from the Depart-
ment of Defense.

(BXi) Not more than one-fifth of the professional analy ts of
the Commission staff may be persons detailed from the Depart-
ment of Defense to the Commission.

(ii) No person detailed from the Department of Defense to the
Commission may be assigned as the lead professional analyst with
respect to a military department or defense agency.

(C) A person may not be detailed from the Department of De-
fense to the Commission if, within 12 months before the detail is
to begin, that person participated personally and substantially in
any matter within the Department of Defense concerning the prep-
aration of recommendations for closures or realignments of military
installations.

(D) No member of the Armed Forces, and no officer or em-
ployee of the Department of Defense, may-

(i) prepare any report concerning the effectiveness, fitness,
or efficiency of the performance on the staff of the Commission
of any person detailed from the Department of Defense to that
staff;

(ii) review the preparation of such a report; or
(iii) approve or disapprove such a report.

(4) Upon request of the YArector, the head of any Federal de-
partment or agency may detail any of the personnel of that depart-
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SGa. 2903 130 BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGMENT ACT

ment, or apency to the Commission to assist the Commission in car-
rying out its duties under this part.

?5) The Comptor General of the United States shall provideA
assistance, includinghe detailing of employees to the Commission
in accordanc with an agreement entered into with the Commis-
sion.

(6) The following restrictions relating to the personnel of the
Cvomission shall apply during 1992 and 1994:

(A) There may not be more than 15 persons on the staff
at ani one time.

(B) The staff may per fat only such functions as are nec-
essary to prepare for the transition to new membership on the
Commissioin in the following year.

(C) No member of the Armed Forces and Do employee of
the Department of Defense may serve on the staff.
(j) OTMU AUTMoRIT.-(1 The Commission may procure by

contract, to the artent funds are available, the temporary or inter.
mittent services of experts or consultants pursuant to section 3109
of title 6. United States Code.

(2) The Commission may lease space and acquire personal
propert to the artent funds are available.

(k unZi.-(1 There are autho:-.sd to be appropriated to
the Commission such funds as are necessary to carry out its duties
under this part. Such funds shall remain available 'imtil expended.

(2) If no funds are . e oteCmisinb h n
of the seco -,nd session IfTbel0lst Congress, the Secretary of De-
fens may transfer, for fiscal year 1991, to the Commission funds
from the Department of Defense Base Closure Account established
by section 207 of Public law 100-62. Such funds shall remain
available until expended.

(I) TznuxNmiw -The Commission shall terminate on Decem-
ber 31. 1995.

'In) PaCHIDIToN AaAmNT RwmIThICIN ComucAnzoIa.
Secmao 1034 of title 10, United States Code, shall apply with re-
spect to communications with the Commission.
SMc 290. PROCEDURE FOR MAKING 3ECO4D0ON8 FOR SAM

CLOSURES AMD RL&UMC
(a) FOIIC3-8hUCTU3 PLA.-(1) As pert of the budget jus-

tification documents submitted to Congress in upr of the bud-
ot for the Department of Defense for each =61' th isa yas 9
1994, and 1996. the Sceaysllinclude a foros-structw'e plan
for the Armed Farces based on an assessment by the Secretary of
the probable threats to the national security durn the six-year pe-
niod begfinning with the fiscal year for which the get request is
made and of the anticipated levels of fiudng that will be available
for national defense purposes during such period.

(2) Such plan shall include, without ayrefoetice (directly or
indirectly) to military installations inside the United States that
may be closed or realigned under suchi plan--

(A) a description of the assessment referred to in para-

grap (L desciption Gi) of the ati pted force sbiucture dur-
ing and at the enid of each such pridfor each military depart-
ment (with specifications of the "uirh.' ewr type of unutp iti
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the active and reserve forces of each such department), and (ii)
of the units that will need to be forward based (with a jus-
tification thereof) during and at the end of each such period;
and

(C) a description of the anticipated implementation of such
force-structure plan.
(3) The Secretary shall also transmit a copy of each such force-

structure plan to the Commission.
(b) SEL~CTION CRr PTL.--(1) The Secretary shall, by no later

than December 31, 1990 publish in the Federal Register and trans-
mit to the congre=sional defense committees the criteria proposed
to be used by the Department of Defense in making rec-
ommendations for the closure or realignment of military installa-
tions inside the United States under this part The Secretary shall
povide an opportunity for public comment on the proposed criteria
Ora period ofat least 30 days and shall include notice of that op-

portunity in the publication reqand under the peceding sentence.
(2XA) The Secretary shall, y no later than February 15, 1991,

publish in the Federal Register and transmit to the congressional
efense committees the final criteria to be used in making rec-

omnmendations for the closure or realignment of military installa-
tions inside the United States under this part. Except as provided
in subparagraph (B), such criteria shall be the final criteria to be
used, along with the force-structure plan referred to in subsection
(a), in making such recommendations unless disapproved by a joint
resolution of Congress enacted on or before March 16, 1991.

(B) The Secretary may amend such criteria, but such amend-
ments may not become effective until they have been published in
the Federal Register, opened to public comment for at least 30
days, and then transmitted to the congressional defense commit-
tees in final form by no later than January 15 of the year con-
cerned, Such amended mtetia "al be the final criteria to be used,
alon; with the force-structure plan refeyred to in subsection (a), in
making such recommendations unless disapproved by a joint reso-
lution of Congress enacted on or before February 15 of the year
concerned.

(c) DOD RECOmNENDATIoNS.--41) The Secretary may, by no
later than April 15, 1991, March 15, 1993, and March 15, 1995,
publish in the Federal Register and transmit to the eonessional

efense committees and to the Commission a list of the military in-
stallations inside the United States that the Secretary recommends
for closure or realignent on the basis of the force-structure plan
and the final criteria -eferred to in subsection (bX2) that are appli-
cable to the year concerned.

(2) The Secretary shall include, with the list of rec-
ommendations published and transmitted pursuant to p~ragnph
(1), a summary of the selection process that resulted in the rec-
ommendation for each installation, including a justification for each
recommendation.

(3) In considering military installations for closure or realign-
ment, the Secretary shall consider all military installations inside
the Uited Stateg equally without regard to whether the installa-
tion has been previously considered or proposed for closure or re-
alignment by the Department.
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(4) In addt on all iformation usod by the Secretary
to prepare the recommedatios under this subsection available to
Congress (including any comittee or member of Congress), the
Secretary shall also make such information available to the Com-mission and the Comptller General of the United States.

(BXA) Each person referred to in subparagraph (B) when sub-
mitting information to the Secretary of Deense or the bomsuion

coring the closure or realignment of a military installation,
shall certify that such information is accurate and complete to the
beet of that person's kn',vledge and belie.

(B) Sutbparagraph (A) applies to the following perons:
(i) The Secretsne of the military departments.
(ii) The heads of the Defense Agencies.
(iii) Each person who is in a position the duties of which

include person and substantial involvement in the prepars-
ton and' sbmission of information and recommendations con-
cerning the closure or rmeaigment of military installations, as
designated in regulations which the Secretary of Defense shall
pwibe, regulations which the Secretary of each military de-
partment shall prescribe for persone within that military de-
partment, or re ulations whih the head of each Defense Agen-
cy shall p.scn be fr personnel within that Defense Agency.
(6) In the case of any information rovided to the Commission

by a p-son described in paraaph '((B), the Commismaon shall
submit "at information to the Senate and the House of Rep-
resentatives to be made available to the Members of the House con-
cerned in accordance with the rules of that House. The information
shall be submitted to the Senate and the House of Representatives
within 24 hours after the submission of the information to the
Commission. The Secretary of Defense shall prescribe regulations
to en sure the compliance of the Commission with this paragraph.

(d) REVIEW An RZOOMMemDATios By T= Commusso.-(1)
After recm vin the recommendations from the Secretary pursuant
to subsection (c) for any year, the Commission shall conduct public
hearings on the recommendations.

(2XA) The Commission shall, by no later than July 1 of each
year in which the Secretary transmits recommendations to it pur-
suant to subsection (c). transmit to the President a report contain-
ing the Commission's findinp and conclusions based on a review
and anlysis of the recommendations made by the Secretary, to-
gether with the Commission's recommendations for closures and
realignments of military installations inside the United States.

()Subject to subparagraph (C), in makring its rec-
ommendations, the Commission may make changes in any of the
recommendations made by the Secretary if the Commission deter-
mines that the Secretary deviated substantially from the force-
structure plan and final criteria referred to in submection (WXl) in
making recommendations.

(C) In the case of a change described in subparagraph (D) in
the recommendations made by the Secretary, the Commission may
make the chang only if the Commiszion-

(i) makes the determination required by subparagraph (B);
(ii) determines that the change is consistent with the force-

structure plan and final criteria referred to in subsection (cX)
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(ii) pub)ishes a notice of the proposed change in the Fed-
eral ReFgigter not less than 30 days before transmitting its rec-
ommendations to the President pursuant to paragraph (2); and

(iv) conducts public hearings on the proposed change.
(D)) Subparagraph (C) shall ripply to a change by the Commis-

sion in the Scretary's reomzoenm ations that would-
(i) add a military installaon to the list of military instal.

lations recommended by the Secretary for closure;
(ii) add a military installation to the list of military instal-

lations recommended by the Secretary for realignment; or
(iii) increase the extent of a realignment of a particular

military installation recommended by the Secretary.
(3) The Commission shall explain and justify in its report sub-

mitted to the President prsuant to paragraph (2) any rec-
ommendation made by the Com.tiaion that is different from the
recommendations made by the Secrttmry pursuant to subsection (c).
The Commission shall transmit a copy of such report to the con-
gressional defense committees on the same date on which it trans-
mits its recom-mendations to the President under paragraph (2).

(4) After July I of each year in which the Commission trans-
mits recommendations to the President under this subsection, the
Commission shall promptly provide, upon request, to any Member
of Congress information used by the Commission in making its rec-
ommendations.

(5) The Comptroller General of the United States shall-
(A) assist the Commission, to the extent requested, in the

Commission's review and analysis of the recommendations
made by the Secretary pursuant to subsection (c); and

(B) by no later than April 15 of each year in which the Sec-
retary makes such recommendations, transmit to the Congress
and to the Commission a report containing a detailed analysis
of the Secretary's recommendations and selection process.
(e) PEVIW BY TIM PRESmENT.--(1) The President shall, by no

later than July 15 of each year in which the Commission makes
recommendations under subsection (d), transmit to the Commission
and to the Congress a report containing the President's approval or
disapproval of the Commission's recommendations.

(2) If the President approves all the recommendations of the
Commission, the President shall transmit a copy of such rec-
ommendations to the Congress, together with a certification of such
approval.

(3) If the President disapproves the recommendations of the
Commission, in whole or in part, the President shall transmit to
the Commission and the Congress the reasons for that disapproval.
The Commission shall then transmit to the President, by no later
than August 15 of the year concerned, a revised list of rec.
ommendations for the closure and realignment of military installa-
tions.

(4) If the P'resident approves all of the revised rec-
ommendations of the Commission transmitted to the President
under paragraph (3), the President shall transmit a copy of such
revised recommendations to the Congress, together with a cer.-
tification of such approval.
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(5) If the President does not transmit to the Congress an ap-
proval and certification described in paragraph (2) or (4) by Sep-
tember 1 of any year in which the Commission has tranramitted rec-
ommendations to the President under this part, the process by
which military installations may be selected for closure or realign-
ment under this part with respect to that year shall be terminated.
SIC. 20. CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT OF MILTARY INSTALLA-

TIONS
(a) L' GEN ..- Subject to subsection (b), the Secretary

rhall-
(1) close all military installations recomme-nded for closure

by the Commission in each report transmitted to the Congress
by the President pursuant to section 2903(e);

(2) realign all military installations recommended for re-
alignment by such Commission in each such report;

(3) initiate all such closures and realignments no later
tlan two years after the date on which the President trznnsmits
a report to the Congress pursuant to section 2903(e) containing
the recommendations for such closures or realignments; and

(4) complete all such closures and realignments no later
than the end of the six-year p-riod beginning on the date on
which the President transmits the report pursuant to section
2903(e) containing the recommendations for rch closures or
realignents.

(b) CONGRESSIoNAL DsA.P RovAL.--(1) The Secretary may not
carry out any closure or realignment recommended by the Commis-
sion in a report transmitted from the President pursuant to section
2903(e) if a joint resolution is enacted, in accordance with the pro-
visions of section 2908, disapproving such recommendations of the
Commission before the earlier of-

(A) the end of the 45-day period beginning on the date on
which the President transmits such report; or

(B) the adjournment of Congress sine die for the session
during which such report is transmitted.
(2) For purposes of paragraph (1) of this subsection and sub-

sections (a) and (c) of section 2908, the days on which either House
of Congress is not in session because of an adjournment of more
than three days to a day certain shall be excluded in the com-
putation of a period.
SEC. 2905. IMPLEMNTATION

(a) h QNEPR..--<1) In closing or realigning any military in-
stallation under this part, the Secretary may-

(A) take such actions as may be necessary to close or re-
align any military installation, including the acquisition of
suh land, the construction of such replacement facilities, the
performance of such activities, and the conduct of such advance
planning and design as may be required to transfer functions
rom a military installation being closed cr realigned to an-

other military installation, and may use for such purpose funds
in the Account or funds appropriated to the Departnunt of De-
fense for use in planning and aesign, minor construction, or op-
eration and maintenance;

(B) provide-
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(i) economic adiustment assistance to any community
located near a military installation being closed or re-
ahgned, and

(ii) community planning assistance to any community
located near i military installation to which functions will
be transferred as a result of the closure or realignment of
a military installation,

if the Secretary of Defense determines that the financial re-
sources available to the community (by grant or otherwise) for
such purposes are inadequate, and may use for such purposes
funds in the Account or funds appropriated to the Department
of Defense for economic adjustment assistance or community
planning assistance;

(C) carry out activities, for the purposes of environmental
restoration and mitigation at any such installation, and shall
use for such purposes funds in the Account;

(D) provide outplacement assistance to civilian employees
employed by the Department of Defense at military installa-
tions being closed or realigned, and may use for such purpose
funds in the Account or funds appropriated to the Department
of Defense for outplacement assistance to employees; and

(E) reimburse other Federal alencies for actions performed
at the request of the Secretary with respect to any such closure
or realignmcnt, and may use for suh purpose funds in the Ac-
count or funds appropriated to the Department of Defense and
available for such purpose.
(2) In carrying out any closure or realignment under this part

the Secretary shall ensure that environmental restoration ofany
property made excess to the needs of the Department of Defense
as a result of such closure or realignment be carried out as soon
as possible with funds available for such purpose.

(b) MANAGEMENT AND Dwso vy. OF PROPERTY.-(1) The Admin-
istrator of General Services shail delegate to the Secretary of De-
fense, with respect to excess and surplus real property and facili-
ties located at a military installation closed or realigned under this
part-

(A) the authority of the Administrator to utilize excess
property under section 202 of the Federal Property and Admin-
istrative &ervices Act of 1949 (40 U.S.C. 483);

(B) the authority of the Administrator to dispose of surplus
property under section 203 of that Act (40 US.C. 481);

(C) the authority of the Administrator to grant approvals
and make determinations under section 13(g) of the Surplus
Property Act of 1944 (50 US.C. App. 1622(g)); and

(D) the authority of the Adminstrator to determine the
availability of excess or surplus real property for wildijie con-
servation pr-poses in accordance with the Act of May 19, 1948
(16 U.S.C. 667b).
(2XA) Subject to subparagraph (C), the Secretary of Defese

shall exerciae the authority delegated to the Secretary pursuant to
paragraph (1) in accordance with-

(i) all regulations in effect on the date of the enactment of
this Act governing the utilization of excess property and the
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disposal of,!=plusproperty under the Federal Property and
Administratve Services At of 1949; and

(ii) all regulations in effect 01 the date of the enactment
Sthis Act governing the conveyance and disposal of propeny

under sctiom 3(g) of the Suplus Property Act of 1944(0U.S.C. App. 2622(g)).(B) The Secretary, after conslting with the Administrator of

General Services, may issue reguations that are necessary to carry
out the delegation of authority required by Paragraph (1).(C) The authority to be delegated by la agrah (1) to
the Secretary by the Administrator of Genera] cs all not
include the authority to prescribe general policies and methods for
utilizing exces property and disposing of sulus property.

(D) The S 'cretary of Defense may traader real property or fa-
cilities located at a military installation to be closed or realigned
under this part, with or without reimburement, to a military de-
partment or other entity (including a nonappropriated fund instru-
mentality) within the Department of Defeue or the Coast Guard.

(E) Before any acton may be takm with respect to the disposal
of any surplus real property or facility located at any military in-
stallation to be closed o realigned under this part, the Secretary
of Defense shall consult with the Governor of the State and the
heads of the local governments concerned for the purpose of consid-
ering any plan for the use of such property by the local community
concerned.

(c) APPLicAmif or NAToNAL EwnmawTAL PoucY AcT
or 1969.--(1) The provisions of the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 (42 U..C. 4821 et seq.) shall not apply to the actions
of the President, the Commission, n eept an provided in pars-
graph (2), the Department of Defense in carrying out this part

(2XA) The provisions of the National Environmertl Policy Act
of 1969 shall apply to actions of the Department of Defense under
this part (i) during the process of property dispoal, and (ii) during
the process of relocating functios-from a military installation
being closed or realigned to another military installation after the
receiving installation has been seected but before the functions are
relocated.

(B) In applying the provisions of the National Environmenta]
Policy Act of 1969 to the procese f to in subparagraph (A),
the Srtary of Defense and the Secretary of the military depart-
ments concertined shall not have to consder-

(i) the need for losing or m*igning the military installa-
tion which has been renmmmded for closure or realignment
by the Commission;

(ii) the need for transerring functions to any military in-
stallation which has omen selected as the receiving installtion;
or

(iii) military installations alternative to those rec-
ommiended or selected.
(3) A civil action for judicial review, with respect to any re-

quireent of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 to the
eztent such Act is applicable under paragraph (2), of any act or
failure to act by t Department of Defen during the closing, re-
aligning, or relocating o functions referred to i lauses (i) and (ii)
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of paragraph (2)(A), may not be brought more than 60 days after
the date of such act or failure to act.

(d) WAxv.--The Secretary of Defense may close or realign
military installations under this part without regard to-

(1) any provision of law restricting the use of funds for
closing or realigning military installations included in any ap-
propriations or authorization Act; and

(2) sections 2662 and 2687 of title 10, United States Code.
SEC. 2"S. ACCOUNT

(a) IN GENERAL.--(1) There is hereby established on the books
of the Treasury an account to be known as the "Department of De-
fense Base Closure Account 1990" which shall be adunitered by
the Secretary as a single account.

(2) There shall be deposited into the Account.-
(A) funds authorized for and appropriated to the Account;
(B) any funds that the Secretary may, subject to approval

in an appropriation Act, transfer to the Account from funds ap-
propriated to the Department of Defense for any purpose, ex-
oept that such funds may be transferred only after the date on
which the Secretary transmits written notice of, and jus-
tification for, such transfer to the congressional defense com-
mittees; and

(C) except as provided in subsection (d), proceeds received
from the transer or disposal of any property at a military in-
stallation losed or realigned under this part.
(b) USE OF FuNDS.---(1) The Secretary may use the funds in the

Account only for the prposes described in section 2905(a).
(2) When a decision is made to use funds in the Account to

carry out a construction project under section 2906(a) and the cost
of the project will exceed the maxzmun amount authorized by law
for a minor military construction project, the Secretary shall notify
in writing the congressional defense committees of the nature of,
and justification for, the project and the amount of expenditures for
such project. Any such construction project may be carried out
without regard to section 2802(a) of title 10, United States Code.

(c) RzPOm.--1) No later than 60 days after the end of each
fiscal year in which the Secretary carries out activities under this
part, the Secretary shall transmit a report to the congressional de-
en committee of the amount and nature of the deposits into,

and the expenditures fiom, the Account during such fiscal year and
of the amount and nature of other expenditures made pursuant to
section 2905(a) during such fiscal year.

(2) Unobligated funds which remain in the Account after the
termination of the Commission shal be held in the Account until
transferred by law after the congressional defense committees re-
ceive the report transmitted under paragraph (3).

(3) No later than 60 days after the termination of the Commis-
sion, the Secretary shall transmit to the congressional defense com-
mittees a report containing an accounting of-

(A) all the funds deposited into and expended from the Ac-
count ot otherwise expended under this part, and

(B) any amount remaining in the Account.
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Wd DISoSAL oR. TvANU FKRO CoNmJBSAR ST*RES AN" PRo?-
zwrv PuRCaSED Wrrs NONA4itoPATzD Fumns.-(1) If any real

FVP orfacility acquired, construct4d or improved (in whole or
In pwwithcommissary store funds or nonapproprIated funds is

transferred or disposed of in connection with the closure or realign-
ment of a military installation under this part, a portion of the pro-
ceedi of the transfer or other disposa of property an that insftalla-
tion shall be dosi ted in the reserve accunt established under
seiction 2000bX C) ofthe Defense Authorization Amendments and
Bane Closure and Realignment Act (10 U.S.C. 2687 note).(2) The amount so deposited shall be equal to the dpeited
value of the investment made with such funds in the acqiuition,
construction, or i*mvemuent of that particular realrpet or 6a-
cility. Tbe depreciated value of the investment shallbe cotmputed
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of De-
fe:1se.

(3) The Secretary may use amounts in the account (in such an
aggregate amount as is provided in advance in appropriation Acts)
for the -FUPwIse of acquiring, constuctng and improving-

(A) cmuuwsary store;an
(B) real property and facilities for nonappropriated fund

instrumentalities.
(4) As used in this nsubection:

(A) The term "a store mud'teans fundsre
wive from the adustent or surhrg on, selling pie
at commissary stores fixd uinder section 2685 of title 10, Unit-
ed States Code.

(B) The ter OaniappVpited funds mean funds re-
ceived from a nonappropriate fund instrumentality.

(C) The term *nonaV ted fudinstruentality
mneana an instrumentality Unted States under the juris-
diction of the Armed Fcoce (including the Army and Air Force
ExchangeService, the Navy Resale and 8ervioeSupport Of-
fice an the Marine Corps exchanges) which is cted1 for
the comfort, pleasure, contentment, or physical or mental im-
provement of members of the Armed Forces.
(e) AccoIT ExcLUSIV SOURC OP FUNDS PR EwvutoN.

BCCrAL RESTRATION Pzonwnr.-Except for funds deposited into
the Account under subsection (a), funds appropriated to the Do*-
partment of Defense may not be used for purposes described in sec-
tion 2P05(W1XC. The prohibition in this subsection shal expire
upon the termination of the authority of the Secrtary, to carry out
a closure or realignment under this part.
02C 2917. 3EPOWIW

As part of the budget eustfor fiscal year 1993 and for each
fiscal year thereafter for the Dprtment of Defense, the Secretary
shall tranimt to the covngresional defense committees of
Cvncress-

(1) a schedule of the closure and realignment actions to be
carried out under this part in the Besal year for which the re-
quest is made and an estimate of the total expeditures re-
quired and cost savings to be achieved by eac6 such closure
and realignment and of the time period in which these savings
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are to be achieved in each cease, together with the Secretary's
assessment of the environmental effects of such actions; and

(2) a description of the military installations, including
those under construction and those planned for construction, to
which functions are to be transferred as a result of such clo-
sures and realipnment, together with the Secretary's assss-
ment of the environmental effects of such transfers.

SEC. 2s0. CONGRESSIONAL CONSIDERATION OF COMMWESION RE.

(a) TERMS OF T= RESOLUTION.-For purposes of section
2904(b), the term "'oint resolution' means only a joint resolution
which is introduced within the 10-day period beginning on the date
on which the President tranrmits the report to the Congress under
section 2903(e), and-

(1) which does not have a preamble;
(2) the matter after the resolving clause of which is as fol-

lows: ' hat Congress disapprves the recommendations of the
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission as submit-
ted by the President on -", the blank space being filled in
with the appropriate date; and

(3) the -title of which is as follows: "Joint resolution die.-
approi the recommendations of the Defense Base Closure
and Realignment Commission.".
(b) REFmAL.--A resolution described in subsection (a) that is

introduced in the House of Representatives shall be referred to the
Committee on Armed Services of the House of Representatives. A
resolution described in subsection (a) introduced in the Senate
shell be referred to the Committee on Armed Services of the Sen-
ate.

(c) Dzscu.-T=E-If the committee to which a resolution de-
scribed in subsection (a) is referred has not reported such resolu-
tion (or an identica] resolution) by the end of the 20-day period be-
ginning on the date on which the President transmits the report
to the Congress under sectior 2903(e), such committee shall be, at
the end of such period, discinarged from further consideration of
such resolution, and such re'alution shall be placed on the appro-
priate calendar of the House involved.

(d) CONSmiDATION.--(1) On or after the third day after the
date on which the committee to which such a resolution is referred
has reported, or has been discharged (under subsection (c)) from
further consideration of, such a resolution, it is in order (even
though a previous motion to the same effect has been disagreed to)
for any Member of the respective House to move to proceed to the
consideration of the resolution. A Member may make the motion
only on the day after the calendar day on which the Member an-
nounces to the House concerned the Member's intention to make
the motion, except that, in the case of the House of Rep-
resentatives, the motion may be made without such prior an-
nouncement if the motion is made by direction of the committee to
which the resolution was referred. All points of order against the
resolution (and against consideration of the resolution) are waived.
The motion is highly privileged in the House of Representatives
and is privileged in the Senate and is not debatable. The motion
is not subject to amendment, or to a motion to postpone, or to a
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motion to poceed to the consideration of other business. A motion
to reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed to or dis-
agreed to shall not be in order. Ia a motion to proceed to the consid-
eration of the resolution is agreed to, the respective House sha
immediately proceed to consideration of the joint resolution without
intervening motion, order, or other business, and the resolution
shall remain the unfinished business of the respective House until
diwomed of.

(2) Debate on the resolution, and on all debatable motions and
appeals in connection therewith, shall be limited to not more than
2 hours which shall be divided equally between those favoring and
those opposing the resolution. An amendment to the resolution is
not in order. A motion further to limit debate is in order and not
debatable. A motion to postpone, or a motion to proceed to the con-
sideration of other business, or a motion to recommit the resolution
is not in order. A motion to renmder the vote by which the resolu-
tion is agreed to or disagreed to is not in order.

(3) Immediately following the conclusion of the debate on a res-
olution described in subsection (a) and a sinle quorum call at the
conclusion of the debate if requested in accordance with the rules
Of the ayropriate House, the vote on final passage of the resolu-
tion shall ocur.

(4) Appeals frn the decisions of the Chair relating to the ap-
plication of the rles of the Senate or the House oi Representatives,
as the cae may be, to the pro adure relating to a resolution de-
scribed in subsetio (a) shall be ded without debate.

(e) COsMERiON BY OTHR HouSE.-(1) If. before the pas-
sage by one House of a resolution of that House described in sub-
section (a), that House receives from the other Hous a resolution
described in subsection (a), then the following procedures shallapply (A) The resolution of the other House shall not be referred

to & committee and may not be considered in the House receiv-
ing it except in the cam of final passage an provided in sub-

prgrph (B)(ii).
PaPB)With raspet to a resolution described in subsection (a)

of the House reoei the resolution-
(i) the pro edue in that House shall be the same as

if no resolution had been received from the other Hose;
but

(ii) the vote on final passage shall be on the resolution
of the other House.

(2) Upon disposition of the resolution received from the other
House, it shall no longer be in order to consider the resolution thatoriginated in the receiving House.

(f) RULn or To S:NATZ An Hou% .--This section is enacted
by Congress-

(1) as an exerise of the rulemaking power of the Senate
and House of Repreentativas, rspectively, and as such it ias
deemed a part of the rules o( each Hous, respectively, but ap-
plicable only with respect to the procedure to be followed in
that House in the case of a resolution described in subsection
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(a), and it supersedes other rules only to the extent that it is
inconsstent with such rules; and

(2) with full recognition of the constitutional right of either
House to change the rules (so far as relating to the procedure
of that House) at any time, in the same manner, and to the
same extent as in the case of any other rule of that House.

SEC. SOes. REMMTICTRON ON OTM BASE CLOSUR ATMIORTY
(a) IN GENAL.-xcept as provided in subsection (c), during

the period beginning on the date of the enactment of this Act and
ending on December 31, 1995, this part shall be the exclusive au-
thority for saefin fo closure or ralignment, or for carrying out
any closure or realgnment of, a military installation inside the
Uited States.

(b) RE TION.-Except as provided in subsection (c), none of
the funds available to the Department of Defense may be used,
other than under this part, during the period specified in sub-
section (a)-

(1) to identify, through any transmittal to the Congress or
through any other public announcement cr notification, any
military installation inside the United States as an installation
to be closed or realigned or as an installtion under consider-
ation for closure or realignent; or

(2) to carry out any closure or realignment of a military in-
stallation insde the United States.
() ExcEPIN.-Nothing in this part affects the authority of

the Secretary to carry out--
(1) closures and realignments under title n of Public Law

100-626; and
(2) closures and realignments to which section 2687 of title

10, United States Code, is not applicable, including closures
and realignments carried out for reasons of national security or
a military emergency referred to in subsection (c) of such sec-
tion.

SEC. 2310. DlM rloTIONS
As used in this part:

(1) The term "Account' means the Department of Defense
Base Closure Account 1990 established by section 2906(aXl).

(2) The term "congressional defense committees' means
the Committees on Armed Services and the Committees on Ap-
propriations of the Senate and of the House of Representatives.

(3) The term "Commission" means the Commission estab-
lished by section 2902.

(4) The term "military installation" means a base, camp,
post, station, yard, center, homeport facility for any ship, or
other activity under the jurisdiction of the Department of De-
f,-nst, including any ]eased facility. Such term does not include
any facility used primarily for civil works, rivers and harbors
F :ts, flood control, or other projects not under the primary
jursdction or control of the Department of Defense.

(5) The term "ralignmento includes any action which both
reduce and relocates functions and civilian personnel positions
but does not include a reduction in force resulting from work-
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load ahjustments, reduced personnel or funding levels, or skill
imbalances.

(6) The term "Secretaryl means the Secretary of Defense.
(7) The term 'United States means the 50 States, the Dis-

trict of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam,
the Vigin lalands, Amencan Samoa, and any other common.
wealth, territory, or poseseon of the United State:.

SMI2. S CLARAVDG AIMMD)IM
Section 2687(eXI) of title 10, United States Code, is amended-

(1)by insertng "homeport facility for any ship," after "cen-
ter.s ;1

(2) by striking out "under the jurisdiction of the Secretary
of a military department" and i in ieu thereof "under
the jurisdiction of the Department of Defense, induding any
leased facility''.

Part B-Other Provisions Relating to Defezse
Base Closures and ReaLgaments

SIr. 321. CAoM OF IOR2GN MJTAXY DoAUAMONl
(a) SEzm OF CoNGrj.--t is the sese of the Congress that-

(1) the termination of military operations by the United
States at military installations outside the United States
should be accomplished at the discretion of the Secretary of
Defense at the earliest opportunity;,

(2) in p for such termination, the Secretary of De-
fene shoul take steps to ensure that the United States re-
ceives, through direct payment or ctherwise, consideration
qd to the fair market value of the imp vementa made by

the United States at facilities that will be released to host
countries;

(3) the Secretary of Defense, acting through the military
component nmmmards or the sub-unified commands to the com-
batant commands, should be the lead official in negotiations
relating to determin. and receiving such consideration- and

(4) the determination of the fair market value of sua im-
provements released to host countries in whole or in part by
the United States should be handled on a facility-by-facility
basis.
(b) RESIMUAL VAW,.-(1) For each installation outside the

United States at which military operations were being carried out
by the United State on October 1, 1990. the Secretary of Defense
shall transmit, by no later than June 1. 1991, an estimate of the
fair market value, as of January 1, 1991, of the improvements
made by the United States at facilities at each such installation.

(2)For purposes of this section:
(A) The term 'fair market value of the improvements"

means the value of improvements determined by the Secretary
on the basis of thei highest use.

(B) The term "improvemet? includes new construction of
facilities and all additinMs, nMprovements, modifications, or
renovations made to existing faclities or to real property, with.
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out regard to whether they were carried out with appropriated
or nonappropriated funds.
() ESTABuLsMEmT OF SPECIAL AccOuNT.--(1) There is estab-

lished on the books of the Treasury a special account to be known
as the "Department of Defense Overseas Military Facility Invest-
ment Recovery Account'. Except as provided in subsection (d),
amounts paid to the United States, pursuant to any treaty, status
of forces agreement, or other international agreement to which the
Unitd States is a party, for the residual value of real property or
improvements to rea proaperty used b civilian or military person-
nel of the Department ofDefense shall be deposited into such ac-
count.

(2) Money deposited in the Department of Defense Overseas
Military Facility Investment Recovery Account shall be available to
the Secretary of Defense for payment, as provided in apropriation
Acts, of costs incurred by the Department of Defense in connection
with-

(A) facility maintenance and repair and environmental res-
toration at military installations in the United States; and

(B) facility maintenance and rpair and compliance with
applicable environmental laws at military installations outside
the United States that the Secretary anticipates will be occu.
red by the Armed Forces for a long period.
3) Funds in the Department of Defense Overseas Facility In-

vestment Recovery Account shall remain available until expended.
(d) AMouNrs COPm . sODNG TO Tim VALuE OF PROPERrY

PtuwcAsw WiTH NoNAORIO AT=D FuN .- M(1) In the case of a
payment referred to in subsection (cXl) for the residual value of
real property or improvements at an overseas military facility, the
portion of the payment that is equal to the depreciated value of the
investment made with nonappropriated funds shall be deposited in
the resere account established under section 204(bX4)XC) of the
Defense Authorization Amendments and Base Closure and Realign-
ment Act. The Secretary may use amounts in the account (in such
an aggregate amount as is provided in advance by appropriation
Acts) for the purpose of acquiring, constructing, or improving com.
missary stores and nonappropriated fund instrumentalities.

(2) As used in this subsecoon:
(A) The term 'nonappropriated funds' means funds re-

ceivi from--
(i) the adjustment of, or surcharge on, selling prices at

commissary stores fixed under section 2685 of title 10,
United States Code; or

(ii) a nonappropriated fund instr nentality.
(B) The term 'nonappropriated fund instrumentality'

means an instrumentality of the United States under the Junis-
diction of the Armed Forces (including the Army and Air Force
Exchange Service, the Navy Resale and Services Support Of-
fice, and the Marine Corps exchanges) which is conducted for
the comfort, pleasure, contentment, or physical or mental im-
provement of members of the Armed Forces.
(e) NEGOTIATIONS FOR PAYMENTS-IN-KIND.-Before the Sec-

retary of Defense enters into negotiations with a host country re-
garding the acceptance by the United States of any paymentin-
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kind in connection with the release to the host 1- mtry of improve-
=onts made by the United States at military installations in the
host country, the Secretary "hl submit a written notice to the
congressional defense committees caa~ justification for en-
tarnng into negotiations for paymentsin. it the host country

and he ofbenefit options to be pursued by the Secretary in
the "egtiations.

Mf REPoRT ON STATus Ami Ust OF SpzcAL Aco T -Not
later than January 15 of each year, the Secretary of Defense shall
subtait to the congressional defense cotumittees a rerto the op-
erations of the Department of Defense Overseas MltrFacility
Investment Recovery Account d~ the reding fiscal year and

prpsduses of funds in the spcaaunt during the next fiscal
year. 7he report shall include the followiur

(1)T7be amount of each deposit in the account during the
preceding fiscal year, and the source of the amount.

(2) The balance in the account at the end of that fiscal
year.

(3) The amounts expended from the account by ach mili-
tary department during that fiscal year.

(4) With resctd to each military inztsllation for which
money was deposted in the account as a resut of the release
-of real property or improvements of the installation to a host
country duringthat finsa year-

()tetotal amount of the investment of the United
States in the installation, expresed in terms of constant
dollars of that fiscal year-,

(B) the depeited vaue (as determined by the'Sec.
rotary of a miitr department under regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary of Defense) of the real property
iand improiments that were released; and

(C) teexplanation of the Secretary for any difference
between the benefits received by the United States for the
real property and improvemento and the depreciated value
(as so determined) of that rea property and improvements.
(5) A list identifying all military installations outside the

United States for which the Secretary rroposes to make ez-
n ditures from the Department of Defense Overseas Facility
vestment Recovery Account under sulsection (cX2)XB) dmn

the next fiscal year and specifying the amount of the pro
expenditures for each identified militry installation.

(6) A dscption of the purpones for which the expendi-
tures propoe undr paragraph (5ly will be made and the need
for subepndtrs

SMC 2M MoDIFC.#MOE OF TUEC CONTDIlT OF DIANNUAL REPORT
OF THE COMMM8ON ON ALTBR?4ATIVE UTILIZATION OF
MLIARY PACUIM~

(a) Usia oF FACWTM.s-Seetion 2819(b) of the National De-
fense Authorization Act. Fiscal Year 1989 (Public Law 100-456;
102 Stat. 2119; 10 U.S.C. 2391 note) is amended-

(1) in paragraph (2), by striking out "minimum security fa-
cilities for nonviolent prisoners? and inserting in lieu thereof
"Federal confinement or correctional facilities including shock
incarceration facilities";
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(2) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (3);
(3) by redesignating paragraph (4) as paragraph (5); and
(4) by inserting after paragraph (3) the following new

paragraph (4):
"(4) identify those facilities, or parts of facilities, that could

be effectively utilized or renovated to meet the needs of States
and local jurisdictions for confinement or correctiona] facilities;
and".
(b) EFnFcrnvE DATE.-The amendments made by subsection (a)

shall take effect with respect to the first report required to be sub.
mitted under section 2819 the National Defense Authorization Act,
Fiscal Year 1989, after September 30, 1990.
sn. 2m. FUNDING FOR EVIROM NME AL RETORATION AT MILl.

TARY ISTALLATIONS SCHEDULED FOR CLOSURE INSIDE
THE UH= STATES

(a) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIA IONS.-There is hereby au-
thorized to be appropriated to the Department of Defense Base Clo-
sure Account for fiscal year 1991, in addition to any other funds
authorized to be appropriated to that account for that fiscal year,
the sum of $100,000,000. Amounts appropriated to that account
pursuant to the preceding sentence shall be available only for ac-
tivities for the purpose of environmental restoration at military in.
stallations closed or realigned under title n of Public Law 100-526,
as authorized under section 204(aX3) of that title.

(b) EXCLUSNE SoURCE OF FtNr4.--(1) Section 207 of Public
Law 100-526 is amended by adding at the end the following-

[Amendment omitted]
(c) TASK FORCE REPORT.-(1) Not later than 12 months after

the date of the enactment of this Act [Nov. 5, 1990], the Secretary
of Defense shall submit to Congress a report containing the find-
ings and recommendations of the task force established under
paragraph (2) concerning-

(A) ways to improve interagency coordination, wit".n exist-
ing laws, regulations, and administrative poicies, of environ-
mental response actions at military installations (or portions of
installations) that are being closed, or are scheduled to be
closed, pursuant to title II of the Defense Authorization
Amendments and Base Closure and Realignment Act (Public
Law 100-526); and

(B) ways to consolidate and streamline, within existing
laws and regulations, the practices, policies, and administra-
tive procedures of relevant Federal and State agencies with re-
sect to such environmental response actions ao as to enable
t actions to be carried out more expeditiously.
(2) There is hereby established an environmental response task

force to make the findings and recommendations, and to prepare
the report, required by paragraph (1). The task force shall consist
of the following (or their designees):

(A) The Secretary of Defense, who shall be chairman of the
task force.

B) The Attorney General.
(C) The Administrator of the General Services Adminiatra-

tion.
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(D) The Amiinistrator of the Environmental Protection

( ' he Chief of Enginsers, Department of the Army.
(F) A riresentative of a State environmental protection

agency, appointed by the head of the National Governors Asso-
ciation.

(G) A representative of a State attorney general's office,
appointed by the head of the National Association of Attorney
Generals.

(H) A representative of a public-interest environmental or-
ganization, appointed by the Speaker of the House of Pop-rentatives.

S=C 324. CO NLWW PRZM NC COIIDERATION IN CLOWURE
AND RIEALWMIT OF AMJTAX RIDrAUATIO?

In any process of selecting a_,y military installation inuad' the
United States for closure or realignment, the See.tary of Defense
shall take such steps as are necessary to assure that speial consid-
eration and emphasis is given to any official statement from a unit
of general local government adjacent to or within a military instal-
lation requesting the closure or realignment of such installation.
SC. 023. RECOMAMONS OF THE RAM CLOSURE COWMON

(a) NOaTN Am FoRE BAs.--(1) Comiutent with the rec-
ommendations of the Commission on Base Realignment and Clo-
su , the Secretary of the Air Fore may not relocate, until after
September 30, 1995, any of the functions that were being carried
out at the bastics missile office at Norton Air Force Base, Calffor.
nia, on the date on which the Seaetary of Defense tmnsmitted a
report to the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate and
House of RePruentatives as described in section 202(aXl) of Public
Law 100-M2.

(2) This subsection shal take effect as of the date on which the
report referred to in subsection (a) was transmitted to such Com-
mittees.

(b) GzmWAL Dmmcnv.-Consistent with the requirements of
section 201 of Public Law 100-26, the Secretary of Defense shall
direct each of the Secretaries of the military departments to take
all actions necessary to carry out the recommendations of the Con-
misson on Base Realignment and Closure and to take no action
that is inconsistent with such recommendations.
SEC. S6 CONTRACTS FOR CERTAIN DNIMONMiDTAL 21-

TORATION ACTnITIZ8
(a) FtTABLSmm rT op MoDzJ Pnotw.-Not later than 90

days after the date of enactment of this Act (Nov. 5, 1990], the Sec-
ratary of Defense shall establish a model program to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of the base closur environmental res-
toration program.

(b) A USTrATOR or PRoGx0W-he Secretary shall des-
ignate the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Environmet
as the Administrator of the model program referred to in sub-
section (a). The Deputy Assistant Secretary shall report to the Sec-
retary of Defense through the Under Secretary of Defense for Ac-
quisition.
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(c) APPLCAB TY.-This section shall apply to environmental
restoration activities at installations selected by the Secretary pur-
suant to the provisions of subsection (dXI).

(d) PPoGRA RUquIEmEms.-In carrying out the model pro-
gr , the Secretary of Defense shall:

(1) Designate for the model program two installations
under his jurisdiction that have been designated for closure

ursuant to the Defense Authorization Amendments and Base
ort and Realignment Act (Public Law 100-526) and for

which preliminary assessments, site inspectona, and Environ-
mental Impact Statements required b law or regulation have
been completed. The Secretary shall designate only those in-
stallations which have satisfied the requirements of section
204 of the Defense Authorization Amendments and Base Clo-
sure and Reali gnmect Act (Public Law 100-526).

(2) Com pilea prequalification list of prospective con-
tractors for solicitation and negotiation in accordance with the
procedures set forth in title IX of the Federal Property and Ad-
minstrative Services Act (Public Law 92-M; 40 US.C. 641 et
seq., as amended). Such contractors shall satisfy all applicable
statutory and regulatory requirements. In addition, the con-
tractor selected for one of the two installations under this pro-
gram shall indemnify the Federal Gove-nment against all li-
abilities, claims, penalties, costs, and damages caused by (A)
the contractor's breach of any term or provision of the contract;
and (B) any negligent or willful act or omission of the con-
tractor, its employees, or its subcontractors in the performance
of the contract.

(3) Within 180 days after the date of enactment of this Act,
solicit proposals from qualified contractors for response action
(as defined under section 101 of the Comprehensive Environ-
mental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (42
U.S.C. 9601)) at the installations designated under paragraph
(1). Such solicitations and proposals shall include the following:.

(A) Proposals to perform response action. Such propos-
als shall include provisions for receiving the necessary au-
thorizations or approvals of the response action by appro-
priate Federal, State, or local agencies.

(B) To the maximum extent possible, provisions of-
fered by single prime contractors to perform all phases of
the response action, using performance specifications sup-
plied by the Secretary of Defense and including any safe-
guards the Secretary deems essential to avoid conflict of
interest.
(4) Evaluate bids on the basis of price and other evaluation

criteria.
(6) Subject to the availability of authorized and appro-

priated funds to the Department of Defense, make contract
awards for response action within 120 days after the solicita-
tion of proposals pursuant to paragraph (3) for the response ac-
tion, or within 120 days after receipt of the necessary author-
izations or approvals of the response action by appropriate
Federal, State, or local agencies, whichever is later.
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(e) AppUCATION OF SECTION 120 OF CERCLA.-Activities of
the model program shall be caried out subject to, and in a manner
consistent with, section 120 (relating to Federal facilities) of the
Comprehensiv Environmental Response, Compensation, and Li-
ability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9620).

( ExPEDITED AGREEmENT&S.-The Secretary shall, with the
concurrence of the AdministraL'r of the Environmental Protection
Agency, assure compliance with all applicable Federal statutes and
regulations and, in addition, take all reasonable and appropriate
measures to expedite all necessary administrative decisions, agree-
ments, ad concurrences.

(g) REPORT.-The Secretary of Defense shall include a descrip-
tion of the 1rogress mad", during the preceding fiscal year in imple-
menting and accomplishing the goals of this section within the an-
nual report to Congress required by section 2706 of title 10, United
States Co-de.

(h) APPUcAmmT OF Ex=Tsro LAw.-Nothing in this section
affects or modifies, in any way, the obligations or liability of any
person under other Federal or State law, including common law,
with respect to the disposal or release of hazardous substances or
pollutants or contaminants as defined under section 101 of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Li-
ability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9601).
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Section 2687, Title 10, United States Code

I 241. Bae closume sd realment.o
(a) Notwithoitand any dther PIdi o Of law, go action may be

taken to effect or implement-
(1) the closure of any military installation at which at least

s00 €itlian personnel an authonzed to be employed;
(21 an walignmuent with rope to any Military installation

efe=re to in ps..1graph (1) invlving a reduction by more
than 1,000, or by mor than 60 pecnt, in the number of civil.
ian personnel authanxed to be employed at euch military in-
stallotion at the time the Secretary of Defnse or the Secretary
of the military department osncerned notifies the Congre
under subsectoWn of the Socretary* plan to dese or realign
such instalation: or

(3) any constructlon, onvemion. or rehl" tation at any
military facility other tha - miiLazy installation referred to
in clause (1) or (2) which will or may be required as a rnut of
the relocation of civilian pcm~inl to auch f= t yreason of
any eJsure or realignmnt to which clause (1) or (2) applies.

ul and atil the povieona of subctin (b) are comphd with.
Wb) No action described in subsectin W) with reepear to the clo-

sure of, or a realignment wU respect w, any milita- " 'l
referred to in such subei~oz may be taken unles &r -

(1) the Secretary of Defense or t ,* Secretary oi, aiitary
department concerned notifies t Committees on Armed Serv-
"oss of the Senate and Honse of Reprwntatlvas, as pat of an
annual requet for authorizabon of appr"Uotus to such
Commintees, of the pro closi or realgment and sub-
mit. with the fu'ication an evaluation of the Cwl, lal o
nomic, budgetary, onvironcoontal, strategic, end opu.toa

eequenomo of such clore or Jgn wnt; and
(2? a period of 10 legislative da-a or 0 calendar days., which.

eva is longer. (,fre fol owngthe day an whchb the note
and evaluation = to cuse (I) be been ubmitJed to
such commumas, during whieb period no Irevocshle ects
may be taken to effect or implement the deition.

(C) his section ahal ot apply to the closure of a military lasta
latsom, or a realir.mea respect to m Military Lotalato.. If
the President esrUIes to the Congres that such climurs or realign.
ment muMt be Implemented for resns of naUonal mcurity ora
Mlitsary aenrency.

Wdl) Aher the ezs~lraton of the Period Of time provided aor in
oubsection (bW2 wit re V to the cloasu, or reah~npent of a
Ilitary tnatalAt lon, fun • which would otho,-wae be avail"l to
the Secret.- to effect tb .osur or r ealigmorau - that Istaila.
tion may l, ad by him for sucb purpose.

(2) Nothu. in " scw retrIc the authority of the Serets
o obtain anWc~trnJ sad engineering services unae ecum
t thil Utle.

1.) in 096l "eCum:
(1) 71e tam *mLliur insalatmlm" mW a bae, vamp,

est' Istatio, yad. enter, bosponr faclityf any hpj. or
other activity uder the Jur isdict o( the Dope, Ot ofDe.
fense. inrluding any letsod facilty. which I& lcatod within any
of the Ner) Satsi the Dieuic of OCuambia. the cofmo.
wealth of Puerto Pico, Amercan Seammt the Virgin lnd., or
Ouam Suth term does no include any I(sIlty used pruwAy
for civil work., riven end hrbo, prqct, wr now m it

(1) 7-Wi tamw "civIllan pereonuiel mean dj,sc, kd,., porn*
Dent civklLn e loyeo e Depazrtment of LDeftez.

(I The term frenlgrment" includes an amton whic both
reduce and relates funcom and cIvOlkh p.rvannel P=
lions but dos sot i ]judt a rouctlun In fuotL rmultJAl froa,
workjved adjutteits. teoduoed pesriannel or fundW4 iagU
owl) mnk'A'nme, or eother nifleir & ,n

(4 h eter a v day Means a dav w whi ch eltos
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Secretary of Defense Transmittal Memorandum
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. DC 29031.ooo

12 1A2. 1:'3

Honorable James Courter
Chairman
Defense Ba.s Closure and Realignment Commission
1700 North Moore Street
Suite 1425
Arlington# VA 22209

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Pursuant to Public Law 101-510 as amended, I hereby transmit,
as an enclosure to this letter, a list of military installations
inside the United States that I w'ecommend for closure or
realignment on the basir of the force structure plan and final
criteria established under that law. Also enclosed is a summary of
the selection process that resulted in the recommendation for each
installation, with a justification for each recommendation.

I am recommending the following actions:

Major base closures 31
Major base realignments 12
Smaller base or activity closures,
realignments, disestablishments,
or relocations

Total recommendations 165

These recommendations support our national goals of
maintaining military effectiveness while drawing down the force,
reducing the deficit, and reinvesting in America.

Our overall base closure policy is an important part of this
effort. The policy has five compelling characteristics:

o It saves money that would otherwise go to urnecessary
overhead.

o It supports military effectiveness by reducing the
competition for ever scarcer resources.

o it is fair and -jbjective.

o it hits bases overseas harder than those at home.

o it supports the investment necessary to foster economic
growth.
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But as we implement the policy, we recognize a special
obligation to the people -- military and civilian -- who won the
cold war. We will meet that obligation.

SAVING TAXAYX.R DOLLUM AND MX1=IXUI, G 1ULI TARX EFTZCJI'JWESS

Closing military bases worldwide saves taxpayer dollars;
permits DoD to invest properly in the forces and bases it keeps in
order to ensure their continued effectiveness; and frees up
valuable defense assets (people, facilities and real estate) for
productive private sector reuse.

The defense budget will decline by more than 40 percent in
real terms from 1985 to 1997, and military personnel in the United
States will be reduced by 30 percent. Base closures have lagged
behind this overall drawdown. No bases were closed until two years
ago, following decisions made in the 1988 and 1991 rounds of base
closures. Under those two rounds, domestic base structure was
reduced by only nine percent, measured by plant replacement value.

Plant replacement value is what it would cost to replace all
the buildings, pavements, and utilities at a base. We measure our
progress in terms of plant replacement value because it is a better
measure of magnitude than simply counting large bases and small
bases equally.

Failure to close bases in line with reductions in budgets and
personnel constitutes a double hit: Resuurces are drained into
bases we don't need, and therefore are not available to buy the
things we do need.

TIS PLANNED 1993 RtOND O CLOSURZS WILL SAVE $3.1 BILLION PER YEAR

The following table shows the costs and savings associated

witb th& 1993 closres and realignments:

Net cost's in FY 1994 through 1996 $1.7 billion

Net savirgs ez :inng imjlment.Aon $4.0 billion

Annual savinqs bsreLft&r(a'99) $3,1 billion

The 1993 program, coupled with the prevlouby approved 1988
and 1991 closures, will reduce the domest,.: k-are itructur- by about
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15 percent (measured by replacement value). All three rounds of
closures together, when complete in 1999, will produce $5.6 billion
in annual recurring savings, measured in FY 1999 dollars.

BEING OJECTMVZ AND FAIR

Congress has given the Executive Branch extraordinary
authority to close domestic bases, provided the Executive Branch
follows the established rules strictly and keeps faith with the
Congress.

This means using an objective, fair analytical process for
closing bases that will withstand scrutiny by the Defense Base
Closure and Realignment Commission, the General Accounting Office,
Congress and the public. The process has worked well so far.

The Military Departments and Defense Agencies made their
recommendations to me on February 22, 1993. The Joint Staff and
the Office of the Secretary of Defense reviewed the recommendations
and underlying analyses to ensure that the law and DoD policies
were followed.

I am not recommending any base for closure that would
conceivably be kept open under a revised force structure plan.

My recommendations are consistent with a six-year force
structure plan. The plan DoD has used is the Bush Administration's
"base force." The legal deadline for recommendations precluded us
from making changes based on future force reductions not yet
decided.

The "base force" has twelve active Army divisions; we will
have room to station all of them. It has twelve carriers; we will
have room to berth all of them. It has 1098 active Air Force
fightexs; we will have room to beddown all of them.

Unloss the force structure is increased above the "base
force," we will have all the bases we need.

1 am confident, therefore, that future changes will decrease
force structure, and will require more, not fewer, base closures
than those I will recommend at this time.

While the recommendations stand on their own merits, it is
important to note two additional points. First, with respect to
maintenance depots, there was not sufficient time for the Office of
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the Secretary of Defense to review all potential interservicing
possibilities. I suggest that the Commission examine those
possibilities. Second, some installations host non-defense
government activities, and it was not possible to evaluate fully
the net impact of the recommendations on those activities. I
suggest that the Commission devote some attention to those
potential impacts.

CONS ZDZ3NG RG1OML ZIMACTS CANZFULLY

I have carefully considered the regional economic impacts of
these necessary, yet tough, closure decisions. In looking at the
regional impacts, I considered the cumulative economic impact of
previously approved closures and the ones I am recommending. I am
concerned not only about the impacts at bases on our 1993 closure
list, but also about the effects at bases closed by earlier rounds.

RXDUCING OVRSZAS ZASES VEN NORM

DoD is reducing its military forces and its overseas base
structure much more than in the U.S.

DoD has, to date, announced it will end or reduce its
operations overseas at sites accounting for 28 percent of
replacement value.

Our plan is to reduce the replacement value of the overseas
base structure by 35-40% as we complete our reduction in personnel
stationed overseas to about 200,000.

DoD base spending overseas will also decline dramatically,
both because of troop reductions and because Japan and Forea are
paying an increasing share of the costs of stationing U.S. forces
there.

While DoD will continue to reduce its forward deployed forces,
those forces have played a fundamental role in regions vital to the
national interest. Permanently stationing and periodically
deploying forces overseas have been key to averting crises and
preventing war. They show our commitment, lend credibility to our
alliances, enhance regional stability, provide crisis response
capability, and promote U.S. influence and access throughout the
world.
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SUPPORTING ThE RZINVESTMENT NECESSARY TO RESTORE ECONOMIC GROWTH

Closing domestic bases and reducing DoD's weapons and
equipment purchases are critical elements of a balanced defense
drawdown -- one which will preserve a fully capable, albeit
smaller, military.

Nationally, the drawdown in defense spending does not pose any
extraordinary problems for the economy. The economic impact of the
planned drawdown is actually smaller than the impacts after the
Korean and Vietnam wars. However, the impacts are substantial in
regions where the local economy dcends heavily on defense
spending.

There are three ways DoD can help support economic growth:
investing in people, investing in industry, and investing in
communities.

Investina in People

DoD can help support economic growth through a host of
initiatives that will ease the transition for displaced workers
(military, civilian and private sector) :

o Military: DoD has a number of programs to ease the
transition vf military personnel into the civilian job market
including separation bonuses, early retirement incentives,
educational assistance, civil service employment preference and
extended health benefits.

o Civilian: DoD eases the transition for the civilian work
force through a number of programs including priority placement for
other government jobs, out-placement referral for private sector
jobs, joint participation with individual states in retraining
programs, post-closure hiring preference with contractors,
voluntary early retirement authority and separation pay incentives.

o Homeowners Assistance: DOD helps military and civilian
homeowners who face a financial loss selling their homes when real
estate values have declined as the result of a base closure
decision.

o Private Sector: Many defense-related private employers have
transition assistance programs for their employees who face
layoffs. The Federal Government has a well-established role which
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complements state and local government and private employer
efforts, including initiatives under the Economic Dislocation and
Worker Adjustment Assistance Act, the Worker Adjustment and
Retraining Notification Act, the Employment Services Program, the
unemployment insurance system, and the health benefits system. The
Department of Defense is participating in the Interagency Task
Force on Dislocated Workers to help focus additional attention on
this critical area.

Znyestinla i Industry

DoD can help support economic growth by promoting high-wage
job growth through investment in dual-use technologies and by
better integrating the commercial and military business sectors:

o Dual-use Technology: About Si billion of FY 1993 DoD funds
aru for support of dual-use technologies.

o Industrial Base: DoD is looking to expand industry access
to maintenance and overhaul work.

o Energy Conservation: DoD is encouraging energy conservation
projects and is making such investments.

Investina in CommunitLes

DoD can help support economic growth by promoting productive
private sector reuse of base facilities and real estate no longer
needed by defense.

History shows us that most local communities economically
recover from base closures and actually end up better off, with
more jobs and a more diverse economic base -- but in the past the
recovery has been too slow and too costly.

DoD is developing a new reuse and reinvestment strategy with
initiatives that will: close bases more quickly, thereby making
them available for reuse more quickly; promote reuse opportunities,
in concert with local community efforts; and, refocus DoD
internally to consiaer, for the first time, the trade-offs between
DoD needs and local community needs. The law gives me considerable
authority to decide whether the land is sold or given away, and to
whom it should go.

DoD's Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) spearheads the
President's Economic Adjustment Committee which focuses Federal
assistance programs on adversely affected communities. OeA also
gives planning assistance grants to affected communities. In
addition, DoD funds ($80 million in FY 1993) will help the Economic
Development Administration to assist communities.
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DoD wants to ensure, wherever possible, that environmental
cleanup is not a barrier to economic recovery. DoD has spent and
will continue to spend significant defense resources on
environmental restoration, but we will need help from Congress and
the Environmental Protection Agency to streamline the process.

Lastly, we will create, in coordination with other Cabinet
agencies, a new community economic redevelopment fund to help
communities most affected by base closures. The fund will be used
as a catalyst to spur new economic growth, especially where
recovery would be difficult. Funding will be provided by setting
aside a portion of the net savings from base closures.

I have sent identical letters, with enclosures, to the
Chairmen of the House and Senate Armed Services and Appropriations
Committees, and published this letter, with enclosures, in the
Federal Register.

Sincerely,

List of Enclosures and Tables:

DoD recommendations pursuant to P.L. 101-510: List of the military
installations inside the United States recommended for closure or
realignment, with a summary of the selection process that resulted
in the recommendation for each installation, and the justification
for each recommendation.

Table 1: 1988 and 1991 Closures and Realignments
Table 2: Cumulative Reductions of Domestic Bases
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Appendix D

DoD Policy Memoranda

Index of Memoranda

o 1993 Base Realignments and Closures (BRAC 93) - Policy, Procedures,
Authorities and Responsibilities, May 5, 1992

o 1993 Base Realignments and Closures (BRAC 93) - Redclegation of

Authority, May 5, 1992

o Base Closure Policy Memorandum One, August 4, 1992

o Base Closure and ReLlignment Proposals in Support of Streamning of
Defense. Depot Mahieaxnce Activities, December 3, 1992

o Base Closure Policy Memorandum Two, December 4, 1992

o 1993 Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC 93) Recommendations,
December 9. 1992

o 1993 Base Closure and Realignment Selection Criteria, December 10,

1992

o Base Closure Cumulative Economic Impact, December 24, 1992

o Force Structure Plan for the Armed Forces for use in Base Closr'e and
Realignment Process in 1993 (SECRET), January 19, 1993

o Base Closure and Realignment -- Additional Guidance, January 28, 1993
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THE DEPUTY SECR TARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301

0 5 MAY 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE PkSEARCH AND ENGINEERING
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
COMPTROLLER
GENERAL COUNSEL
INSPECTOR GENERAL
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION
ASSISTANTS TO n7M SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUBJECT: 1993 Base Realignments and Closures BRAC 93)

Reducing the Department's unneeded physical plant through base
closures and realignments is a top Defense priority. We have made
good progress so far. I look to you, individually and collectively,
to recommend further reductions consistent with DoD's planned force
reductions.

We mu.t begin the 1993 base realignment and closure process now.
Significant reductions in our physical plant can only be achieved
after careful studies involving not only structural change, but also
operational and organizational change.

The attached establishes policy, procedures, authorities and
responsibilities for s'-lecting bases for realignment or closure under
Public Law 101-510, as amended by Public Law 102-190. This guidance
superbedes Deputy Secretary of Defense memoranda of October 25, 1990,
and December 10, 1990.

Donald J. Atwood

Attachment
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1993 AU RAUGUO1TS MW CLSURS (AC 93)

POLICY, PRCODWUS, AVT ?TIS AM RESPONSXBILITS

The guidance herein establishes the policy, procedures,
authorities and responsibilities for selecting bases for realignment
or closure under Public Law 101-510, as amended by Public Law
102-190. The guidance supersedes Deputy Secretary of Defense
memoranda of October 25, 1990, and December 10, 1990.

Title XXIX, Part A of Public Law 101-510 established the
exclusive procedures under which the Secretary of Defense may pursue
realiiuaent or closure of military installations with certain
exceptions. The law established an independent Defense Base Closure
and Realignment Cormission to review the Secretary's recommendations
in calendar years 1991, 1993 and 1995.

AppliM4ility

This Quidance applies to those base realignment, closure and
consolidation studies and recommendations Vhich miust, by law, be
submitted to the 1993 Defense Base Closure and Realignment CommAission
(the 1993 Commission) for review.

This guidance does not apply to actions which:

o Implement realignments or closures under Public Law
100-526, relating to the recommendations of the 1988 Defense
Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment and Closure (the 1988
Commission);

o Implement realiynments or closures under Public Law
201-510, relating to the recovimendations of the 1991 Defense Base
Closure and Realignment Coemmission (the 1991 Commission);

o Study or implement realignments or closures to which
Section 2687 of Title 10, United States Code, is not applicable;

o Reduce force structure unless the reduction results
in a base closure or realignment subject to Public Law 101-510.
Reductionu in force structure may be made under this exception even
if the units Involved were designated to relocate to a receiving base
by the 1988 ox the 1991 Commission; or
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o Impact any facilities used primarily for civil works,
rivers and harbor projects, flood control, or other projects not
under the primary jurisdiction or control of the Department of
Defense.

Poligy Cuidance

Base realignment, closure or consolidation studies that could
result in a recommendation for a base closure or realignment, other
than actions covered by an exception above, must meet the following
requirements:

o The studies must have as their basis the Force Structure
Plan required by Section 2903 of Public Law 101-510;

o The recommendations must be based on the final criteria
for selecting bases for closure and realignment required by that
Section; and

o The studies must consider all military installations
inside the United States (as defined in the law) on an equal footing,
including bases recommended for partial closure, realignment, or
designated to receive units or functions by the 1988 or 1991
Commissions.

DoD Components may propose changes to previously approved
designated receiving base recommendations of the 1988 and 1991
commissions provided such changes are necessitated by revisions to
force structure, mission or organization since the commission
recommeneation was made. Documentation for such changes must involve
clear military value or significant savings, and be based on the
final criteria

Comprehensive studies of your base structure may begin now using
the selection criteria included in this memorandum and the force
table in the Secretary of Defense's March 19, 1991, force structure
plan. Your studies must be revalidated against the final selection
criteria and the final force structure plan when promulgated.

Record Koeping

DOD Components shall, from the date of this memorandum, develop
and keep:

o Descriptions of how base realignment and closure
recommendations were made, including minutes of all deliberative
meetings;

o Descriptions of how recommendations met the final
selection criteria and were based on the final force structure plan;
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o All data, information and analyses considered in making base
realignment and closure recommendations; and

O Documentation for each recommzndation to the Secretary of
Defense to realign or close a military installation under this law.

Internal Controls

DoD Components must develop and .,plement an internal control
plan for these base realignment, closure or consolidation studies to
ensure the accuracy of data collection and analyses. At a mininum,
these internal control plans should include:

o Uniform guidance defining data requirements and sources;

o Systems for verifying the accuracy of data at all levels
of comnand;

o Documentation justifying changes made to data received
from subordinate comuands;

o Procedures to check the accuracy of the analyses made
from the data: and

o An assessment 1-y your auditors of the adequacy of your
internal control plan.

R&sDonsaiilities

o N: The TY 1992 Defense Authorization Act requires
that all eight commissioners be nominated by the President no later
than January 25, 1993, or the 1993 process will be terminated. The
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense will handle all matters
relating to the Secretary's recos-ndations to the President for
appointments to the 1993 Commission. All inquiries from individuals
interested in serving on the Commission should be referred to the
Assistant to the Secretary.

o Conission Suort: The Under Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition) (USD(A)) and the Director of Administration and

Management will coordinate the Department'a support to the 1593
Commission.

o Final Selection Criteria: The USD(A) in coordination with the
Secretaries of the Military Departments, the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and such other officials as may be appropriate, shall
consider whether the final selection criteria developed in accordance
with Public Law 101-510 should be amended. Proposed amendments to
the selection criteria must be made in accordance with Public Law
101-510 and approved by the Secretary of Defense.
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o Force Structure Plan: The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, in coordination with the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy
(USD(P)), the USD(A), DoD Comptroller, and such other officials as
may be appropriate, shall develop the force structure plan in
accordance with Public Law 101-510, as amended, and submit it to the
Secretary of Defense for approval. Pending issuance of the force
structure plan by the Secretary of Defense, DoD components shall use
the force table in the force structure plan promulgated by the
Secretary of Defense on March 19, 1992.

o Additional Instructions: The USD(A) may issue such
instructions as may be necessary: to implement these policies,
procedures, authorities and responsibilities; to ensure timely
submission of work products to the Secretary of Defense and to the
1993 Commission; and, to ensuze con:istency in application of the
selection criteria, methodology and reports to the Secretary of
Defense, the 1993 Commission and the Congress. The authority and
duty of the Secretary of Defense to issue regulations under Title
XXIX of Public Law 101-510 as amended are hereby delegated and
assigned to the USD(A). The USD(A) should exercise that authority in
coordination with other DoD officials as appropriate.

o Primary Point of Contact: The USD(A) shall be the primary
point of contact for the Department of Defense with the 1993
Commission. Each DoD component shall designate to USD(A) one or more
points of contact with the 1993 Commission. USD(A) shall establish
procedures for interaction with the 1993 Commission similar to the
procedures used to interact with the 1991 Commission.

o Internal Controls: The DoD Inspector General shall be
available to assist the DoD Components in developing, implementing
and evaluating internal control plans.

Submittina Mctzmndations

The Secretaries of the Military Departments, the Directors of the
Defense Agencies, and the heads of other DoD Components shall
(without delegation) submit their recommendations for base
realignments or closures under this law to the Under Secretary of
Defense (Acquisition) for appropriate processing and forwarding to
the Secretary of Defense for approval.

The USD(A) shall issue a schedule to ensure submission of
recommendations to the 1993 Commission by March 15, 1993, allowing
adequate time for action by the Secretary of Defense.
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Selection Criteria

The following selection criteria shall be used to begin base
structure studies and to make base realignment and closure
recommendations. Studies must be revalidated against the final
selection criteria approved by the Secretary of Defense in the event
that the final selection criteria differ from those set forth below.

In selecting military installations for closure or realignment,
the Department of Defense, giving priority consideration to military
value (the first four criteria below), will consider:

Hilitarv Value

I. The current and future mission requirements and the
impact on operational readiness of the Department of
Defense's total force.

2 The availability and condition of land, facilities and
associated airspace at both the existing and potential
receiving locations.

3. The ability to accommodate contingency, mobilization,
and future total force requirements at both the
existing and potential receiving locations.

4. The cost and manpower implications.

Retu;M op !nvestmant

5. The extent and timing of potential costs and savings,
including the number of years, beginning with the date
of completion -f the closure or realignment, for the
savings to exceed the costs.

6. The economic impact on communities.

7. The ability of both the existing and potential
receiving communities' infrastructure to support
forces, missions and personnel.

8. The environmental impact.
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHN6TON. vC 20301

Mtay 5, 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

4 UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE

COMPTROL.ER
GENERAL COUNSEL
INSPECTOR GENERAL
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEtWT
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES

--- T: 1953 Base Realignments and Closures (B?zC 93)

hereby redee-a-:e to the Assistant Secretary cf Defense for

Pr2=-::cn and Locs:i cs all the authorit.es and res;=:nsib.2ities

Celea:e to me by --he Deputy Secretary of Defense memorandum of today's dat*

.::i'ed, "1993 Base .Realignments and Closures (BRAC 0-12

ItA-Don ockey 6
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. DOC 20301-000

August 4, 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILI ARY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHILrS OF STAFF
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
ASSISTANT SECrETARIES OF DEFENSE
COMPT ROLLER
GENERAL COUNSEL
INSPECTOR GENERAL
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUB:ECT: 1993 Base Closure Policy Memorandum One

Ba ckgro'apg

Deputy Secretary of Defense memorandum of May 5, 1992,
(attached) established policy, procedures, authorities, and
responsibilities for closing and realigning bases under Public
Law (P.L.) 101o-510, as amended by P.L. 102-190, for the 1993 base
closure process (BRAC 93). The Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition delegated USD(A) authorities and responsibilities to
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Production and Logistics
(ASD(P&L)) on May 5, 1992, (also attached). This memorandum is
the first in a series of additional ASD(P&L) policy memoranda
i=lementing the Deputy Secretary's BAAC 93 guidance. ASD(P&L)
policy memoranda of January 7, February 13, March 7 and March 26,
9.92, are hereby cancelled.

Cumulative Impacts on Installations

P.L. 10-510 stipulates that no action may be taken to carry
out a closure or realignment that exceeds the thresholds set
forth in the Act, until those actions have obtained final
approval pursuant to the Act.

In determining whether the Act's numerical closure or
realignment thresholds are met, independent actions that result
in closures or realignments shall be considered separately. In
other words, the cumulative impact of independent actions need
not be considered when determining application of the Act.
However, closure or realignment actions shall not be broken into
smaller increments for the purpose of avoiding applicatio of the
Act. Subject to the foregoing, ciosure or realignment actions
that do nct exceed the numerical thresholds set forth in the Act
may proceed outside the established BRAC 93 process. Questions
whether or not proposed actions are independent should be
referred to DoD Components' General Couns-!.
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Apmlicabilitv Of P..L101-510

DoD Components must use a common date to determine P.L.
:01-510 applicability. For BRAC 93, the conaon date will be
September 30, 1992, the last quarter of actual data available for
use in making BRAC 93 recommendations before March 15, 1993,
reporting deadline.

Also, nonappropriated fund employees are not direct hire,
permanent civilian employees of the Department of Defense, as
defined by P.L. 101-510, and therefore should not be considered
in determining applicability of the law.

Activities in Ltased Soace

DoD Component organizations located in leased space are
subject to P.L. 101-510. Civilian personnel authorizations of
crcanizations in leased space, which are part of an organization
located on a nearby military installation or one within the same
metropolitan statistical area (MSA), shall be considered part of
the civilian personnel authorizations of that installation. Each
DoD Component should aggregate the remaining civilian personnel
authorizations of their organizations in leased space within a
YSA and consider the aggregate to be a single installation for
applying the numerical thresholds of P.L. 101-510. For the
National Capital Region (NCR), the NCR, as defined by the
Lat:onal Capital Planning Act (40USC71), will be used as the MSA.

Cateoories of Bases

One of the first steps in evaluating the base structure for
potential closures or realignments must involve grouping
intallations with like missions, capabilities, or attributes
into categories, and when applicable, subcategories.
Categorizing bases is the necessary link between the forces
described in the Force Structure Plan and the base structure.
Determining cnitegories of bases is a DoD Component
:esponsibility.

Caac;ity/Military-Value AnalysB#

Another early evaluation step is determining whether each
category/subcategory has potential excess capacity for the end
state force levels contained in the Force Structure Plan. Should
no excess capacity be found in a cattegory/subcategory, there is
no need to continue analyzing that portion of the base structure,
unless there is a military value or other reason to continue the
analysis. Bases in such categories/subcategories shall remain
available as potential receivers of missions or functions.
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Conversely, if you recommend a base for closure or
realignment, your analysis must have considered all bases within
that category/subcategory, as well as cross-category
opportunities. If in applying the military value criteria, you
find bases that are militarily/geographically unique or
mission-essential (such that no other base could substitute for
them) you may justify that fact and exclude these bases from
further analysis.

Criteria Moasures/Factors

DoD Components must develop and use one or more
measures/factors for applying each of the final criteria to base
structure analyses. While objective measures/factors are
desirable, they will not always be possible to develop.
Measures/factors may also vary for different categories of bases.
DoD Components must describe the relationship between each
measure/factor used and the final criteria in BRAC 93
documentation.

Cross-Cat~gorv/Multi-Servic2 O¢yortunities

DoD Components should continually look for cross-category
opportunities, and cooperate with sister Services and Defense
Agencies to pursue multi-service asset sharing or exchange,
throughout the BRAC 93 process.

COBRA Cost Model

DoD Components must use the Cost of Base Realignment Actions
(COBRA) cost model to calculate the costs, savings and return on
investment of proposed closures and realignments. Dollar inputs
to COBRA will be in FY 1994 constant dollars. The Army is
executive agent for COBRA. Model improvements and documentation
will be completed by October, 1992.

Pata Certification

Section 2821(e)(3) of P.L. 102-190 amended P.L. 101-510 and
required specified DoD personnel to certify to the best of their
knowledge and belief that information provided to the Secretary
of Defense or the 1993 Base Closure and Realignment Commission
(the 1993 Commission) concerning the closure or realignment of a
military installation is accurate and complete.

The Deputy Secretary's BRAC 93 memorandum requires DoD
Components to establish an internal control plan to ensure the
accuracy of data used in BRAC 93 analyses.
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In view of the above, DoD components shall establish
procedures and designate appropriate personnel to certify that
data collected for use in BRAC 93 analyses is accurate and
complete to the best of that person's knowledge and belief. DoD
Components' certification procedures should be incorporated with
the required internal control plan. Both are subject to audit by
the General Accounting Office. Finally, Secretaries of the
Military Departments, Directors of Defense Agencies, and heads of
other DoD Components must certify to the Secretary of Defense
that data used in making BRAC 93 recommendations to the Secretary
are accurate and complete to the best of their knowledge and
belief.

Information provided to the 1993 Commission pursuant to a
request after March 15, 1993, must also be certified. However,
ASD(P&L) involvement must be maintained, as ASD(P&L) has been
designated the primary point of contact for DoD with the 1993
Com.'ission. Also, DoD Component certification procedures must
not result in lengthy delays in providing requested information.
DoD C:*ponents must therefore establish special procedures to
ensure not only that appropriate certifications are made by
designated personnel, but also that responses to requests for
information are timely, while allowing sufficient time for DoD
Component headquarters and ASD(P&L) involvement.

Force Structure Plan

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff should coordinate
the Force Structure Plan required by the Deputy Secretary's BRA,
93 memorandum with the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Program
Analysis and Evaluation, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Reserve Affairs, and the General Counsel, in addition to the
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, ASD(P&L), and DoD
Con-ptroller.

Dissemination of Guidance

DoD Components shall disseminate the Deputy Secretary's
guidance, this policy memorandum, and subsequent policy memoranda
as widely as possible throughout their organizations.

Colin McMillan
Assistant Secretary of Defense

Attachments (Production and Logistics)
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THE DEPUTY SECR&ARY OF DEFENSE h
WASHINGTON. D.C. =301I-10MO

December 3. 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR: SECRETARIES OFTHE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR ACOUISITION

SUBJECT: Base Closure and Realignment Proposals in Support of Streamlining of
Defense Depot Maintenance Activities

To streamline defense depot maintenance activities and increase efficiency, the
Secretaries of the Military Departments, in coordination with the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, shall
prepare integrated proposals, with cross-Service inputs, to streamline defense depot
maintenance activities, forthe Secretary of Defense's consideration for submission
to the 1993 Base Closure and Realignment Commission under the Defense Base
Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (Title XXIX of Public Law 101-510). Such
proposals shall be designed to support the following lead Military Department
assignments for defense-wide depot maintenance:

Department of the Army lead - ground weapon systems and equipment

Department of the Navy lead - ships, other watercraft, and ship systems

Department of the Air Force lead - fixed and rotary wing aviation and
aviation systems.

The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition may issue such instructions as may be
necessary to implement this memorandum. Instructions to the Military Departments
shall be issued through the Secretaries of the Military Departments.
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-VASSIS rANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON, 0c 2=16000

PmCOLO*flON AND
606WrC= 0 4 t.C 9L 2

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
COMPTROLLER
GENERAL COUNSEL
INSPECTOR GENERAL
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

SUBJECT: Base Closure Policy Memorandum Two

This memorandum is the second in a series of additional
ASD(P&L) policy guidance implementing the Defense Base Closure
and Realignment Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-510), as amended, and
the Deputy Secretary's 1993 Base Realignment and Closure
(BRAC 93) guidance of May 5, 1992. ASD(P&L) Policy Memorandum
One was dated August 4, 1992.

Military Treatment Facility (MTF) Analyses

The Secretaries of the Military Departments will be
responsible for including Military Treatment Facilities (HTFs) in
their BRAC 93 analyses. Nominations of the Military Departments
of MTF closures or realignments will be reviewed by the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs (ASD(HA)) and returned to
the Secretaries of the Military Departments. The final
recommendations of the Secretaries of the Military Departments to
the Secretary of Defense will include the views of the ASD(HA),
if different from those of the Secretaries of the Military
Departments.
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The Secretaries of the Military Departments and ASD(LA),
working together through the Health Affairs Base Closure Joint
Service Working Group, may also identify MTFs as candidates for
closure or reduction, such as when multiple DoD health care
delivery activities create overlapping catchment areas or when
small beneficiary populations reside within areas where more cost
effective alternatives should be considered. Working group
recommendations will be forwarded to the Secretaries of the
Military Departments for inclusion in their final recommendations
as appropriate. If the Secretary of a Military Department
disagrees with a closure recommendation forwarded by the Health
Affairs Base Closure Joint Service Working Group, the Secretary
shall forward the Group's recommendation with the Secretary's
reason for disagreeing, to the Secretary of Defense.

Return on Investment (ROI

Return on investment must be calculated, considered and
reported with DoD Components' justifications for each recommended
closure or realignment package. All costs and savings
attributable over time to a closure or realignment package,
subject to the below guidance, should be calculated, including
costs or savings at receiving locations. Costs or savings
elements that are identified, but determined to be insignificant,
need not be calculated. However, DoD Component records should
indicate that determination.

The Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) model
calculates return on investment. ASD(P&L) Policy Memorandum One
required the Military Departments and Defense Agencies to use the
current COBRA version (4.0), in order to ensure consistency in
methodology. Although the model does not produce budget quality
data, it uses standard cost factors and algorithms to estimate
costs and savings over time.

We recognize that Military Department and Defense Agency
planning and accounting mechanisms are sufficiently different to
warrant Department/Agency specific standard cost factors in the
COBRA model. DoD Component documentation must justify the use of
such cost factors.

Attachment 1 provides additional guidance on the COBRA model
and return on investment calculations for those rare instances
when it is impossible to use the COBRA model for calculations.

Specific instructions follow for the calculation of health
care costs, unemployment costs, Homeowners Assistance Program and
environmental costs, and savings for input to the COBRA model.
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o Health Care Costs

oo CHAMPUS Costs Base closures and realignments can
have an impact on CHAMPUS costs DoD-wide. These net cost imnpacts
must be included in analyses of closures or realignments
involving Military Treatment Facilities.

oo Medicare Costs Medicare costs will not be included
in DoD Component cost analyses. The Medicare program consists of
Part A (hospital and related costs) and Part B (supplemental
costs). Part A is financed by Medicare payroll taxes. The only
appropriated funds used to support Medicare are those portions of
the Part B costs that exceed the monthly premiums paid by the
members/beneficiaries. Therefore, total Medicare appropriations
will not significantly change return on investment calculations.

o Unemployment Costs The Military Departments and Defense
Agencies annually budget unemployment contributions to the
Federal Employees Compensation Account for DoD military and
civilian employees. DoD Components should include the
contributions attributable to closures and realignments in their
cost calculations.

o Homeowners Assistance Prooram (HAP) The Secretary of the
Army will provide each Military Department and Defense Agency
with a list of installations that have a reasonable probability
of having a HAP program approved, should the installation be
selected for closure or realignment. HAP costs will be included
for each of the installations so identified by the Secretary of
the Army.

o Environmental Restoration Costs Environmental
Restoration costs at closing bases are not to be considered in
cost of closure calculations. DoD has a legal obligation for
environmental restoration regardless of whether a base is closed
or realigned. Where closing or realigning installations have
unique contamination problems requiring environmental
restoration, these vill be considered as a potential limitation
on near-term community reuse of the installation.

o Environmental Compliance Costs Environmental compliance
costs can be a factor in a base closure or realignment decision.
Costs associated with bringing existing practices into compliance
with environmental rules and regulations can potentially be
avoided when the base closes. Environmental compliance costs may
be incurred at receiving locations also, and therefore will be
estimated.
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o L Given existing statute and practice
regarding the disposal of real pr -erty, especially public
benefit transfers, land and facil.. .es value may not always be
realized. In cases where some proceeds can be expected, Military
Departments and Defense Agencies must estimate the amount to be
received for such real property. Estimated land and facility
value will generally be based on the anticipated highest and best
use for the land and facilities, assuming appropriate zoning,
unless readily available informL:ion indicates that zoning is
likely to be more restrictive. Where installations have unique
contamination problems, a portion of the installation may have to
be segregated from disposal so that community reuse may proceed
on the balance. Estimated value should be adjusted: for any
such parceling, including discounting proceeds when sale of
contaminated property is possible only after cleanup is complete;
for reduced prices where property is likely to be sold for
restricted uses; or, when significant public benefit discount
transfers are anticipated.

o Force Structure Savinas The savings associated with
force structure drawdowns shal' nc: be included in the return on
investment calculations. While decreased force structure will
often be the underlying reason for recommending base closures or
realignments, the savings associated with closing bases should be
founded on the elimination of base operating support (BOS),
infrastructure and related costs.

o Military Construction Military Departments and Defense
Agencies will describe anticipated construction requirements
(barracks square feet, etc.) to implement a BRAC recommendation
and not actual projects. These requirements only become projects
during the impletmentation phase after the Commission meets and
after installation site surveys are conducted and formal project
documents (DD 1391s) are prepared.

o Construction Cost Avoidances Closing and realigning
bases can result in construction cost avoidances. Cost
avoidances should include FY94-99 programmed military and family
housing construction that can be avoided at the closing or
realigning base, other than new-mission construction. *
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COBRA Model Assumptions

The following statements clarify certain cost assumptions
written into the COBRA model:

o LalMov. Moves of less than 50 miles will not incur
PCS moving costs.

o Priority Placement System Costs. Forty-one percent of
all employees placed in other jobs through the DoD Priority
Placement Program will be relocated at government expense (based
on historical data).

o Students. For the purposes of return on investment
calculations, relocation of students will only impact the COBRA
model's calculation of overhead costs, and as appropriate,
estimates of military construction requirements.

Economic Imptacts

Attachment 2 provides guidance on the calculation of
economic impact on closing, realigning and receiving communities.

Environmental Impacts

Attachment 3 provides guidance on documenting environmental
impact considerations at closing, realigning and receiving
locations.

For environmental impact considerations, there is no need to
undertake new environmental studies. DoD Components may use all
available environmental information regardless of when, how or
for what purpose it was collected. If a DoD Component should
choose to undertake a new environmental study, the study must
collect the same information from all bases in the DoD
Component's base structure, unless the study is designed to fill
gaps in information so that all bases can be treated equally.
Attachment 3 provides a sample of the reporting format used to
summarize the environmental consequences of closure or
realignment of an installation.
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Receivina Bases

DoD Components must identify receiving bases for large units
or activities, including tenants which are to be relocated from
closing or realigning bases. The COBRA model will calculate the
costs for relocating such units or activities. DoD Components do
not need to identify specific receiving bases for units or
tenants with less than 100 civilian/military employees. Finding
homes for these activities can be left to execution. However,
DoD Components should establish a generic Obase xI within the
COBRA model to act as the surrogate receiving base for the
aggregation of these smaller units or activities, in order to
ensure completeness of cost and savings calculations.

Reserve Enclaves

On each base designated for closure or realignment the
future of guard and reserve units of all Military Departments
residing on or receiving support from that base must be
considered. Once a decision has been made to include an enclave
or relocate guard and reserve units, the effected unit
identifications must be included in the DoD Component's
recommendations to the Secretary of Defense. Military
construction and repair costs of fitting out an enclave for
reserve component or guard use will be estimated.

Community Preference

Military Departments and Defense Agencies must document the
receipt of valid requests received under section 2924 of P.L.
101-510 and document the steps taken to give them special
consideration. Such documentation is subject to review by the
General Accounting Office, the Commission and the Congress.

Release of Information

Public Law 101-510, as amended, established the Defense Base
Closure and Realignment Commission to review the Secretary of
Defense's recommendations for the closure or realignment of
military installations and to conduct public hearings on the
recommendations. Unless specifically required by law, data used
by the DoD Components to analyze and evaluate military
installations will not be released until the Secretary's
recommendations have been forwarded to the Commission.
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The General Accounting Office (GAO), however, has a special
role in assisting the Commission in its review and analysis of
the Secretary's recommendations and must also prepare a report
detailing the Secretary's selection process. As such, the GAO
will be provided, upon request, with as much information as
possible without compromising the deliberative process. The
Military Departments and Defense Agencies must keep records of
all data provided to the GAO.

Actions With Multiple Installation Impacts

This expands the policy guidance on cumulative impacts on
installations previously provided in ASD(P&L) Policy Memorandum
One.

As the DoD Components review tneir base structure or conduct
functional studies with base closure or realignment impacts, a
determination must be made as to whether a review or study
impacting more than one installation nhould be considered a
single action under P.L. 101-530. To be considered a single
action, the review or study must:

(1) Result in the closure or realignment of at least one
installation which would trigger the numerical
thresholds of P.L. 101-510; and

(2) Involve inextricably linked elements, in that failure
to proceed with any one element of the action would
require reevaluation of the entire action.

Revortinc Formats

Attachment 4 describes the reporting formats for: (1) the
anticipated DoD report to the Commission, and (2) Military
Department and Defense Agency justifications for their March 15,
1993, closure and realignment recommendations.

Attachments
1. Return on Investment Calculations
2. Economic Impact Calculations
3. Environmental Impact Considerations
4. Report Format
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Return on Investment Calculation. (COBRA 1ternative)

In those rare instances when use of the COBRA model is not
possible, Retur on Investment can be calculated as follows:

1) Array al:. the calculated costs and savings by
fiscal year for the closure or realignment option.
Costs and savings should be arrayed uninflated for
20 years.

2) Discoupt each year of the net costs or savings
using a 10 percent discount rate.

3). Determine the fiscal year the closure or
realignment is completed. The year of the closure
is defined as the year in which the majority of
personnel have left, and the mission and functions
cease to be performed at the installation. For
these calculations, a closure or realignment can
be considered complete even if the installation is
in caretaker status.

4) Count the number of years, after the year of
completion, it takes for the net present value to
reach zero or become negative. This number is the
return on investment years.

5) Sum the discounted net costs/savings for the 20-
year period. This sum is the 20-year net present
value.

OMB Circular A-94 applies to these calculations, in general,
by specifying a 10 percent discount rate and zero percent
inflation.

Exceptions to the above guidance will be considered on a
case by case basis by ASD(P&L) if warranted.

Attachment 1
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Iconomic lmpact Calculations

Economic impact on communities will be measured by the
direct and indirect effect on employment at closing and
realigning bases, as well as at receiving locations.

The Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) will design and
update computer spreadsheets with the appropriate multipliers to
measure indirect economic impacts.

The Military Departments and Defense Agencies will be
responsible for determining changes in military, civilian and
contractor employment at each base. Only contractor personnel
employed on the base, or in the immediate vicinity, which support
on-base activities will be considered. This is the direct
employment impact. The OEA spreadsheets have a place for entry
of this data which will be a Military Department and Defense
Agency responsibility. Once entered, the computerized
spreadsheet will calculate the economic impact (the direct and
indirect effect on employment) of the closure or realignment for
each affected installation. The military and DoD civilian data
used for calculating the economic impact must be the same as used
in the COBRA model.

Attachment 2
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Znvironmental Xmi&&t- Considerations

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

RESULTING FROM CLOSURE/REALIGNMENT ACTION AT:

Installation Name Location

(Provide a summary statement and status for the following
environmental attributes at each installation affected by the
closure/realignment action, including receiving installations.
These key environmental attributes are not meant to be all
inclusive. Others may be added as appropriate.)

o Threatened or Endangered Species

o Wetlands

o Historic or archeological sites

o Pollution Control

o Hazardous Materials/Wastes

o Land Use and Airspace Implications

o Programmed Environmental Costs/Co . Avo: 's

Attachment 3
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Departnmnt of Defense
Base Closure and Realignment

Report to the Commission

Executive Summary (Volume 1)

1. 1993 Base Closure Procedures PaL
2. Force Structure Summary - Unclassified Joint Staff
3. Final Criteria PAL
4. Compilation of Recomndations PAL
5. Implementation PAL

i. Public Law 101-510 (as amended) PAL
ii. Section 2687, Title 10, US Code PaL

iii. DoD Policy Memoranda PAL
iv. Base Structure Summary PAL

v. History of Base Closures PAL
vi. Index of Affected Bases A Personnel Xmpacts PAL

Force Structure Plan (classified) (Volume X) Joint Staff

Departmnt of the Army Analyses and Recommendations (Volume 112) Army

1. Executive Summary
2. Statement of Purpose
3. Service Projected Force Structure
4. Service Process
5. Description of Analyses
6. Recommendations (see attached format)
7. Budget Impacts
8. Classified Appendices (if required)

Department of the Navy Analyses and Recommendations (Volum XV) Navy & Marine Corps

1. Executive Summary
2. Statement of Purpose
3. Service Projected Force Structure
4. Service Process
5. Description of Analyses
6. Recommendations (see attached format)
7. Budget Impacts
S. Classified Appendices (if required)

Department of the Air Force Analyses ar.r' Reccomendations (Volume V) Air Force

1. Executive Summary
2. Statement of Purpose
3. Service Projected Force Structure
4. Service Process
5. Description of Analyses
6. Recommendations (see attached fomat)
7. Budget Impacts
8. Classified Appndices (if required)

Defense Agencies Analyses and Recom!.! Ziona (Volume VI) Defense Agencies

1. Executive Sumary
2. Statement of Purpose
3. Agency Projected Force Structure
4. Agency Process
5. Description of Analyses
6. Recommendations (see attached format)
7. Budget Impacts
8. Classified Appendices (if required)

Attachment 4
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Name of Racomendation
(e g., John Q. Public Naval Air Facility, [State])

aOcamendation: Describe what is to be closed and/or realigned;
units, functions or organizations that will be eliminated or
moved; identify the receiving installations, if applicable; and
describe units functions or organizations that will remain on the
base, if applicable.

Justificatiom: Explain the reasons for the recommendation: i.e.,
force structure reductions, mission transfer, consolidation or
elimination, excess capacity, etc., as applicable.

L pat: Describe the impact the recommendation will have on the
local community's economy in terms of direct and indirect
employment loss. Also include an estimate of the cost of
implementing the recommendation and expected annual savings after
implementation.

Attachment to Attachment 4
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. DC 20301400
December 9, 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
COMPTROLLER
GENERAL COUNSEL
INSPECTOR GENERAL
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUBJECT: 1993 Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC 93)
Recommendations

The Secretaries of the Military Departments and other DoD
Components shall submit their recommendations for base
realignments or closures under Public Law 101-510 to the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) by
8:00am on February 22, 1993.

ASD(P&L) will process and forward the recommendations to the
Secretary of Defense for approval. Recommendations should be
submitted in the format described in ASD (P&L) Base Closure Policy
Memorandum Two.

Colin M2l9len
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THE DEP Y SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WAWNNGTON. D.C. 03,01

10 December 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
COMPTROLLER
GENERAL COUNSEL
INSPECTOR GENERAL
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUBJECT: 1993 Base Closure and Realignment Selection Criteria

The attached 1993 Base Closure and Realignment (BRAC 93)
Selection Criteria, required by Section 2903(b) of I.L. 101-510,
form the basis, along with the force structure pla., of the base
closure and realignment process. DoD components shall use these
criteria in the base structure analysis to nominate BRAC 93
closure or realignment candidates. The criteria will also be
used by the 1993 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission
in their review of the Department of Defense final
recommendations.

Attachment
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Department of Defense Final Criteria
for

Closing and Realigning
Military Installations Inside the United States

In selecting military installations for closure or realignment, the
Department of Defense, giving priority consideration to military value
(the first four criteria below), will consider.

Military Value

I. The current and future mission requirements and the
impact on operational readiness of the Department of
Defense's total force.

2. The availability and condition of land, facilities and
associated airspace at both the existing and potential
receiving locations.

3. The ability to accommodate contingency. mobilization,
and future total force requirements at both the existing
and potential receiving loctions.

4. The cost and manpower implications.

Return on Investment

5. The extent and timing of potential costs and savings,
including the number of years, beginning with the date
of completion of the closure or realignment, for the
savings to exceed the costs.

Impacts

6. The economic impact on communities.

7. The ability of both the existing and potential receiving
communities* infrastructure to support forces, missions
and personnel

8. The environmental impact.
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. DC RO341000

December 24, 1992

-ooucno

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TRE ARMY (INSTALLATIONS,
LOGISTICS AND ENVIRONMENT)

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS
AND ENVIRON NT)

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE
(INSTALLATIONS)

SUBJECT: Base Closure Cumulative Economic Impact

Base Closure Policy Memorandum Two included guidance on the
calculation of economic impact at closing, realigning or
receiving bases during the 1993 round of base closures (BRAC 93).
Specifically, the Military Departments and Defense Agencies are
responsible for determining changes in military, civilian and
contractor employment at each base recommended for closure,
realignment or as a receiving base, and entering this data into
the economic impact spreadsheet supplied by the Office of
Economic Adjustment (OEA).

To ensure that the impact of previous closures and
realignments are reflected in cumulative economic impact
considerations, data must also be entered for closed, realigned
or gaining bases identified during BRAC 88 and BRAC 91. This
information should be readily available in your BRAC 91 economic
impact spreadsheet printouts. Any adjustments to previous BRAC
88 or BRAC 91 actions necessitated by BRAC 93 recommendations
should also be made on the spreadsheets (i.e., personnel now
going to Base *Y* instead of Base OXI, etc).

We will combine Department/Agency spreadsheets to determine
DoD-wide cumulative economic impact within each defined
geographic area.

If you have any questions please contact Mr. Dom Miglionico
at 697-8050.

David J. Berteau
Principal Deputy
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. D,C, 20301-8000

JAN 281993
WIPAL, CV ION AND

LOGISTICS

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (INSTALLATIONS,
LOGISTICS AND ENVIRONMENT)

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS AND
ENVIRONMENT)

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE
(INSTALLATIONS)

DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Base Closure and Realignment-Additional Guidance

As we go through the final weeks of preparation before
presenting a list of closure candidates to the Secretary, I want
to review a few remaining details for your submissions which are
due on February 22, 1993,

o We will need 5 hard copies of your unclassified section
and 5 copies of your classified submission (if
required) of the final report (refer to ASD(P&L) Base
Closure Policy Memorandum Two, attachment 4). We will
need additional copies in March for distribution to the
Commission, Congress, the GAO, etc.

o Your "Recommendation" pages need not necessarily be
limited to one page. The importance your "one-page"
recommendations and justifications will play in this
process cannot be over emphasized, especially the
recommendations, which must be complete. Therefore,
the ability to withstand public and Commission scrutiny
overrides the desire for brevity. Although they are
part of your final report, we will also need your
"Recommendation" pages on a 5 1/4" or 3 1/2" floppy
disk in WordPerfect 5.0 or 5.1.

o We will need a copy of the COBRA Personnel Movement
Report (refer to page 125, COBRA User's Manu&l) for
each base in your closure/realignment scenarios.



o We will need a printout and computer disk of your
economic impact spreadsheets for your BRAC 93
recommendations.

o We will also need the number of military, civilian, and
estimated Base Operating Support contractor employees
on board each of your BRAC 88 and BRAC 91 closures and
realignments as of June 30, 1991. This information
will be used to calculate DoD-wide cumulative impact by
OASD(P&L). Refer to ASD(P&L) memorandum of December
24, 1992.

o The above data and information is all due February 22,
1993.

Based on our review of the new OMB Circular A-94 (October
29, 1992) the discount rate for COBRA Return on Investment
Calculations has been changed to 7 percent vice 10 percent.
Please make this change to the COBRA standard factors file and
note the change in your copy of Base Closure Policy Memorandum
Two, dated December 4, 1992. Also, since the COBRA model is
being continually refined, please delete any references to
Oversion 4.00 in the memorandum.

Finally, I want to take this opportunity to thank you and
your staffs for all your support and hard work during this BRAC
93 process.

DaviC J. Berteau
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Production and Logistics)
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Appendix E

DoD Base Structure- Summary of
Domestic and Overseas Reductions

Table 1A - Major Domestic Closures

U.S. Bases

a= -RARA88 BAC 9 BRAC 93 Ran Ria

Army 109 -7 -4 -2 6 12%

NavyAJSMC 168 -4 -9 -23 132 21%

Air Force 206 -5 -13 -4 184 11%

Defense Agencies J2U . .Q., _J0 17%

Totals 495 -16 -26 -31 422 15%

Table 1B - Major Domestic Realignments

Bases
IABRAC 91 M. V Affeted

Army 10 5 4 19

NavyA/SMC 1 12 5 18

Air Force 0 2 3 5

Defense Agencies .. Q 0 ,.

Totals 11 19 12 42
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Table IC - Summary of Domestic Plant Replacement Value (PRV) Reductions
($Billions)

PRV

nY91 £Rn N BRAC9R ig

Army 151.9 -14S. -3.7 133.3 12%

Navy/LJSMC 170.6 -10.7 -17.8 142.1 17%

Air Force 1= -].J1 17%

Totals 483.0 -44.8 -29.1 409.1 15%

Note: Plant replacemnt value is what it would cost to replace all the buildings, pavements,
and utilities at a base. DoD meames prgres in tams of plant r-placernent value because it
is a bett measure of the snagniwde of reductions in infrasructure than simply counting large
bacs and small bases equally.
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Table 2A - Base Structure - Summary of Actions to End or Reduce

Operations Overseas

(Number of Sites)

Announced
X1to Date Reduction

Europe
Army 847 440 407 52%
Navy/USMC 85 24 61 28%
Air Force 470 185 285 39%

Paci /Easf Asia
Army 112 18 94 16%
Navy/LJSMC 26 11 15 42%
Air Force 79 8 71 10%

Western Hemirpherel
Misc. Locaions

Army 15 13 2 87%
Navy/USMC 9 3 6 33%
Air Force 22 Z8%

Totals 1,669 704 965 42%

Table 2B - Base Structure - Summary of Overseas Reductions by

Plant Replacement Value (PRV)

($Bllions)

Planned
Announced Thru Total

EXL91 to DE L Y9£§_ d RnuUaa

Army 53.9 17.9 6.0 23.9 44%
Navy/LSMC 26.4 6.4 1.0 7.4 28%
Air Force 602I .U 222 37%

Totals 140.5 43.5 10.0 53.5 38%
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Appendix F

History of Base Closures

Background

In the early 1960s, under the direction of President Kennedy, Secretary of
Defense McNamara developed and subsequently implemented the most extensive base
realignent and closure program in the history of the United States. Hundreds of base
closures and realignments took place during this period, and more than 60 major bases
were closed. Criteria governing bases selected for closure were established primarily
within the Office of the Secretary of Defense, with minimal consultation with the
Mlitary Departnents or the Congress.

The Congress had not anticipated the broad extent of these actions, and their
cumulative political impact was substantial. With very few exceptions, the closure
actions were viewed negatively by the Congress.

Legislative History of Section 2687

In 1965, the Congresi passed legislation setting up reporting requirements
designed to involve itself in any DoD base closure program. The legislation was
vetoed by President Johnson and the confrontation between the Executive and
Legislative branches of government grew. Despite this situation, the Department of
Defense was able to complete base realignments and closures routinely throughout the
1960s.

During the early 1970s, the Department found it increasingly difficult to realign
or close installations due to repeated attempts by the Congress to regulate the base
closure process and to limit or deny base closure funding. In 1976, the Military
Consntuction Authorization Bill contained a provision prohibiting any base closure or
reduction of more than 250 civilian employees until the Department had notified
Congress of the proposed actions, assessed the personnel and economic impacts,
followed the study provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and
waited nine months. This bill was vetoed by President Ford and the Congressional
veto override effort failed.
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In 1977, however, President Carter approved legislation requiring the
Department to notify Congress that a ",ase is a candidate for reduction or closure;
prepare local economic, environmentu, and strategic consequence reports; and wait 60
days for Congress' response. The legislation was codified as Section 2687, Tide 10,
U.S. Code and is at Appendix B. Section 2687, coupled with the requirements of
NEPA, effectively brought base closures to a halt.

The Next Decade

For the next decade after passage of Section 2687, all attempts at closing major
installations met with failure, and even proposed movements of small military units
were frustrated.

Given that situation, President Reagan's Administration began discussing with
the Congress the development of a comprehensive proposal recommending base
closures to Congress. The President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Control (The
Grace Commission) included in its 1983 report a finding that economies could be
made in the base structure. They recomrended that a non-partisan, independent
commission be established to study the base closure issue in a less constained process
and submit a list of closures. Nothing came of these early efforts.

The 1988 Base Closure Commission

In 1988, Secretary of Defense Carlucci recognized that the stalemate between
the Executive Branch and Legislative Branch had to be broken. The Defense budget
by 1988 had declined for three sraight years from the 1985 peak of the Reagan
Administration buildup and was predicted to decline further.

On May 3, 1988, Secretary Carlucci chartered the Defense Secretary's
Commission on Base Realignment and Closure to recommend military bases within the
United States for realignment and closure. Legislation subsequently passed by the
Congress and enacted by the President (Public Law 100-526) endorsed this approach
and provided relief from certain statutory provisions which were impediments to the
completion of base closures.

Enactment of this legislation constitutes an agreement between the Legislative
and the Executive Branches that improvement in the military basing structure could be
a means of realizing savings in the defense budget, while not impairing the ability of
the armed forces to carry out their missions.
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The 1988 Commission's Recommendations

The 1988 Base Closure Commission issued its report in December of 1988. It
recommended closing 86 military installations and realigning 13 installations. An
additional 46 installations were designated for increases as units and activities relocated
as a result of the recommended closures and realignments. A recap of the major 1988
base closures and realignments is at Table I of this Appendix.

The 1988 Commission was required to base its recommendations on the force
strcture anticipated in 1988, which was stable. Even so, they recommended the
closure of about 3 percent of the domestic base structure.

Implementing the 1988 Commission's Recommendations

Secretary Carlucci was required by Public Law 100-526 to accept or reject the
1988 Commission's recommendations in their entdurty. In January of 1989, he
wccpted aU of the recommiendations. The law provided Congress with the same
opportunity and by May of 1989, the Congressional review period expired without the
enactment of a joint resolution of disapproval. Consequently, the recommendations of
the 1988 Commission now have the force of law.

DoD's planning, budgeting and implementation of the 1988 recommendations is
on track. The closures and realignments were required to begin by January of 1990
and must be completed by October of 1995. DoD's comprehensive financial plan for
these closures indicates that DoD will realize a net savings during implementation (FY
89-95) of over $300 million and annual savings of $700 million each year thereafter.
These savings could be further enhanced if expected land sale proceeds of $1.1 billion
ame realized.

The January 1990 List of Candidates

The world situation was changing fast at the end of 1989 as DoD was preparing
to send its revised FY 1991 Budget to the Congress. The Berlin wall had fallen, the
Warsaw Pact was weakening, democracy was spreading throughout the region, and
Soviet-U.S. relationships were imiproving worldwide.

It became clear that DoD's force structure and budget could declint dramatically
over the next several years, in response to reduced tensions and thr,-ts worldwide.
Base closures and realignments, therefore, became a part of each Militv Department's
budget strategy for balancing their base structure with their declining force structure.
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The 1988 Commission, however, was a one-time Commission and without other
changes to the public laws, closing bases meant using the very same Section 2687
procedures that had stopped base closures for over a decade.

Since it could take 1-2 years to complete the required base closure and
environmental impact studies, the Secretary of Defense decided he had to get started.
In this way, DoD could have some studies completed in time to submit to Congress
with DoD's FY 1992/1993 Budget in January of 1991.

In January 1990, the Secretary announced a list of candidates for closures and
realignments which began the 1-2 year required study process.

Public Law 101-SI0

Most of the January 1990 studies were never completed, for in November of
1990 Congress passed and the President signed Public Law 101-510 (see Appendix A).
The law required that DoD begin its review of the base structure anew, without regard
to the January 1990 list of candidates except when the study was below the numerical
thresholds established by Public Law 101-510. The law established independent
Presidential Commissions in 1991, 1993 and 1995 to review the Secretary of Defense's
recot'mendations for base closures and realignments in those years.

The 1991 Base Closure Process

The first of the three Commissions to operate under the new law (P.L 101-510)
received Secretary of Defense Cheney's recommendations for base closures and
realignments on April 12, 191. Those recommendations were based on approved
final selection criteria and a 6-year force structure plan as required by the law. By
1991, the Warsaw Pact had disintegrated and, therefore, DoD was planning on further
force drawdowas.

Consequently, the Secretary of Defense reconmmended a significant base
structure drawdown involving 31 major base closures and 48 realignments. The
Commission accepted approximately 90 percent of those recommendations and in its
report to the President of July 1991, recommended the closure of 27 major bases and
the realignment of 48 others. A recap of the major 1991 base closures and
realignments is at Table I of this Appendix.
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Implementing the 1991 Commission's Recommendations

The President accepted all of the Commission's recommendations on July 11,
1991, and forwarded the Commission's report with his approval to the Congress. The
Congressional review period established by P.L 101-510 expired without enacunent of
a joint resolution of disapproval. Consequently, the recommendations of the 1991
Commission now have the force of law.

DoD's planning, budgeting and implementation of the 1991 recommendations
are on trak. The closures and realignments are required to begin by July of 1993 and
must be completed by July of 1997. DoD's comprehensive financial plan for these
closures indicates that DoD will realze a net savings during implementation (FY 92-
97) of over $1.4 billion and annual savings of $1.4 million each year thereafter. These
savings could be further enhanced if expected land sale proceeds of $1.7 billion are
realized.

The 1993 Base Closure Process

The 1993 base closure process is described in detail in the body of this report.
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Appendix G

Areas of Commission Special Interest

The 1991 Commission recommended that the Secretary of Defense propose for
consideration in the FY 1992 or FY 1993 Defense Authorization Bill a fair-market
exchange of land and facilities (at MCAS Tustin) for construction of military facilities
at Twentynine Palms or Camp Pendleton. The Department submitted such language
but the Congress did not pass it. The Secretary of Defense has made an additional
recommendation for the 1993 Commission's consideration regarding MCAS Tustin.

The 1991 Commission recommended that the Secretary of Defense distribute the
workload from the closing Sacramento Army Depot by competition, to ensure the most
cost-effective distribution of work. The Army took the lead in a joint-service effort to
develop the implementation plan, selection criteria and logical groupings of the
thousands of items. The Army is conducting nine workload competitions. The first
competition was completed in January 1993, with the last competition expected to be
completed in December 1993 (two and one-half years after the 1991 Commission's
recommendation). These competitions are expected to cost DoD $15 million, not
including increased base operating support costs, because Sacramento Army Depot
must remain in operation longer than planned. Results of the first competition have
confirmed the Department's original conclusion that Tobyhanna Army Depot's rates
are significantly lower than other depots.

Competition is an excellent tool, used judiciously, to spur innovation and allow
managers to apply lessons learned from competition to their steady workload.
Competition cannot achieve efficiencies in a depot maintenance system that may have
up to 50 percent excess capacity.

The Commission recommended that DoD confer with Congress regarding DoD
health care policies. It is DoD policy: to operate military hospitals primarily to support
active-duty military personnel; to care for the needs of beneficiaries not served by
military hospitals through the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed
Services (CHAMPUS); to close military hospitals if the active-duty population served
will reduce dramatically due to a base closure. The Department worked with the
Congress on this issue as Congress considered passing Section 722 of the DoD
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Authorization Act for FY 1993. This section establishes a joint services working
group on the provision of military health care at bases being closed or realigned. The
working group is required to report on alternative means for continuing to provide
accessible health care with respect to each closure and realignment. Congress did not
resnict DoD's ability to close military hospitals.

The Commission recomnded that DoD submit its consolidation plan for the
Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS). DFAS developed a plan for
locating the consolidated workforce based on a site selection process called
"Oppormnity for Economic Growth (OEG)". The Secretary of Defense decided to
reject the OEG process because he was not convinced that OEG is sound public policy.
Instead, the Secretary directed that the DFAS consolidation continue to occur, for the
time being, at the exiing five large centers. At the same time, the Secretary will be
reviewing options for a permanent consolidation of DFAS and will make a fimal
decision in the months ahead. If the review indicates any part of a consolidation plan
would require Base Closure Commission review, the Secretary will submit a
recommendation to the 1995 Commission.
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Appendix H

Impacts by State
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Preliminary BRAC 93 Closure and Realignment Recommendation Impacts by State
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NWo Staion k4e6dw Roche 0 0 3 7 396 7
NMCRC A bk Clam 17 0 0 0 (17) 0
Navl ROemerv Cetw kt do Ckm 6 0 0 0 (6) 0

TOWa 1.619 924 2534 VIA1 916 7M
Woh
loo Am Dspot Reaign 16 1.942 0 0 (16) (1.942)
Delerue Depot Too"s Dsstabrh 1 23D 0 0 (1) (2O)
PCOqderiWSA) Dieetaob 1 114 0 0 (I) (114)
RPC 1AF8(DSA Deesobfif 0 2 0 0 0 2)
Nava PeCon" enterOgden Clam. 12 1 0 0 (12) (1)

Tod 3D 2289 0 0 (30) (2.2M9

Frt i*,ne ReaWn 4 AS 28 2e 24 (427)
VWi M FaminSollcn Ci 407 1A72 0 0 (407) (1A72)
Deoisr Gerwal Sippl Cunter Richmond Recelve 0 0 0 A 0 4
71h CoTrkvtior* Gp. Pentagon (CNSA Dwm4tabWlh 108 Al 0 0 (108) (41)
SUPERS ArVon (DISA) DoemobiW 31 13 0 0 (31) (13)
CRUITCOM Al&gon (DISA) DIowbe 3 1 0 0 (0) (1)
NCTAS Nrfak (DMA) Dba 0 122 0 0 0 (122)

Them Agw reeento he 'oct of BRAC 93 rem, i w ia onIV. They do not Wockds the h~xc$ of ainy other Intoaftve
anftds of the BRAC 93 proce
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Preliminary BRAC 93 Closure and Realgnmernt Recommendation Impacts by State
(Waltry Vicludm 0~02!g student load, a~n imkid B03 contractor perorvi.I lttnAcinOWt in Not Ga~,~~lq .do Mil , I mil M, Mil ctvI

NBNork*SOW Dmtablim 0 126 0 0 0 (126)
IPCWdlimh MSA)( D oomaclih 0 261 0 0 0 (261)
Bueau of Pem (Nav) Relocate 170 924 0 0 (1.070 (924)
NAVAlSVA OM Relocate 543 3.129 0 0 (543) 3.120)

VSVEASVIOM Relocate 360 3A39 0 0 (360) (3439)
NAMPSY3COM Relocate 89 291 0 0 (89) (291)
FPM Cvrnat Tm**g Center. Aitknhic Race 22 73 9m0 199 948 126 r
HQ MC Relocate 28 63 0 0 (2) (63)
NMa Air Si i n Norfok Rece w 0 0 49 423 4 423
NovAkl AtiM:n Oceono Receive 0 0 2.597 42 2697 2
Nm FocM E& mwig Cammond Relocate 36 486 0 0 (36) (466)
NavSal ecUly GQp Actvity Cheasapool Relocate 221 431 0 0 C221) (431)
Novo Anf .Alove Uttle Crok Rmcehme 0 0 262 4 262 4
Naval Avatkin DoW Wfolk Close 10 42.. 0 0 (104) (4296)
Naoval Hompft FwWno h Receive 0 0 6 W9 6M 59
No Nalon Nafk Receive 0 14 4621 92 4621 78
N" Surface Wrre Crernt Receo 0 0 6 175 6 175
NaolWea 1~So Yorktown Realign 7 2m 117 14 110 (191)
NAVMAC Db@Oabki 96 108 0 0 (96) (108)
NAVS.ACVSENWSr 0NWC) Deuoblil A I 407 0 0 (4) (1407)
Notfa Naval 9wad Receive 0 16 226 1.139 226 1.123
NO Reserve Center sounton Close 6 0 0 0 (6) 0
S2uPI Portumajt Rece" 0 0 6 34D 6 340
MCCOC Quorlco Recehm 0 0 28 63 28 63

TOW11 3.139 17.369 9,613 2,W 6.374 (14.787)

Facl AFB Redbec 1161 go 0 0 (1.161) (M
1R D 1go OW Obo dail'h 0 13 0 0 0 (13)
NAS Wldby Ma (DISW Dieebim 0 6 0 0 0 (5)
N1C PLget Saur CD6A) Dimetolih 36 0 36 0 0 0
Novl Ak Valhln Y*,dlwWar Rocov 0 0 16 13 1,b 13

Iaat k Orernertan Receive 0 0 15, 31 154 31
NovalStahon Puget Sound Receve 0 0 77 16 77 '6
moval 3.& eme &migor Recelve 0 0 4 660 40D 660
Naval &wdv Center Puget Smmd Re e4ve 0 0 1 36 1 36

OSound Naal5Mijd Receove 1 173 A44 7 4643 (166)
Tol 1.218 269 6336 762 6,121 473

NeM=R Partlemsuwg COwe 6 0 0 0 (6)Q..
low 6 0 0 0 (6) 0

&6kWW, , I I
A Facty tddway Clame 7 160 0 0 (7 0C

low 7 1O 0 0 (7) (160)

QmndToW 123.937 99.I2 99A6 42MO (24252) (57.144)

tri m i g, epoesnt the fi Poe! of BRAC 93ow m , m dar only. Thovdo not hkddIts blpoct of anyotlher ht~e
out*e of th DRAC 93 proces
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